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Introduction 

The defects and difficulties experienced with the sodium storage tanks and the power 

conversion system (Spilling engine) of the SSPS Central Receiver System induced the 

decision of the 20th Executive Committee to set up a group of experts from 

international institutions. 

This Experts' Group was established to support the Operating Agent to overcome the 

problems; it reported directly to the 21st EC. 

The present document contains: 

The Report by the Experts' Group (Dec. 1982) 

The Concept for Final Solutions of CRS Problems proposed by Interatom 

(Dec. 1982) 

The Reports on the Cause of Damages by TUV (Technischer Uberwa-

chungsverein) (3 volumes) 

The final statement of the chairman of the Experts' Group after 

completion of repair. 

Some minor modifications of the concepts have been made during the repair works 

(e.g., in the first phase of planning it was not clear whether to heat-treat or not the 

cold storage tank). 

The papers presented here reflect the point of view at the times of their origin. Only 

minor corrections have been made. This should be taken into account when the 

statements of December 1982 and the final remarks of the TUV Report are 

compared. 

Nevertheless, this publication shows the progress of work and the effort of all parties 

to ensure satisfactory solutions and operability of the plant. 

IJ. ~~ 
W. Bucher 

Editor 
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Almeria Solar Power Plant, CRS 

REPORT BY EXPERT GROUP 

December 1982 

1. EXPERT GROUP 

Mr. J. Moore, Consultant to EIR, Switzerland, Chairman 

Dr. N. Hoffman, Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC), USA 

Mr. A. Schwarzenbach, Brown, Boveri & Cie, Switzerland 

Dr. H. Kohl, EIR, Switzerland 

2. TERMS OF REFERENCE 

The SSPS CRS Experts Group is composed of members nominated by Mr. Braun and 

Dr. Kesselring on behalf of the SSPS Executive Committee pursuant to a decision 

taken at the 20th EC meeting on 23 October 1982 in Claremont, CA. 

The group shall be chaired by Mr. J. Moore who will also act as speaker of the group. 

The group's mandate is to put a professional judgement on the solutions to be 

proposed by the company Interatom for curing the deficiencies in the SSPS CRS 

sodium heat transfer and power conversion systems. 

The group's findings shall be drawn up in an English written report for the 21st 

Executive Committee meeting to be held on 6 and 7 December 1982 in Cologne. The 

report shall be orally presented by the speaker of the group at the a.m. EC meeting. 

The group is free to carry out whatever investigations it deems necessary. It shall 

consult with the operating agent, the company Interatom, and the Technischer 

Uberwachungsverein Rheinland (TUV). 

The group shall be assisted by the operating agent acting as its secretariat. The 

operating agent shall advise the chairman of the group on practical matters relating 

to the group's work. The experts shall be remunerated by the SSPS project. 
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3. EXPERT GROUP SCHEDULE 

Mr. J. Moore 

Mr. A. Schwarzenbach 

Dr. N. Hoffman 

Dr. H. Kohl 

familiarization and personal enquiries 

started 18 November 

familiarization started 18 November 

first involvement 26 November 

1 December 1982, 

2 December 1982, 

3 December 1982, 

meeting in DFVLR offices Cologne 

presentation by Interatom, comments by TUY 

6 Decern ber 198 2, 

meeting in DFVLR offices Cologne of full expert committee, 

finalization of report 

presentation of report to 21st Executive Committee meeting 

4. SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

The attached schedule has been prepared to show in a simple way the time sequence 

of plant faults, "defect events", and the state of operation of major parts of the 

plant. 

There was insufficient time to prepare this schedule with a high degree of accuracy 

and it would have been desirable to include more detail. In particular, there was 

insufficient time to identify much relevant data in the early stages, before the plant 

was taken over by the plant operators Sevillana. 

It is recommended that a similar schedule should be maintained by the project, to 

help keep off-site management informed of significant events occuring on the plant. 

5. PLANT DIFFICULTIES 

Determination of the reasons for development of cracks on the sodium-filled parts 

of the plant and of resulting leakages of sodium depends to a large extent on 

examination of specimens cut from the plant and visual examination. Information of 

this type has been presented in a number of reports together with opinions as to the 

cause of failure by those concerned with the examinations. 
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The following text and that in Section 6 summarize the position as seen by the 

experts group and present their opinions. 

Similarly, Annex 1 reviews available data and opinions relevant to experience with 

the Spilling CRS. Text in this section and Section 6 give an overview and opinions 

by the expert-group. 

In addition, documentation of the events is being prepared. TUY is compiling a paper 

dealing with the sodium leakages, the connected tests and investigations, and the 

repair procedures. - Interatom and Spilling will submit a detailed description of the 

events and the measures taken at the Spilling engine. 

5.1 Cold Sodium Tank Bottom 

* Figure 1 shows the cold sodium tank. The three "studs" shown on the underside were 

fitted early in 1982 as part of the procedure to deal with sodium leaks and cracking 

in the bottom of the vessel. 

The three vertical pipes above the "studs" are to enable flow of sodium into the tank. 

Underneath each of these pipes, there is a square "shock plate" welded to parallel 

rails and subsequently welded to the bottom of the tank. The purpose of the rail

mounted shock plate is to prevent direct impact of hot sodium onto the base of the 

tank and to reduce thermal shocks to the tank. 

All the leakage and cracking events in the tank bottom are associated with these 

"shock plates" and subsequent repairs. Each of the three plates is attached to the 

tank bottom by two parallel metal rails that are first welded to the underside of the 

"shock plate" and then to the tank bottom. Figure 2. 

The welds in the tank bottom cannot be made satisfactorily, it is not practical to 

weld the full length of the inside of the metal rails to the tank bottom. All 

concerned recognize that this particular feature, the "rail-mounted shock plate", has 

caused cracks, some leading to sodium leaks, due to one or more of the following: 

* The term "stud" refers to a ring-plus-bowl assembly that is fabricated in situ 
on the vessel 
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0 difficulty to weld properly 

0 geometric stress concentration factors combining with high residual 

stresses due to the design of the method of attachment to the tank 

bottom 

0 thermal cycling increasing these stresses. 

Interatom has estimated the contribution to f ailurc of thermal cycling caused by the 

overall changes in vessel temperature and by hot sodium injection, an average four 

times per day during plant operation. These estimates arc included in their proposal 

document. 

The sequence of defect events has been as follows: 

Event TB 1, July 1981 

A weld at the rail bottom of the shock plate associated with tile sodium pump return 
' : t ( ' ~ 

line cracked. Sodium leakage wl:ls observed as the crack propagated through the 

bottom of the cold storage tank. 

The ends of the crack were terminated by drilling holes and two plug samples were 

taken for analysis from these two holes. Ultrasonic examina\ion showed no more 

cracks. Mctallographic examination of one of the plugs indicated circular pofes 

present in the weld bead. 

Since the tank bottom now contained a through-crack and two hoics, a 1~5 mm "stud" 

was welded to the underside of the cold tank. This bowl would fill with sodium as 

the cold storage tank was filled. 

Event TB2, January 1982 

No sodium leak. Extensive ultrasonic examination followed by taking plug samples 

showed various indications of crack starters and partial wall penetration tears. These 

crack indications were noted after cool-down of the cold storage tank from operating 

temperature. 

The 165 mm stud fitted for event TB 1 was cut off. Nine plug samples were taken 

including those that were cut to terminate identified cracks. Slits were cut in the 

bottom of the cold tank to relieve stressing of the shock plates and larger studs were 
' 

fitted under each of the shock plate zones to cover an o( the defected and, s1;1spec\ed. 

areas of the bottom of the cold tank. 
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Event TB3, September 1982 

Leakage of sodium through a crack in the weld of one of the three studs fitted after 

TB2. A second crack was also detected. The stud that leaked was associated with the 

shock plate assembly under the sodium receiver return line. 

A repair was made by covering each of the two cracks with an angle 

piece welded over the crack zone. 

Event TB4, October 1982 

Leakage of sodium in one of the repair pieces, fitted after event TB 3. 

Occurrence of this leak led to the decision to close down and re-examine how to 

proceed. 

5.2 Cold Sodium Tank Manhole 

The manhole "stud" at the end of the tank, Figure 1, is provided to allow access 

during installation on site. Part of the stud is fitted to the vessel during manufacture 

and a circumferential weld joining the two circular sections is the final weld on site 

that is made when the rest of the manhole stud is connected. Three leaks from 

cracks in this weld occured in September 1981. 

Although the manhole leaks occured approximately five weeks of calender time after 

the first sodium leak, the actual operating time between leak events was less than 

14 days following several days of heating up the cold storage tank to operating 

temperature. These manhole leaks were ground out and welded over to give a 

temporary fix until a new manhole "stud" could be installed. In mid-December the 

cold storage tank was cooled down from operating temperature and in January a new 

manhole stud was installed. 

There were problems during the initial welding operations prior to any operation with 

sodium. 

O During the welding and acceptance procedure, the weld was porous in 

three places where it had to be ground and re-welded. 
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0 Later analysis showed the presence of high chromium content in the weld 

metal indicating a possible use of the wrong welding rods. 

The weld-related events noted after plant operation, cool-down for system repair and 

heat-up to resume operation are described below. 

Event M 1, 7 September 1981 

Sodium leakage through a crack running from the circumferential seam weld. 

Examination showed a pore in the weld seam at the point of starting the weld. 

It was temporarily repaired by grinding out the cracks and welding over. 

Event M 2, 14 September 1981 

Sodium leakage through a crack running from the circumferential seam weld. 

Examination showed a very small pore in the weld. There was no indication of this 

crack on the radiograph taken before repairing event M 1, but it was just visible as 

a hairline on the radiograph after repairing M 1. 

While grinding out this crack (M 2) a crack was seen in the seam weld, say, 50 mm 

long and 10 mm deep. This other crack was also ground out followed by filling with 

weld metal. The welding operation was preceeded by local preheating using a flame 

(acetylene torch) and followed by heat treatment again using an acetylene torch. 

Event M3, 18 September 1982 

This was a third crack running from the same seam weld. It was ground out and 

welded using the same procedure as for events M 1, M 2. 

5.3 Regenerator Vessel, Event Rl, 7 September 1982 

Sodium leakage from a crack running from a circumferential seam weld that is made 

around the cylindrical part of the vessel near the bottom. 

Examination has shown that there was a step of about 4 mm between the edges to 

be welded. Also the crack originated from the joining point of the two ends of the 

first weld-run in the root of the seam weld. 
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5.4 Thermal Cycling in Cold Tank 

The designed method of operating the solar plant is such that hot sodium is injected 

daily, so far on average four times per operating day, into the cold storage tank. The 

cold storage tank at these times is at a temperature between about 240° C to 270° C. 

When sodium leaving the receiver is at a temperature of less than 480° C, a valve 

automatically opens to send it to the cold tank; if it is higher than 480° C, it 

normally passes to the hot tank. 

This occurs at the start of the day, when the system has to be warmed up. Sodium 

at temperatures up to 480° C is passed back to the cold tank for a period of between 

20 and about 60 minutes. Also injection of hot sodium occurs during shut-down at the 

end of the day and when clouds pass over the hcliostat field. 

Since October 1981, there have been about 460 cycles and in total, say, 500 cycles. 

These arc estimates and not derived by checking through all the record sheets. 

The size and duration of these thermal cycles in different parts of the plant arc not 

known with any precision. Thermal shocks will be greatest in pipework from the 

receiver to the cold tank with some modification as it passes through the top of the 

cold tank and finally into the sodium. 

Some indication of temperature cycling has been obtained from thermocouples fitted 

on 20 September 1982, one alongside the sodium pipe where it passes through the top 

of the vessel and another outside the bottom of the tank near the stud under the 

sodium inlet pipe. 

Records from these thcrmodcouplcs arc available for four days: 22 to 25 September. 

They show temperature cycles on the inlet pipe up to 210° C and at the tank bottom 

of up to, say, 40° C with a maximum transient on the tank bottom of 4,5° C/minutc. 

5.5 Spilling Engine 

The Spilling engine is a 6 cylinder reciprocating engine with all cylinders in line. 

There arc 5 stages of steam pressure, the lowest having two cylinders in parallel. The 

top operating temperature required is 380° C and the highest pressure 100 bars, both 

within Spilling experiences but probably not both together as for the Almeria plant. 
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Specific design changes have had to be made to the high pressure cylinder. The initial 

re-design was to reduce the thermal capacity of the cylinder and to increase the size 

of the port for steam flow into the cylinder. The steam port was increased by 

changing its shape from round to rectangular; but on the next run, the piston rings 

broke due, it is concluded, to them catching the edge of the rectangular hole. The 

hole shape was changed to remedy this defect. 

Other faults arc ones that do not appear to have required design changes to the 

machine. However, it has been difficult to make an analysis of the history of 

operation of the machine because Intcratom do not have an incident list nor dctaiied 

failure reports. The expert for the full period of operation had to base analysis on 

the following information: 

a) letter 10 October 1982 from Spilling Consult AG to DFVLR 

b) oral information from J. Hansen, Fichtner Consulting 

c) flow sheet full load, CRS plant, V 3941-7, Spilling, 3.11.80 

d) Interatom, SSPS Map No. 11, Start-up procedures, p. 90-95. 

The enclosed incident list (Table I) was prepared from these sources. It contains 6 

incidents of which three seem to have a clear origin. No. 2 was obviously caused by 

events outside the PCS system. The list shows three incidents of unknown origin and 

data docs not appear to be available to enable identification of the cause of these 

incidents (1, 4 and 6). A written statement from the Spilling engineers is urgently 

needed. The discussion in the present report may be helpful. 

6. DISCUSSION OF PAST DIFFICULTIES 

6.1 Sodium Systems 

The first problem is to answer two questions: 

1.) Why were cracks present in the hardware? 

2.) Why did these cracks propagate? 

Crack presence can be reasonably explained. Weld design and welding practice led to 

defects that could not be machined away. In one particular weld design, for example, 

the shock plate with rails presented an extraordinarily difficult access problem to the 

welder attempting to weld the inner side of the rails to the cold storage tank bottom 
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or to a machinist attempting to smooth the weld bead. An example of poor welding 

practice was the presence of annular gaps between unmelted weld rod and base 

material that could serve both as a storage site for NaOH caustic and as a stress 

raiser. 

At first, the question of crack propagation seemed to have an obvious answer: 

thermal fatigue. Fractography, however, showed that the obvious answer was 

incorrect. All cracks observed propagated in a brittle manner - often along prior 

austenitic grain boundaries and mainl~ through the weld transverse to the weld axis. 

The fracture often extended through the heat-affected zone, finally blunting in the 

base material. Scanning Electron Miscroscope (SEM) studies showed no ductile regions 

and no evidence of striations. Cleavage regions and intergranular brittle fracture 

regions were strikingly, clearly shown. 

Use of a cold tank made from ferritic steel is not a new technical venture. Tanks 

of similar material have been used as "dump" tanks for storing sodium for a number 

of applications; for example, the Prototype Fast Breeder in Scotland has such a tank 

that has been in use for many years with no problems. Sodium from steam generators 

has been "dumped" into it many times, following small leaks from steam/water to 

sodium, and the sodium is far from clean because the tank is used as a settling tank 

to partially clean the sodium. 

Why, then, brittle crack propagation in this application? Possible reasons for raising 

the ductile to brittle transition temperature of the ferritic steel weldments and heat 

affected zones (HAZ) are listed below. 

0 Hydrogen embrittlement of the weldment and HAZ 

0 Temper embrittlement of the weldment and HAZ 

0 Caustic embrittlement of the weldment and HAZ 

These three types of embrittlement usually require stresses near the yield strength, 

an initial crack present longer than a critical length, and temperatures below 240° C. 

If hydrogen embrittlement is the cause of crack propagation, the source of the 

hydrogen is of interest. Three possible hydrogen sources are 

0 Moisture present during welding, due to handling of electrodes by wet 

(sweaty) hands, improper electrode drying, moisture from high boiling

point Na OH solutions, or other, unknown source. 
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0 H present in the sodium due to a reaction between sodium and oil. 
0 H present in the sodium due to a reaction with water or steam. 

Unfortunately, none of the above sources could be eliminated as suspects. Perfectly 
spheroidal pores were observed in the first weld to fail, which could indicate 
moisture during welding. An incident did occur in which sodium poured on oil in the 
hot pump and this sodium was in contact, through flow lines, with the bulk of the 
sodium. Sodium/water reactions of a very small nature should be picked up as H 
readings on the gas chronomatograph. High readings of H were observed in 
December, 1981 over several vessels and then the chromatograph was inoperable 
during 1982, so preventing detection of very small water leaks into the sodium. Large 
leaks would register as gradually rising plugging temperatures in the plugging meter. 

Thus, we cannot rule out hydrogen embrittlement. 

Temper embrittlement of ferritic steels is a common phenomenon when certain heat 
chemistries are involved and the steel is held within a rather limited temperature 
range, usually around 400° C. The susceptible heat chemistries are best described by 
the Watnabe number. This number is defined as 

(Wt % Mn + Wt % Si) (Wt % P + Wt % Sn) X 104 

If the value is over 80, some increase in the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature 
(DBTT) is noted. When the value is over 200, DBTT values above 200° C can be 
expected. The base alloy in this study has a low Watnabe number well over 200. This 
type of embrittlement causes segregation of brittle phosphides in the prior austenite 
grain boundary but does not raise the hardness of the weldment. Two methods exist 
for establishing the presence of temper embrittlement. 

0 An energy absorption vs temperature plot of the Charpy V-notch type 
would show the ductile to brittle transition temperature increased from 
below o° C to the 200° C range. 

0 Auger analysis of a specimen from the weld fractured inside the Auger 
device would show several atomic percent of P, Sn, Sb, or As at the 

fracture boundary. 

Thus, unlike hydrogen embrittlement, the presence or absence of temper embrittle
ment can be proved (Later tests showed it not to be present). 
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Caustic embrittlement of the weldment and heat-affected zone is much rarer for 

ferritic steels than for austenitic, but it will occur if highly stressed steel is 

subjected to NaOH of a fairly limited concentration range for fairly long times. The 

regenerator vessel definitely had weld-associated cracks caused by caustic em

brittlement so such conditions are a potential problem for this hardware. As far as 

we know, the initial crack could not have had caustic present, so another 

embrittlement phenomenon in addition to caustic cracking is strongly suspected 

(unless filling, emptying, and inadequately cleaning of the cold sodium storage vessel 

occured before the first failure). Once a leak has developed, contact with moist air 

will generate NaOH and so enable establishment of caustic cracking conditions on the 

outside of the vessel underneath the logging. The conditions for caustic cracking of 

these weldments are approximately those shown in the figure 3, but the con

centration and temperature limits are not known. An additional parameter of critical 

importance is time to failure, which is usually many days for ferritic steels. 

The temperature range for all the forms of brittle fracture is usually considered to 

be below 250° C, and the 270° C nominal operating temperature seemed a bit high 

to be giving all the brittle fracture cracks. We obtained a plot of the actual 

temperature that the cold storage tank had. We note that much of the time sodium 

temperatures below 240° C have been maintained. 

The most important point to note is that very high stresses are needed to propagate 

all those fractures. Stress relief of the welds will eliminate the high residual stresses 

presently associated with the welds. 

As far as the future is concerned, none of the proposals for the cold tank include 

the particular shock plate feature that has been the source of most difficulties. 

Particular points to consider in relation to future proposals for the cold tank are 

0 ability of the pipework and hot sodium distribution system inside the tank 

to meet thermal cycling conditions; 

O avoidance of unacceptable thermal cycling on the tank; 

0 ability to fit and weld a new floor section. Cutting the old section out 

will inevitably disturb the floor - there is severe distortion from recent 

cutting of a square sample (ca 1/2 m2). 

- Interatom have been asked to check a similar repair elsewhere; 

O the need to stress relieve, allowing for 

- the need to cold work a floor piece to make it fit 

- inability to inspect the inside of the manhole weld 
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- desire to be overcautious; 

0 should flanges be fitted to the manhole cover (and the regenerator)? 

- not necessary for operator access, cutting a weld instead is not a 

significant problem; 

- the need to weld and grind on the inside; 

0 access, say, for an intrascopc through one of the top penetrations, to 

enable quick internal viewing; 

0 preheating of welds to 100° - 150° C. 

Following from the past experience with this plant, it would be sensible to cxaminQ 

parts of the plant while it is non-operational and to check certain design features. 

Particular points identified before the review of Interatom proposals, Section 8, arc 

0 Interatom to check design of the hot storage tank that contains similar 

shock plates to the cold tank; 

0 check welds in the cold tank for defects and cracks including the fcrritic 

hot sodium inlet pipe, the transition weld and the thermal sleeve at its 

top. 

6. 2 Spilling PCS 

There have been faults in three cylinders; one of them is specifically attributed to 

water hammer in the high pressure (No. 1) cylinder in September 1981 and no 

explanation has been given for failures in the other two cylinders; No. 6 cylinder in 

August 1981 and breakage of the eccentric rod of No. 3 cylinder in August 1982. The 

possibility that the basic cause of those faults in cylinders No. 3 and No. 6 was also 

due to water hammer cannot be ruled out, sec Annex 2. 

The design of the machine and its method of operation is such that during start-up, 

any steam and water leaking past non-return valves and condensing in the cold 

pipelines would pass to the cylinders. Also during commissioning of the re-heater 

systems, only the metal in contact with live steam becomes hot initially and there 

could be condensation on other metal that would then have to be drained. 

In principle, there is a number of ways in which water could pass to the cylindors 

to cause damage. Such damage has to be avoided by designing pipe runs and drain 

lines to ensure that any water formed cannot pass to the cylinders. Additionally, 

maintenance and operation procedures have to be carefully defined and followed to 

ensure that the system functions as intended. There has not been time to investigate 
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the detail of design, construction, operation and maintenance to check whether some 

changes should be made. 

Otherwise, none of the faults to date with the Spilling engine arc fundamental; there 

is no specific reason why it should not operate successfully in the future. However, 

it is extremely difficult to judge whether there will continue to be a number of time

wasting adjustments and minor modifications before it becomes a reliable machine. 

Points to consider in forming a judgement arc 

0 detailed operator know-how 

0 operator confidence 

0 if necessary, reduce output 

0 timescale for the project 

Operating staff say that the "man from Spilling" tends to nurse the engine by 

regularly making minor adjustments. The operators do not yet appear to have a "feel" 

for the need for and how to make such adjustments. For any continued operation with 

the machine it would be essential to ensure that the "man from Spilling" continues 

to be on site until the operators were confident that he could leave. 

In making a decision of this type, it is important to take into account the attitude 

of the operators. They arc now familiar with the machine and seem to have more 

confidence in facing a future with it than with changing to deal with some other 

lesser known (to them) machine. 

Opinions have been expressed that the machine "sounds to be much more 

comfortable" at less than full power and that at full power it "sounds like it is having 

to work too hard". This is a very subjective judgement, but if it is true and if it could 

be made a sound engineering judgement by those who really understand the machine, 

then it could be better for the plant as a whole to reduce power initially with the 

intention of increasing it as confidence grows. This would reduce steam flow to the 

Spilling engine, but the available energy would continue to be stored and be available 

for a longer running period of the Spilling engine, thus causing only a very small 

energy loss (few percent). 

If the time scale is such that the project must be assumed to be completed at the 

end of 1983, then it is quite a significant gamble to change to another type of 

machine. 
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7. DISCUSSION OF INTERATOM PROPOSALS 

Examination of the Interatom proposals in their document, "Concept for final 

solutions of CRS problems proposed by Interatom" dated 26 November 1982, included 

a full-day meeting between all members of the Experts Group and representatives of 

DFVLR, lnteratom, YOEST, and TUV on 2 December 1982. 

The main points relevant to future decisions that arose from the discussions are now 

summarized. 

7 .1 Cold Sodium Storage Tank 

The lnteratom proposal is to repair the existing tank. Supply action has been initiated 

to procure material for a new tank, should this be required. 

The proposed repair to the tank bottom will remove the "shock plate" design features 

that have caused the series of leakage and repair problems in the past. In welding 

a new section into the tank bottom, the measure proposed by Interatom appear to 

be adequate to ensure an acceptable repair. Particular features are 

0 strengthening to avoid distortion by cutting out the large piece 

0 preheating 

0 use of experienced welders 

0 the joining of the vessel seam weld to the new weld is within recognized 

practice 

0 the welding operation can be made to meet existing codes and regulations 

in Germany. 

Removal of the manhole ''stud" removes from the vessel all metal associated with the 

previous weld defects and repair operations. Examination of the reasons for earlier 

failures, section 6.1., give confidence, that a satisfactory new closure weld can be 

made. The need to avoid artificial cracks by weld design is well understood and 

sensitivity to potential future causes of cracking will be significantly reduced by 

post-weld heat treatment. An important point to note is that this particular weld has 

to be made in the same way in the new vessel design proposed as an alternative by 

Interatom. 

The alternative suggestion, not included in the Interatom proposals but with 

individual proponents, is to fit flanges to this manhole. This would have the technical 

advantage of 
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O enabling welding and inspection of both sides of the large diameter weld 

in the manhole 

but normally such flanges are fitted to manholes providing sccess to the gas space 

above sodium in storage vessels. To use one in this particular application would 

present a liquid sodium surface to the flange joints with some surface movement and 

thermal cycling. The argument for beth:r inspection of the weld is not considered to 

be sufficiently strong to recommend acceptance of flange joints for this particular 

technical reason. The flange joint would require a large diameter sealing ring backed 

by a seal weld, both within sodium handling experience. Also 

0 there is no significant operational advantage in using flanges, the time to 

cut off a weld would not be significant compared with the time to deal 

with the event requiring access; 

O closing the flange joint could lead to more difficulties in ensuring a good 

closure than would a properly designed weld. 

The proposed design of T-piece for the hot sodium inlet pipe should be satisfactory. 

The detailed design was not examined in detail and needs to be approved between the 

Project and Interatom staff. The Experts Group noted that, should it fail due to 

vibration or some other cause, it should not be difficult to insert an alternative 

design similar to the one to be used in the hot sodium storage tank. 

Stress-relieving of the vessel is proposed by lnteratom and it is clearly a sensible 

precaution to take in view of problems from the past. Even after a full and detailed 

examination there could te some elements of doubt about potential for any 

remaining highly stressed zones to become sources for crack generation. However, it 

should be noted that manufacturing codes relevant to this vessel and the proposed 

repairs do not call for stress relieving. 

Care must be taken in the stress-relieving operation to ensure that unacceptable 

temperature distribution is not generated in the vessel. It is recommended and 

accepted by Interatom that 

0 an analysis of heat input rate and distribution related to thermal 

insulation and resulting temperature distribution should be made. 
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7 .2 Regenerator Vessel 

Interatom proposals for this vessel are to cut off and replace the bottom of the 

vessel, referred to as the manhole, and to stress-relieve the weld. YOEST have said 

that they could stress-relieve the whole vessel if it were necessary to do so. 

If there had been evidence of brittle type failures that could occur in the whole 

vessel, then there would have been a very strong incentive to heat-treat the whole 

vessel. However, the brittle type failures observed to date have been explained by 

cifostic corrosion cracking on the inside of the manhole weld and that will tie 

removed for the repair. If no other reasons are found to suspect potential for brittle 

type failures elsewhere in the vessel, then the strong incentive to heat-treat the 

vessel is removed. 

If the vessel were to be heat-treated, then it would be necessary to first clean the 

vessel, and that is an operation that could cause problems in that it introduces 

moisture into the vessel (It was later decided to cleari the vessel by distilling out 

sodium by generating a vacuum in the vessel). Since there has not been an assessment 

of what would be involved in heat-treating the vessel and since there is a desire to 

avoid cleaning, the decision as to whether or not to heat-treat should be made after 

0 examining how to heat-treat 

0 assessing potential for brittle crack growth 

0 completing examination of the vessel for cracks as far as is practicable. 

Definition of welding procedures must obviously take into account the presence of 

sodium on the inside surfaces of the vessel. 

7 .3 Hot Sodium Storage Tank 

Interatom proposals for the hot sodium storage tank are 

0 to assess the potential for failure of the "shock plates" on the bottom of 

the vessel, similar to those in the cold sodium tank; 

0 to inspect the outside of the bottom of the tank by crack detection 

methods, ultrasonic; 

0 to install a flow distributor that would avoid direct impact of sodium 

temperature pulses on the "shock plates". 
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This is an austenitic steel vessel and its operation causes less thermal cycling on the 

shock plates than in the case of the cold storage tank. There have been no sodium 

leakages or failures in this tank. 

YOEST and Interatom have made a thermal and stress cycling analysis that inevitably 

must be only an estimate to give a feel for the present position, in particular because 

we do not know whether there are any cracks in the "shock" plate feature from 

manufacture. All that can reasonably be deduced from the calculation is that if there 

were no cracks, then there could be a comfortable margin to failure, whereas if 

there were cracks, then there could be little margin to failure. 

In the circumstances, Interatom have made an acceptable proposition, but it must be 

recognized that acceptance is a matter of judgement. The proposition agreed is 

0 to inspect the tank bottom for cracks recognizing the limitation that any 

cracks near the rails of the "shock" plates are unlikely to be detected; 

0 minimize further shocking of "shock" plates by fitting the flow distributor 

and optimizing the method of operation of the plant to minimize such 

shocks both in amplitude and frequency. 

The design of flow distributor appears to be acceptable and, if it failed for any 

reason, it could be replaced. Agreement on the detail of design must be negotiated 

between the Project and Interatom. 

7 .4 Power Conversion System, PCS 

The relative merit(s) of other power conversion systems had been the subject of a 

previous Expert Group examination and in their proposals Interatom do not 

recommend installation of a new or used turbine. Instead they recommend retaining 

the Spilling PCS and offer the maintenance and repair free of charge to the end of 

1983. 

The longer time scale for installation and the higher costs are factors for the Project 

to consider in deciding whether to change from the Spilling PCS at this stage. 

From a technical point of view, the use of turbines is less satisfactory than the 

Spilling PCS because of their lower steam efficiency, energy output, say, 76 - 78 % 

of that from the Spilling system. The technical incentive to change rests solely on 
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the degree of confidence in continuing with the Spilling system balanced against 

whether or not there could be difficulties with turbine systems. 

The technical choice between the two systems is clearly a matter of technical 

judgement. The judgement by the Experts Group is that the Spilling PCS should be 

retained. Points relevant to that decision concerning the Spilling PCS arc adequately 

described in earlier sections and Annex 2 and recommendations made in Section 8. 

Specific points concerning the turbine alternative arc also made in earlier sections 

and Section 8. They include 

0 some uncertainty about the overhauled GE turbine because it has been in 

store for about 2 years 

0 no guarantee with that machine 

0 operator attitudes and recognition that changing to a new system may 

identify new problems as a whole in the plant that could cause future 

technical difficulties. 

The proposal by Intcratom to install an oil-fired heater would have the technical 

merit of maintaining more continued use of the Spilling CRS but it would still be 

closed down overnight. The energy costs would be high, approximately 32 Pfen

nig/kWh for the oil only, compared to 6-10 Pfennig/kWh for normal electricity 

generation costs, so there would be no economic advantage. Whether or not the 

Project wishes to incorporate the unit as part of plant demonstration, must be a 

Project decision. If it were considered to be worthwhile, then it would be prudent to 

delay installation until after the present problems arc overcome. 
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8 .. RECOMMENDATIONS 

In writing this report and compiling the following recommendations, we have 

commented upon all the aspects of the plant that have occured to us as being 

possibly relevant to ensuring satisfactory repairs and future operation of the plant. 

The degree of detail presented may tend to give the impression that there is 

considerable uncertainty about the viability of the plant. This is not the case; 

providing that the repairs are made as planned, the plant should be successful. 

The detailed recommendations are to some extent a checklist of points to note in 

planning repair and as guidance for future operation. They are ones that we feel 

confident that the designers and operators are aware of but that warrant comment 

in an investigation of this type. 

The particular technical point of most concern is the finding of brittle fractures in 

the regenerator and cold sodium storage tank. Examination to date identifies at least 

one crack with caustic corrosion and all the cracks are in weld zones to be cut out 

during repairs. It is essential to ensure that established welding procedures and 

practice for handling sodium are applied in the future to avoid recurrence of this 

type of failure. 

8.1 Cold Sodium Tank 

Provided that new information obtained from continuing detailed inspection of the 

tank and of metallurgical specimens taken from the tank are consistent with the 

conclusions drawn from existing information 

O we do not disagree with the Interatom proposal to repair the tank. 

Particular care must be taken in repairing the tank bottom to ensure that 

experienced welders are employed; they will be provided by YOEST, the vessel 

manufacturers, and that specified procedures for controlling welding rod quality are 

maintained. 

Although there is a possibility that full stress-relieving of the vessel after repair may 

cause some distortion of the vessel, it is difficult to conceive that this would be 
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sufficient to prevent its operational use. To ensure that there are no high stress 

points that could have retained moisture and to make the vessel less susceptible to 

cracking in the future, it is recommended that 

0 the vessel should be stress-relieved as proposed by Interatom; 

0 to optimize the operation, an analysis should be made of temperature 

distribution related to heat input rate and thermal insulation on the 

outside of the tank. 

The manhole closure should be designed 

0 to avoid artificial cracks that could become zones of future crack growth 

initiation. 

To do so by welding, as proposed by Interatom, necessitates ensuring that the weld 

design allows full penetration with avoidance of such cracks when only welded from 

the outside. 

0 Such a weld should be heat-treated. 

The alternative of fitting flanges is not preferred because such a flange joint is 

larger than normally used in contact with liquid sodium and could become a source 

of difficulty in operation since the large diameter seal ring should seal adequately 

to prevent sodium reaching the seal weld that is a necessary feature of this type of 

joint. Large diameter manhole ports with flanges are normally fitted to give access 

to gas spaces above the sodium level. There is no significant access advantage in that 

the time required to cut off the weld for access would be small compared with 

dealing with an event that has required access. 

The exact design of the proposed new hot sodium inlet distributor needs to be agreed 

between Interatom and the Project staff, 

0 the principle of the design is acceptable 

0 if for any reason it breaks, there is potential to replace it by a design 

similar to that proposed for the hot tank. 
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8.2 Regenerator Vessel 

The Interatom proposal to repair the regenerator vessel does not include cleaning the 

vessel and requires welding of a new end on the bottom of the vessel. These proposals 

are acceptable providing 

0 a careful examination is made to ensure that there is no caustic corrosion 

cracking in the outside surfaces previously in contact with leaking sodium 

and reasonably within the vessel above the weld zone; 

O the weld is properly designed to ensure that there are no artificial cracks. 

Comments made in section 8.1. concerning the choice of flanges also apply to the 

choice of flanges for this end feature. 

Interatom has proposed to heat-treat the weld and YOEST has said that, if necessary, 

they could heat-treat the vessel. However, a technical assessment of what would be 

involved to perform this heat treatment has not been made. The only new weld would 

be that at the bottom of the vessel, which would serve as the vessel closure weld. 

Stress-relieving techniques that involve internally heating the vessel with installed 

equipment cannot be used on a closure weld. 

The purpose of heat-treating the whole vessel would be to relieve stresses currently 

in the vessel. As far as potential for future cracking and leaks is concerned, it would 

be prudent to stress-relieve. However, if (and only if) there is no reason to suspect 

cracking in the vessel (from current metallurgical examinations) and recognizing that 

the vessel would have to be cleaned first, then it would be acceptable to not stress

relieve the vessel (It was later decided to clean the vessel by vacuum distillation). 

Whether or not stress-relieving should be done should be decided after 

0 evaluation of the problems associated with stress-relieving 

O completion of assessment of potential for existence and propagation of 

cracks in the vessel. 

When welding the new bottom to the vessel, it should be recognized that the surfaces 

of the vessel are still coated with a layer of sodium (Not after vacuum distillation). 

The technical recommendation for this vessel has been more difficult to arrive at 

than for the other vessels because of the presence of sodium, that may be 

contaminated, and the prior experience of caustic cracking (Alleviated by vacuum 

distillation). 
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8.3 Hot Sodium Storage Tank 

There is uncertainty in judging the state of the bottom of this tank in that stress 

and thermal cycling calculations indicate a comfortable margin to failure, if there 

were no initial cracks, and a low margin, if there were. We do not know whether 

there were any initial cracks. 

There have been no failures of the tank. In the circumstances it is reasonable to plan 

to continue operation with this vessel after satisfactory implementation of Interatorp 

proposals 

0 to inspect the underside of the bottom of the vessel for cracks near the 

"shock" plates; 

0 to reduce thermal cycling on the "shock" plates by fitting a flow 

distributor; 

0 to reduce thermal cycling of the "shock" plates by optimizing plant 

operation. 

The design of the flow distributor appears to be satisfactory. Detailed design would 

be negotiated between the Project and Interatom. 

8.4 Sodium System Design and Operation 

While discussing the system as a whole with designers, who have been involved with 

component manufacture, the general impression was gained that there was not a good 

understanding of the thermal shocks that could arise from the way in which the 

system was designed to be operated. 

0 It is advisable to make some re-examination of the system to identify the 

magnitude and frequency of these shocks and the places of most concern, 

or interest, in the plant. This would almost certainly lead to the need for 

additional thermocouples on pipework and on some components. 

Particular points to consider, if there are still doubts related to earlier design intent, 

are 

0 The temperature variations observed during the transient of passage of a 

cloud indicate temperature cycling of part of the metal tubes in the 
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receiver. The amplitude of that cycling and its frequency should be 

checked against thermal cycling properties of the tubes of this type to 

ensure, that fatigue failure could not occur in the near future. 

It seems to be unlikely that transients now observed were covered by the initial 

design specification or specifically taken into account in design. 

The steam generator receives temperature transients while cooling down because 

temperatures falling in the outlet pipeline are used to indicate cold (240° C) sodium 

flow into the steam generator. This is to avoid freezing of sodium in the pipes. 

The design of the steam generator is not based on a requirement to accept frequent 

temperature cycling and it is prudent to minimize such cycles. 

0 Options for change could be to trace heat pipework and/or modify the 

method for controlling this operation. 

Although the steam generator vessel has been stress-relieved, the tubes have not, and 

there is a number of welds in the tubes. For reactor applications, all designers and 

operators are sensitive about potential for failure of welds separating sodium and 

water, so although technical data on the welds may show them to be satisfactory, 

it would be prudent to avoid unnecessary thermal cycling. 

0 It is important to ensure that the instrument for measuring hydrogen 

content in sodium is operational, since this is the only method for 

identifying a small leak between steam/water and sodium in the steam 

generator. 

8.5 Metallurgical Investigations 

The following investigations would help Interatom to make decisions that are still 

pending: 

0 Auger analysis of weldment and heat-affected zone (HAZ) to determine P, 

Sn, Sb and As content of surfaces from fractures occurring inside the 

Auger apparatus. 
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0 Measurements of the ductile to brittle transition temperature of the weld 

alloy cut from tank bottom. 

0 Measurement of time to cracking of a circular weld patch (on a coupon 

of the base material using the weld alloy) when immersed in dilute NaOH 

that is allowed to boil at 125° C with and without a watch glass on top 

of a beaker. Oxygen content can be important. Repeat at different 

temperatures. 

Each experiment may last weeks. Repeat with stress-relieved material. 

O Induce hydrogen electrolytically into circular weld patch as above. Note 

failure mode. Repeat with stress-relieved material. 

0 Get a fracture mechanics specialist to do experiments on cast form of 

weld rod after appropriate time temperature exposure. 

8.6 Choice of PCS 

Comment is made in section 6.2. on potential for further difficulties with the Spilling 

engine. Whether or not there will be significant future problems is difficult to judge. 

Past technical problems have identified faults that have been remedied and, subject 

to satisfactory resolution of problem associated with drainage (8.6.), there is no 

specifically known technical reason why there should be further failures. 

To change now to a steam turbine would incur significant additional cost 

(approximately 3 MDM plus cost of construction and modification of condensate 

system) and a long time delay (approximetaly 11 months). If the reconditioned GE 

turbine were used, there would be some uncertainties and disadvantages: 

0 it has been in store for 2 years; will it still be in good working order? 

0 There would be no guarantee associated with purchase. 

If a new machine were purchased, the costs would be higher and timescale longer. 

For all turbine alternatives there is the disadvantage that there would be 

0 lower plant output, about 76-78 % compared with the Spilling engine. 

The balance of judgement is in favour of continuing with the Spilling engine. 

However, because of comments referred to in 6.2., it is recommended that the engine 

should be operated at about 80 % of full design load until there is complete 
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confidence in its reliability, and then consideration could be given to increasing 

power. This would not cause total plant energy production to drop. It would still be 

higher than that from a turbine, because excess receiver heat could be stored in the 

sodium hot tank and passed to the engine when the receiver is not receiving solar 

heat. The total energy production has not been calculated, but it would probably be 

only a few percent less than the design energy production. 

From the Interatom report it seems obvious that the interconnection to the DCS is 

not a reasonable alternative. 

8. 7 Spilling PCS 

The following rather detailed recommendations are made, partly to improve 

understanding of experience to date, and partly to assist in ensuring and good 

operation in the future. 

8.7.1 Paperwork 

0 Spilling should establish with Interatom a complete indicident report-list 

that mentions for each failure the findings, investigations and probable 

relevant facts. Any further incident should be added in the same style; 

especially incident 4 should be explained. 

0 Interatom should calculate that lowest possible pressures at the heater 

during by-pass operation. Lower pressures from the by-pass can avoid 

excess steam losses via the drains in the bleed lines. See 8.6.2. 

0 Spilling should give detailed report describing draining of the re-heat 

system and the bleed lines before engine start-up. They should state 

whether or not condensing water is running into the slide valve or into the 

cylinders. Experience from similar arrangements should be stated. 

8.7.2. Modifications 

0 A drain pot would be useful at each bleed line, just beside the engine head 

(lowest point!), and at the lowest point of the reheaters, or in the lowest 

pipe coming out from the reheater. Also there should be remote 

controlled drain valves, leading to the flash tank. 
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0 When the by-pass is operating during start-up, the drains on the engine 

side of the non-return valves should be left open, until the heaters receive 

steam from the engine and the by-pass is shut. 

0 Within 15 minutes after closing of the non-return valves in the bleed 

lines, the drains in the bleed lines must open. 

8. 7 .3. Operation 

0 Spilling should be on Site to continously advise on operation of the 

complete PCS, until the operation team is fully familiar with the system. 

0 Spilling should define requirements for regular preventive maintenance 

and advise the operation team. 

O During each start-up and shut-down, the sequence of events should be 

noted in a logbook. 

0 Check every two weeks: 

funct1on of non-return valves 

function of drain valves 

function of steam traps (cleaning) 

heater water levels. 

8.8 Addition of Oil Fired Heater 

Addition of the oil-fired heater proposed by Interatom would increase the technical 

complexity of the plant by adding an additional unit with its control system and by 

requiring modifications to overall plant control to enable change over from solar to 

oil heating. These technical requirements are practicable and they do not necessitate 

becoming involved in any new type of novel or untried engineering. However, it would 

be necessary to ensure that change-over procedures would not introduce new short

term transients that would increase the hazard to existing equipment. 

0 Although technically practicable, it is not recommended that the 

complexity of the plant should be unnecessarily increased at a time when 

serious problems in the sodium system still have to be overcome and 

confidence established in the Spilling PCS. The operator should deal with 

these problems and develop confidence in the system as a whole before 

adding the proposed new feature. 
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Whether or not it should be added to enhance the overall value of the Project is for 

the Project to decide. It may be judged by the Project to add to the value of the 

plant as a demonstration plant with a low additional capital cost, but the price of 

energy produced would be high. See section 7. If it is to be fitted, then it would be 

sensible to phase its installation to be after a reasonable period of satisfactory 

operation of the plant. 
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ANNEX 1 

Comment on Spilling PCS 

General considerations concerning troubles of unknown origin in the steam plants. 

The experience with steam turbines of all sizes shows that backflow of water or cold 

steam is often the origin of severe damage. 

APC 1972 Turbine water damage prevention - K. Reinhard 

ASME Standard No. T W D P S, July 1972 

These incidents leave no indication of what happened within seconds. Only 

temperature registration, a detailed knowledge of the plant, and the operators' 

logbook can give hints for an investigation. 

Some of the BBC design rules against this danger are: 

All feed heaters are placed at a lower level than the turbine. 

Under the turbine no drain traps, only pneumatically operated valves, 

leading to a flash tank. In industrial plants, floating steam traps are now 

accepted. They need regular maintenance or cleaning inspections. 

The lowest point of the bleed line between turbine and the non-return 

valve needs a power assisted start-up drain valve, going into the flash 

tank. 

The start-up drain closes only when the bleed line has a steady flow from 

the engine to the heater. 

Non-return valves need regular maintenance inspections. 

Application of the BBC design rules to the PCS: 

According to the available information, some of these rules are not applied in the 

PCS. Mr. J. Hansen stated that the non-return valves had no known failure due to 

sticking, but there is no regular maintenance defined to minimize the danger of 

sticking. 

The actual plant in Almeria has approximately the following levels in the bleed 

system: 
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Engine head assumed O m 

Non-return valves, gate valve + 2,5 m 

By-pass into bleed line + 2,3 m 

Heater steam inlet approximately O m 

The enclosed sketch, Figure 5, shows this arrangement. The information was phoned 

by Mr. Pescatore in Almeria. He could not find drains on the engine side, but the 

insulation makes checks extremely difficult. 

Plants with this arrangement can only run satisfactorily with special precautions. 

Very important is the consideration of the start-up by-pass into the three feed 

heaters. This by-pass produces full load pressures in the heaters, independently of the 

load on the steam engine! The cold steam engine before the start-up must be able 

to accept cold vapor leaking through the non-return valves. This vapor condenses in 

the pipe and runs into the engine, into the slide-valve of the next lower cylinder, 

unless it is prevented from doing so by fitting drains. 

The condensate pouring into the engine could wipe the oil off and lead to corrosion 

or decay. After start-up, the piston rings may break. 

A similar condensate problem may exist around the re-heaters. The secondary side 

produces condensate (on cold start-up), but where it goes to is not known. Spilling 

should clarify the location of the sink for this condensate, see incident 4 of Table I. 

Methods to keep the start-up condensate away from the engine: 

a) Close the bleed line gate valves during start-up. This seems to be a solution, 

but there is a danger of water hammer. Water may collect between the non

return valve and the gate valve. When the gate valve is opened before full 

power on the engine is reached, the by-pass blows this water into the engine. 

A drain with an orifice from the intermediate space could avoid the problem. 

A more reliable solution is b). 

b) Bleed line gate valves never closed. All bleed-line-lowest points and the lowest 

point of the re-heaters to be fitted with remote controlled drain valves. These 

valves must be open when the by-pass is in operation, until the steam engine 
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supplies steam to the feed-heaters. The drain must be the sink of a ct.rain pot 

in the lower half of the pipes. 

c) Condensate from re-heater. Drains according to b) should also be fitted to the 

secondary side of the re-heater. 
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I.I!!> A lnier 1a 

Nr. Description 

EVQ.l'\tf.lJO. • 31.8.81 

1. • 2.9.81 

3.9.81 

of incident and repair period. 

OisMantlfnn sllde-vnlve rlnss, slide-valve 
liner cylinder 6 da~a9ed 
Wafting time, payin~ duty on spare parts 
installation of the valve liner and the slide
valve rings 

Comments and origin 

Origin might be water from bleed line going to 
deaerater. 

. BBC•T•SA/Sw 82•11•30 / ..2'~ 

Explanation of origin 

unknown 

clea1 

no 

2.~. - 24.9.81 examination of the dist~;~ance, or~·e-;-~;~----1~~~~~;-;;~~er of the nntor throu11h blocka!)e 
delivery of the spare parts _of the high pressure draina9e 

waitin9 time to get the parts f~r the steam ' 

During inauguration the d~nger of 
water hammer was indicated. The 
opelfatpr was asked to run on: 

yes 

w 
ID 

motor throuqh the custoMs. 
25. - 5.10.81 Origin ~ PCS. 

6. - 7.10.81 Reassembly of the cylinder 

--f-------------------------------------
The 100 bar cylinder nil pump construction, tric?d The conment gives no explanation yes 

. ·•····•·· -----------·-•·----- ~- ----------• -----1---• 
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in the past, was the product of the firM P.osch. why the new pap is better. But 
Since Bosch has closed down their lubrication it runs ok. 
pump departMent, it was no More possible to no 
back to this construction. The desiqned substitute 
pump of a special Swiss firM was fitte~ out with 
parts which could not withstand the cylinder oil 

.because of the high visc~sity. nu -
DisMantlin~ of th~linder, findfn~ out that 
slid~-valve rin9 was broken, liner was not 
round, reasseM~ly 

~~~ 
4.121. - 25.6.82 

26. - 27.6.82 

28.6. - 13.7.82 

(.16 • - 9.8.82 

,, 16. • 18.8.82 

by the follnwfnq test run, ft was foun~ nut that 
the dama11es were nrP.ater than supposed at first 

Exchange of the hinh pressure cylinder 

DelayJ.,nf the high pressure cylinder 
, Scale from live steQ piping or slight water hammer? 

unknown no 

·--·---------------------- --M--------------1--
BreAkage of the governor driving gear 

Breakage of the eccentric rod of cylinder 3 

The ~ear snt a blow by the disturbance I/- (se 
zing of the slide in the slide-valve liner) 
which resulted in cracks ~nd later on led to 
breakage nf the gear 

Origin might be water fran bleed line going to highest 
feed heater. 

TABLE I: INCIDENTS PCS 

Probably the disturbance 2, water I yes ? 

h~r, was imre decisive. 

unknown no 
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O Introduction 

As a result of the 20th EC-meeting on October 22/23, 1982 

INTERATOM has been asked to propose a complete and final 

solution of the existing CRS problems (SHTS leakages, 

PCS malfunctions) to be decided on at the next EC-meeting. 

The following chapters include the solutions which can be 

offered by INTERATOM. 

The content of this paper is structed in two main parts: 

I Sodium Vessels 

II Power Conversion System 

which include the results of evaluations, investigations 

and modifications as well as detailed technical work pro

grams incl. time schedules. 

This paper shall be the basis of the discussion of the in

volved experts and can be completed if necessary. Further 

explanations can be given by the project management as 

well as specialists of INTERATOM on request. 

I 
' t, (! r, 
J~ 

D. Stahl 
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Cold Storage Vessel LK01 BB01 

Evaluation of the problem and possible solutions 

Evaluation of the problem 

Since the first detection of leakages at the cold storage 

vessel on July 28, 1981 (see appendix 1) detailed 

investigations have started to analyse the reasons of 

the failure. Unfortunatly their always base been a great 

disadvantage with respect to this investigations 

the small amount of material samples available 

the impossibility to inspect the vessel from inside. 

Nevertheless all experts involved have agreed that the 

two different leakage areas of the storage vessel are of 

quite different nature so that the reasons for the 

failures have been summarised in the final report of the 

Operating Agent (Sodium Leakage at the SSPS-CRS Cold 

Storage Tank, Doc. No. R 68/82 WB, dated 11th August 1982) 

as the following conclusions: 

" No final explanation could be found for the defect 

baffle plate area ... It can be stated, that high 

residual stresses during the fabrication process 

caused the defects ••• however, stress corrosion 

could be existing - even with little likelihood -

and should not be excluded •.• 

The defects in the manhole stud have been caused 
•. 

by improper fabrication processes and by inadequate 

welding procedures .•• 
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The repair measures taken at the vessel's bottom 
could not be fully satisfactory. 
The solution chosen had to be a compromise that takes 
the time available for doing the job and the special
ties of the sodium system into account ••• 

As far as the manhole stud is concerned, it can be 
assumed, that after the repair it will be as good 
as a new and carefully fabricated vessel .•• " 

It should be added that INTERATOM's explanation for the 
failure of the baffle plate aera included the superimposing 
of the internal stresses of the weld seams by periodically 
changing loads and temperatures during operation. 

Without anticipating the presently running investigations 
on the baffle plate aera (including the inspection of the 
total internal surface of the vessel) the effects of cyclic 
temperature changes caused by the solar specific operational 
conditions of the system seems to have caused a significant 
fatique of the material in addition to the already 
existing primary and secondary stresses due to internal 
pressure and residual weld stresses. 

Possible solutions 

In the first stage of the evaluation procedure to solve 
the problems concering the storage vessel 11 different 
solutions have been investigated (see appendix 2). 

After the extensive discussions with the Operating Agent 
during the last weeks only two solutions have been 
isolated to be realized if necessary 
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the repair of the existing cold storage vessel or 

the fabrication of a new cold storage vessel. 

The following paragraphs will therefore only deal with 

these two possibilities. 

Repair of the existing cold storage vessel 

After a very complicated procedure to drain and clean 

the Sodium vessel which has already been performed as 

preparation of the possible repair the cold storage is 

now in a condition that standard repair measures can be 

applied. 

Assuming that the investigations of the material samples 

which has been extracted from the damaged parts as well 

as the inside inspection of the vessel confirme the 

technical entirety of the vessel the following repair 

methods shall be applied: 

cutting-out the damaged part of the vessel wall 

(appr. 4.5 x 1.5 m) in the lower aera and replacing 

it by a new plate (see appendix 3) 

Modification of the outlet part of the internal 

down comer pipes to improve mixing of incoming sodium 

avoiding mostly thermal effects on vessel wall (see 

appendix 4) 

complete stress relieving heat treatment of the 

vessel. 

The detailed repair program can be seen in chapter I.II.I. 
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Further modifications of the vessel e.g. a weld edge 

flange at the manhole or draining pipes at the vessel 

bottom cannot be recommended. 

With respect to probable inside inspection procedures of 

the vessel the extended cleaning procedure (as 

demonstrated) is an unavoidable supposion any way. Thus 

an inside inspection is not to be recommended reasonably. 

Regarding the welding of the manhole bottom experts do 

not expect an improvement of this part by using a 

complicated weld edge flange because state-of-the-art 

welding technique ensure a highly qualified weld 

connection in the originally specified way (see chapter 

I.II.I). The US-test of the complete welding area at the 

manhole which has been performed in the last week did 

not indicate any failure which confirmes the quality 

of the repair from Jan. 1982. It should be noted that 

the fabrications of such a flange will extend the repair 

time for about 2 months which is not yet considered in 

the attached time schedules. 

Fabrication and Installation of a new storage vessel 

As a second solution the fabrication and installation of 

a complete new vessel has already begun. The necessary 

material ordering has been initiated to spare procurement 

time. 

The fabrication of a new vessel will be the applicable 

solution if the presently running investigations (material 

analysis, inside inspection) do not confirme the technical 

entirety of the vessel which would be the fact if 

comparable damages are found in any area beside the 

known one. 
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The detailed fabrication and installation program is 

described in chapter I.II.I. The time schedule attached 

to this document indicates a total time period of 

appr. 11 months including the installation of the new 

vessel. 

The identical improvements of design as applied to the 

repair concept (see para 1.2) will be realised. In 

addition the manufacturer has increased the wall .thickness 

to 18 mm. The material (15 Mo 3) will not be changed due 

to technical reasons. 

Regenerating Vessel 

Evaluation of the problem and possible solution 

The failure at the weld seams of the manhole bottom seems 

to be identical with those of the manhole of the cold 

storage vessel and has been caused by a fabrication 

failure. 

The first inspection of the material sample which has 

taken out shows clearly the reasons of the crack in a 

poorly welded part of the seam (see also chapter I.III.II). 

In conformity with the solution which has been applied 

to the cold storage vessel manhole (see para. 11.1) 

the repair of the regenerating vessel is recommended by 

replacing the bottoms and careful welding as specified. 

In addition a stress relieving heat treatment can be 

applied of necessary. 
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Repair of the vessel 

The detailed repair program is described in chapter 

I.II.III. The repair activity can be performed in 

parallel to the work at the cold storage ves$el so th~t 

not additional delay is to be expected. 
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28th July 1981 

Aug. 1981 a 

4th-7th 

10th 
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18th-25th 
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Oct. 1981 
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2nd 
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Mar. 

24th. 
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Sodium leakage detected at the lower part 

of the cold storage tank 

.l\ppendix 1 
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Dismantling of insulation, visual check of the 

defect, working out of a concept for repair 

Interatom documentation concerning checks during 

fabrication of the vessel. No indication of cracks 

at that stage. Suspicion, that certain material im

purities could have caused the defect. 

Ultrasonic tests, showing no further cracks 

Repair works, carried out by drilling holes at the 

end of the crack and covering the whole area with a 

stud (170 mm diameter) and bottom. 

Sodium leakage at the weld (Position 2 o'clock) 

between manhole stud and bottom 

X-ray and repair welding 

Sodium leakage at position 5 o'clock at the manhole 

stud, repair by welding 

Sodium leakage at position 12 o'clock and repair 

welding 

Documentation of Interatom and first explanations 

about the defects: suspected reasons for the defect 

at the bottom: pore in the weld initiated crack, 

propagation due to thermal and bending stresses. 

Reasons for the defects at the manhole stud: 

improper welding (high content of chromium in the 

welds leads to the assumption of a mistake), micro

cracks in the welds from fabrication process 

(on-site welds), not detectable by X-ray 

Repair concepts for the manhole-stud (new part of 

the tube and new bottom) worked out. 

Recommendations for US-tests at the bottom of the 

tank and for further works (grindinq of the welds). 

The US test should give a status about the areas 

surrounding the baffle plates and should be repeated 

after 1000 and/or 3000 hours of operation 

Repair works at the manhole stud 

US tests at the vessel's bottom: different crack• 
found 

Elaboration of a repair concept 

Repair works at the tank's bottom: 

Separating the areas affected by cracks from the walls 

(with screwed joints), covering all the areas with 

tubes and bottoms. 
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Performed by 

1 Description of Repair 

1.1 Conditions for the Cold Sodium Storage 

Vessel before Repair 

VAL = 

TOV = 

- Vessel insulation dismantled in the zone 

of the Repair Studs 1, 2, 3 and the man

hole. 
- Cover of manhole cut off. 
- All sodium pipings dismounted and closed. 

- Vessel lifted and supported by auxiliary 

vessel support construction, saddle sup

port dismounted. 

INTERATOM 

IN'!'ERATOM 

INTERATOM 
VAL 

- Vessel moving support locked. VAL 

- Vessel totally cleaned inside. INTERATOM 

(INTERATOM-doc. no. 51.02503.1 "Beschrei-

bung der Reinigungsmethode filr den kalten 

Na-Speicher LK 01 in Almeria" vom 1982-10-08 

resp. INTERATOM-proposal vom 1982-10-26 

"Draining and Cleaning of Sodium Vessel") 

- Material samples taken out and holes 

closed (material sample taking acc. to 

INTERATOM-proposal from 1982-10-26 "Cut

ting out and protecting of a material 

sample from the cold sodium storage ves

sel") 

VOEST- ALPINE 

Techn. Oberwachungsverein, KOln 

INTERATOM/ 

TOV 
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INTERNATtONALE ATOMFIEAKTORBAU GMSH 

Performed by 

- Testing of the material sample performed TOV 

as far as possible acc. to INERATOM-doc.-
no. 55.05683.3, TVS-no. 401764 from 

1982-10-28 "Nachuntersuchungsvorschlag fUr 
Topf 2 des Kalten Speichers". 

Repair Procedure 

1.2.1 Testing of the inside surface of the vessel VAL/INTERATOM/ 
and the welds acc. to VA-Process Inspection TOV 

1.2.2 

Plan No. SO2 

- MT of the whole surface inside of the 
vessel 

- UT of the lingitudinal, circumferential 
and nozzl~ welds 

- VT of the whole surface inside of the 
vessel 

Substitution of the part of the vessel acc. VAL 
to VA-drawing No. 57.32.17634/8210 Rev. g 
and 57.32.17634/8210-SO1 

- tracing of the vessel part to be burned 
out, UT of the welding zones 

- stiffening of the vessel in the middle 
part (edge of the hole) 

- burning out of the vessel part and the 
chord plate 

- removing of the burned parts 

- setting of the chord plate by grinding 
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- caulking out of the concrete support of 

the saddle for the lug welding 

- adapting of the vessel part 

- testing during welding acc. to process 

inspection plan no. SO2 

- welding of the vessel part acc. to SP 

no. SO1 

- grinding smooth and ground flush of the 

welds inside and outside 

- welding of the new sodium inlet parts of 

the backflow pipings acc. to VA-dwg.no. 

57.32.1/8210/1 and SP SO4 

- Welding of the chord plate acc. to SP 

1 NTEANATIONAlE ATOMA'EAKT0A8AU GM8H 

Performed by 

SO2 VAL 

Stress relieve heat treatment acc. to 

WBP S01 

- insert of the heaters and applying of 

the temperature control elements 

- completion of the thermal insulation 

- unlocking of the vessel moving support 

- stress relieve heat treatment of the 

vessel 

locking of the vessel moving support 

- testing of the welds acc. to process 

insp. plan no. SO2 

VAL 
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Exchange of the saddle (see VA-Drawing No. 
57.32.17634/8250-1/SO1) 

- installation of the saddle, welding 
- testing of the welds acc. to drawing 
- painting of the welding zones 
- fixing of the saddle to the concrete 

support by screwing 
- sheding of the lug weld zone in the 

support 

Cleaning and Remounting of the Vessel 

- cleaning of the vessel 
- drying of the vessel 
- completion of the thermal insulation bet-

ween vessel and saddle 
- lowering of the vessel into the supports 
- unlocking of the vessel moving support 

Mounting of the piping system 
(Va-drawing in preparation) 

- mounting and welding of the piping system 
- testing of the piping system acc. to pro-

cess inspection plan SO3 

Closing of the manhole 

- preparation of the weld edge 
- welding of the manhole cover acc. to 

SP SO3 
- testing acc. to process insp. plan SO2 

(in preparation) 

Performed by 

VAL 

VAL 

VAL 

VAL 
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Leak Test acc. to process inspection plan 

no. S02 

Rest works on vessel and piping 

- remounting of trace heating 

- remounting of thermal insulation 

- reinstallation of electrical cabling 

Check-Out and start-up 

- check of trace heating system 

- evacuating of vessel and adjacent 

piping 

filling of vessel and piping with 

argon 

- switch-on of trace heating system 

•~lfl:§~&lf@~ 
1NTERNATIONALE ATOYREAKTORBAU GMBH 

Performed by 

INTERATOM 

INTERATOM/ 

Sevillana 
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Testing Plan 

Semifinished Products 

- Vessel part: MT of the weld edges 

UT of the welding zone 100 % 

and girder pattern 200 mm in

side acc. to UT-Plan no. 20 

and acc. to specification 

wvs 262. 

- chord plate: similar to vessel part, 

UT acc. ·to UT-Plan no. 21 

- saddleplates: acc. to specification 

- piping parts: acc. to specification and 

SC testing of the weld 

edges 

Inprocess Inspections at VA 

- saddle: SC-Testing of the weld seams 

( spot checks) • 

2.3 Inprocess inspections on the site acc. to 

to process inspection plan no. S02 and 

S03 
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Time Schedule 

The attached time schedule (see appendix) indicates 

in detail the process of the repair. The activities 

with respect to para. 1.2 "Repair procedure" can start 

immediately after the necessary decision has been made 

officially. 

Appendix 

The following documents and drawings are attached: 

VA-drawingno. 57.32.17634/8210-SO1 

VA-drawing no. 57.32.17634/8250-1/SO1 

Welding plans SO1 

SO2 

Process inspection plans SO1 

SO2 

US-Prtifplan no. 20, 21 

WPB SO1 

Time Schedule 
Calculations 
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I UT - Prufplan Nr. @ 

IAuftrags·Nr. /Order-No.: 
.. 

- VOEST-ALP1NE ~G UT Exam inationplan f\i:>. '5'7 32. 17634-

1! 
Finalbereich Linz 
Finished Products Division Serte /Page 1 von/of 1 

i Pos Blechabme ssung - Material 
Oberflachen:zu stand 

Pla1e dimension Surface condition 
Lange: Sreite! Dicke: 

.. Length Breadth Thickness 751103 
f 

• . . .• 

~ 
1 6000 1Foo 16 1.54-15 . 

Verwendungszweck / Applicability . 
~ 

.. . 
Stuclc 'Stuck 

.,. 

PiPt".P Benennung'/ Nomenclature pj.ori:> Senennung I Nomenclature 

j 1 Ma,,,,t.P-l~I: uck I ;,,;If!.,. e.f ~/,,,dC 
1 Rar1olt- I tou~.£. 
1 VP 
1 ,'P 

i- N t') .. 

---- .._ 
~ 

.. y Walzrichtung :I Blechlang• 
I 

. - - ~ . 
Direction of rolling= plate length 

Genenmigt: 
App'"ol,ed: 

- -4•-

.. 
I, ,.. 

/ / / .· ./ / / / / ·// / ·// , .· /_,'/, ./ . 

t 
/ 

<'..~ 100 
.• 

/ _·/;< -. . .. ., / / . / . / -· -0 . 
C: 
QI / -c 

,· . C: 

E " 0 / / a. ... 
/ -- 0 

0 V I- -ID V .. - -. 
V / 

Qt , / QI 
-0 ~- ., - -0 

. C: / / / 
.. / / C 

r~ QI / // 
/ /. // Qi 

CIC! ,' // ,,/ -
::, / / a. 
u. ., 

#t 
/ / 

0 

i 
/ . / :::.:: 

J / / 

, / , .· . 
\/er1eller: ~ ff-400 t 1600 X 
Coi>!8&: I 

······~ ·---·· - --~ ~-·- --

/ Sezugjpunkt fur ,rehlerangaben-g~l<enn2:e1chnet durch die Blechmark1erung. 
Reference pomt tor fault indication-designated by piate marking. 

Ptufvorschrift: S£L 072 - 77 kl. 3 
Testina instrudion: . 

D Ra stel'Jl'ufung 2.00mm (\blumsbere1ch) ~ 
100•1.-1ge Vol um sprutung ,1(' . 

Gnd-pottern exam.fOOmm(Volume region) 100•1. Volume exam. 
( Schwe1nkanten bere1ch / . 
\.i/eld edge regronl 

1) Bei Anze,gen grofler der Registrlflgren:ze fur Schwe1flkantenberetche K6R 6mm smd rii 0 c ,~ .. ,"ua1ren -
bereche anzl.J'elRen. Ole Beurteilung ist dann wte spe%1f1z1ert n-~1-, n-, ___ i,,,unmg und Schwe,n-
kentenprutung vorzunehmen. I In case of indi. · -- . .... yd then recording limit KSR 6 mm 
tor welding. @ciges the wo1 .,,_ -:,- Lcmes shall be traced. The evaluation shall be performed 
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Working Days 

Work Sltps see Hepalt Pr0cedure :, 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 

1.2. t Te11ting of the inside -surface of the vessel 

l.2.2 Substitution of the 
part of the vessel 

1. 2. 3 Stress relieve heat 
treatment 

1. 2. 4 Exchange of the 
saddle 

1.2.5 Cleaning of Remount-
ing of the vessel 

1.2.6 Mounting of the piping 
system 

1.2.7 Closing of the 
a,anhole -

1.2. 8 Leak Test -
1. 3 Rest Works 

1.4 Check-out dlld Start-up 

Tirne Schedule for Repair of the 
Cold Storage Vessel 
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New manufacture at workshop of VOEST-ALPINE 

Manufacturing procedure 

The manufacturing procedure as shown in the attached time 

schedule is the following: 

1 • Material procurement 

2. Manufaturing of bottoms 

3. Welding of vessel 

4. Welding internals 

5. Stress relieving 

6. Testing procedure 

7. Cleaning procedure 

8. Transportation to Site 

1.2 Modification of design and fabrication 

Manufacture of a new Cold Sodium 

Storage Vessel with following variations: 

(See VA-drawing Nr. 57.32.17634/8210, Rev. d) 

a) Stress relieve heat treatment of the whole vessel in 

the workshop 

b) Variation of the sodium inlet parts acc. to VA

dwg.nr. 57.32.17634/8210/1 

c) Variation of the wall thickness (from 16 to 18 mm). 

This elevation of the wall thickness beyond the AD

requirements is to have more additional reserve for 

thermal streeses 
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Procedure of manufacture 

The procedure of manufacture is similar to that of the 
original Cold Sodium Storage Vessel. 
The nondestructive tests are performed after the stress 
relieve heat treatment. Pressure test and leak test are 
performed at the VA-workshop (a detailed inspection plan 
is in preparation). 

A new saddle support will be manufactured and delivered 
by VAL. 

Modified Drawings 

The revised drawings of new cold storage vessel (drawing 
no. 57.32.17634/8210, Rev. d) as well as a detailed 
drawing of the modified down comer pipes inside the vessel 
(drawing no. 57.32.17634/8210/1 are attached), 

Installation Plan for new Vessel on Site 

A.ssumotions 

old cold storage vessel is disconnected from the 
:s:,iping system 

new cold storage vessel is ready on site with step 
No. 4 
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Work Steps 

1. Disassembly 

dismantling of thermal insulation of the complete 

old storage vessel 

disassembly of the sodium piping system around 

sodium pump No. 1 

dissassembly of the sodium pump No. 1 

disassembly of the steel work at the east-side 

of the cold storage vessel (pump support structure, 

wall structure, greetings etc.} to a level 

between +3.00 m and -2.10 m. 

2. Preparing of building and site 

preparing of a mounting trench beside the east

side wall of the sodium hall of appr. 

14.00 x 5.50 m (see sketch drawing) 

cutting out of the concret wall of the sodium 

hall east-side (beside the cold storage) 

preparing of the mounting trench with gravel 

(appr. 500 mm) 

installation of the steel rails between cold 

storage and mounting trench for a weight of 

appr. 20 tons 

3 Moving of vessel out of the sodium hall 

fixing of both vessel supports with an additional 

steel structure 

installation of auxiliary vessel; lifting con

struction and locking of vessel moving support 

-· 
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lifting of the vessel (below the vessel supports) 
at both sites up to appr. 300 mm (horizontal) 

- installation of the steel rails below the vessel 
supports and connection with steel rails to the 
mounting trench 

- covering of the steel rails with teflon and 
pulling out of the vessel by lifting jacks into 
mounting trench 

- lifting of the old storage vessel to a truck by 
crane (without the vessel supports) 

4. Inserting of new storage vessel into the sodium hall 

preparation of the new storage vessel for installa
tion (has to be ready beside the mounting trench) 

- preparation of the new vessel fix support at the 
installation rails and fixing with the moving 
support (with the additional steel structure) 

- inserting of new storage vessel into the prepared 
supports by crane 

- covering of the steel rails with teflon and 
pulling in of the vessel by lifting jacks 
into the sodium hall 

- disassembly of the steel rails below the vessel 
supports 

lowering of the vessel down to the concrete 
supports by lifting equipment 
leveling and fixing of the vessel 
disassembly of vessel support fixing equipment 
(additional steel structure) and vessel lifting 
construction 
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5. Repreparing of building and site 

disassembly of the steel rails between sodium 

hall and mounting trench 

closing of sodium hall wall and installation of 

the steelwork (pump support structure, wall 

structures, greeting etc.) 

reinstallation works of the mounting trench 

(preparation of the before existing conditions) 

6. Installation of sodium system 

i 

installation of the sodium pump No. 1 

installation of the sodium piping system around 

sodium pump No. 1 

connecting of sodium piping system to the cold 

storage vessel 

testing procedure 

installation of trace heating equipment 

installation of thermal insulation 

installation of electrical equipment 

closing of man-hole incl. inspections 

Check-out of the installed systems and components 
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Time Schedule 

The attached time schedule indicates the complete 
manufacturing, transportation and installation procedure 
of a new cold storage vessel LK01 BB01. 

To minimize the required time for material procurement 
the ordering of the necessary material will be sent out 
beginning of December 1982. 
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1. Disassembly 
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5. Repreparing of building 
and site 

6. Installation of Sodiwn 
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7. Check-out of installed 
systems and components 
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Description of Repair 

Preparation Works 

Dismantling of insulation of the 

Regeneration Vessel in the zone 

of the manhole nozzle 

Performed by 

INTERATOM 

Taking of material sample at weld INTERATOM/TOV 

no. 9/2 

Temporary closure of the sample INTERATOM 

hole 

UT of the welds in the lower re- INTERATOM/TOV 

gion of the regeneration vessel 

acc. to process inspection plan 

no. SOS 

Draining of sodium 

Cutting off the piping at nozzle 

no. 10 

Repair Procedure 

INTERATOM 

INTERATOM/VAL 

Cutting off the manhole cover VAL 

Temporary closure of the manhole 

abbreviation of the manhole shell 

course 

Preparation of the weld edges at 

weld no. 9/2 

VAL= VOESTALPINE 

TtlV = Techn. Oberwachungsverein, Koln 
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Removing of the temporary closure 
Mounting and Welding of the manhole 
cover 

Testing during welding acc. to pro
cess inspection plan no. SOS 
Grinding smooth and ground flush 
of the weld no. 9/2 
Stress relieve heat treatment (if 
necessary) similar to cold sodium 
storage vessel 
Mounting and welding of the piping 
at nozzle no. 10 
Testing after welding acc. to 
process inspection plan no. SOS 

1.3 Rest Works 

1 • 4 

Reinstallation of trace heating 
and thermal insulation 
Reinstallation of electrical 
cabling 

Check-out and Start-up 

Check of trace heating system 
Switch-on of trace heating system 

Performed by 

INTERATOM 

INTERATOM 
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Manufacture in Workshop 

(Replacing part no. 5 and 15 acc. to 

dwg. no. 57.32.17634/8220) 

pressing of the "Korbbogen" 

bottom part no. 5 

welding of part no. 15 to part 

no. 5 

testing acc. to process in

spection plan no. S04 

Testing Plan 

Sernifinished Products 

- Korbbogen bottom: acc. to spez. WVS 

262,UT of the wel

ding zones, SC tes

ting of the prepa

red weld edges 

- piping for part 

1 5 : acc. to specifica

tion WVS 264 A,SC 

testing of the pre

pared weld edges 

Process Inspection at VA 

acc. to process inspection plan no. S04 

•!Mi?~l:Ri&i?@~ 
"ITERNAT!ONALE ATOMRE,o:rQR8AU GMBH 

Performed by 

VAL 
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Process Inspection at the Site 

acc. to process inspection plan no. S05 

Time Schedule 

The complete repair work of the regeneration vessel will 
be performed within appr. 4 weeks in parallel to the 
repair procedure of the cold storage vessel. 

The repair work can start immediately after fabrication 
of the new "Korbbogen" bottom at VAL's workshop. 

Appendix 

Drawing of the regeneration vessel (No. 57.32.17634/ 
8 220) 

Process inspection plan no. S04 
Process inspection plan no. SOS 
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cxoerience qained with 15 Mo 3-Steel as material used 

in sodium systems 

Introduction 

In the weld zone of the cold storage tank of the CRS

Almeria (15 Mo 3 steel) sodium leakages occured. On 

the background of the operational boundary conditions of 

this cold storage tank relevant experiences concerning 

this type of steel as well as the closely connected group 

of materials of low alloy steels used for sodium systems 

are compiled. 

1.2 Features of the material 

1. 3 

The material 15 Mo 3 belongs to the group of low-alloy, 

creep-resistant steels according to DIN 17155 (table 1). 

containing max. a 0,25 % Cr and approx. 0,3 % Mo it has 

an intermediate position with regard to alloy between the 

iifferent types of low-alloy steel. 

~his steel is suitable for operating temperatures up to 

530 °C, it is used in a normalized condition according to 

:IN 17155, for wall-thicknesses of 10 t 20 mm and more a 

?reheating or a stress-free annealing is recommended 

~oncerning welding procedures. 

Experiences regarding suitability for sodium systems 

~~e creep-resistant, low-alloy steels with sufficiently 

~igh strength factors are mainly used for the low-tempera

~ure range at about 300°. Table 2 presents the respective 

examples; the fact, that this material is used for foreign 

sodium-cooled reactor systems should be underlined. 
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As shown in table 2, the periods of practical application, 

during which the creep-resistant steels proved good, 

exceed by far the operating times of the plant in Almeria 

till the first sodium leakage. The proof in service of 

this material or other similarly low-alloy steels for cold 

trap with inlet-t~mperatures of about 250 °C, i. e. 

with higher oxygen content in sodium, illustrates above 

all the good corrosion resistance of iron-base alloys used 

for sodium system. 

~.n in house collection about damages in sodium-systems 

holding approx. 60 cases does not mention any damage on low

alloy materials. 

Aspects of corrosion when using 15 Mo 3 for sodium systems 

Corrosion marks due to sodium are caused by small solubility 

differences of the alloy elements at the maximum and minimum 

system temperatures. Therefore, in the hot zone of the 

circuit steel is dissolved at a rate of <.10 µrn/year; in 

the cold zones a deposit coat is constituted due to 

oversaturation at a similar rate. 

In addition to that,sodium, as an inert medium joins construc

tion materials of different carbon activity and thus permits 

a temperature dependant diffusion compensation, which, in 

general, goes from the low-alloy steels in the austentic 

CrNi Steels. Below 300 °C, however, these reactions do not 

have any effect due to temperature. 

Proper concerted corrosion-investigations concerning the 

two materials HI and 13 CrMo 44, which are lower alloyed 

and higher alloyed, respectively, as 15 Mo 3 and belong 

to the same group of material, confirm the excellent 

corrosion properties of this steel group as to sodium. 
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Figure 1 shows some examples of the material H1 after 

3.000 h of exposure in a sodium circuit at 400 °C and at 

the same cleaning conditions as in Almer!a. 

Micro hardness tests confirm that in this temperature 

range practically no carbon-alterativ occured in the 

material. 

Even under sodium conditions with extreme pollution-con

centrations, iron base alloy in general proved their 

stability. This is proved by the experience from the use 

of this steel for devices (cold traps), which are used as 

sinks for pollutions in sodium systems neither from the 

operation of the coldtraps nor from the inspection of the 
routinely emptied or cleaned components hints results 

which would give rise to doubts concerning the corrosion 

resistance for the low-alloy steels. In this case the KNK 

cold trap made from 15 Mo 3 is to be specially mentioned. 

Even corrosion due to the reaction of supposed residual 

humidity at the first filling of the plant with sodium 

can be excluded, because prior to the filling the plant 

is heated with dry inert gas. 

As a conclusion it is to be retained that from a view point 

-::oncerning corrosion no indications result which oppose 

to a use of this steel in sodium 
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General experiences with respect to processing 

In comparison to high-strength materials, creep-resistant 
steels are distinguished by good working properties. When 
welding 15 Mo 3 material of a thickness of more than 10 mm, 
DIN 17155 recommends a preheating to 200 °C and in the case 
of stress-free annealing a temperature range of 600 °C to 
650 °C is mentionned. The modification draft of this 
German Standard, dated November 1981, reduces the tempera
ture range of stress-free annealing to 530 °C to 620 °C. 
According to the Mannesmann material specification sheet 
no. 405 B, dated December 1972, a stress-free annealing 
is recommended after welding procedures of wall-thickness 
of approx. 20 mm. In the case of unfavorable geometric 
marginal conditions Cerjak/ 1 /, accordings to the KWU
experience, points out that in the case of insufficient 
preheating there is a risk of cold cracking when welding. 
Due to the special stress-conditions such cracks were only 
discovered several days after the welding procedure. They 
appear partly as an intercrystalline and partly as an 
transcrystalline fracture. 

Estimation of the max. amount of Na OH at vessel inside 
surfaces with rest Humidity 
For estimation of the max. expected Na OH Corrosion in the 
cold storage vessel (15 Mo 3) of the CRS plant the 
following boundary conditions have been defined: 

the vessel has been dried by heating-up (150 °C) 
with vented Argon. The rest humidity at the complete 
inner surface of appr. 100 m2 consists of mono 
molecular water films (appr. 10 - 100 times more 
conservative compared with real conditions). The 

-2 resulting water ammounts to appr. 2,8 x 10 cm3
• 
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If one assumes under conservative considerations that 
a small rest volume of 1 m3 sodium reacts completely with 
the total amount of water a Na OH concentration of 
3.03 x 10-6 % Na OH will be the result. 

For this very low Na OH concentration a corrosion of the 
material is not to be expected. 

Post-Inspection of a Na draining vessel at the internal 
bottom area 

To investigate probable corrosion effects at the inner 
vessel surface caused by contaminated sodium a 10 years 
operated Na draining vessel made from 10 CrMo 910-steel 
(operational data: 200/300 °C) was inspected in detail. 

The effects have been concentrated beside the basis 
material analysis on the analysis of a circular weld 
seam and its heat effected zone situated at the bottom 
area of the vessel. 

The results of this inspection can be summarized as 
follows: 

the weld seam as well as adjacent areas have been 
grinded at the inner surface before filling with 
sodium; the grinding grooves are completely preserved 
after 10 years contact with sodium and thus 
document even when only seen by the unaided eye the 
lack of any corrosion effect (see fig.2}. 
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the cross microsection of the weld seam proves the 
faultless condition of the seam as well as the heat 
effected zone, no corrosion effects can be detected. 

Summary 

Based on the generally found experimental back9round 

concerning low-alloy steels used for sodium-systems we 
can retain that this group of steels, the quality 15 Mo 3 
included, has proven to be fully up to the mark. This 
confirms, that within the limits of the assigned 
admissible temperatures, the group of the mentionned 
steels is rentable for operation in sodium-systems. 

/ 1 / Cerjak, H. et. al. 

Kaltrisse beim SchweiBen niedriglegierter Stahle 
- Erscheinungsbilder, Ursachen, Abhilfen 

VGB Kraftwerkstechnik 62 (1982) 318 - 324 
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Table 2: Application of low-alloy heat resistant steels in Na-facilities 

Facility Component Start-up Opcrat./design Material Vol~me 
temperature ( m ) 

APB/RSB Na-vessel 1655 19 71 500 QC 15 Mo 3 84 
II Na-vessel 16 56 19 71 500 QC 15 Mo 3 84 
II Na-vessel 4347 19 71 200/300 °c H II 5, 3 
II Na-vessel 4 35 7 19 71 200/300 °c II II 1, 3 

KNK Primary cold trap 1970 ca. 250 °c 15 Mo 3 
Ki~K Secondary cold 

1970 250 °c 15 Mo 3 trap QU1K3 ca. 

SPX Fuel element 
19 85 400 °c 15 Mo 3 storage vessel ca. 

SNR 300 Draining vessel 19 85 230/500 °c 15 Mo 3 each 37 t 
... 

dead weight 
10 

II Leakage collecting t 70 und pieces 19 85 15 Mo 3 each 63 t vessel 230/500 °c dead weight . 
II Leakage draining 

230/500 °c system 19 85 15 Mo 3 
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Analvsis of Material Samples 

According to the investigation procedure agreed upon with 

Operating Agent the material investigations are to be oer

forrr.ed under the responsible conduction and at the labora
tories of the TUV in Cologne. 

After the transport of the samples to Bergisch Gladbach 

the cutting and preliminary preparation of the samples as 

parts of the extracted vessel section have been performed 
on ~ovember 22/23, 1982. On November 24, the analysis work 

at the TUV laboratories started. 

The first results and comments from INTERATOM's side are 

given in the following paragraphs. 

1.1 First Results of the Regenerating Vessel Failure 

The first results of the investigation of the single crack 
at the bottorr weld seam are: 

the crack is running crosswise to the weld seam 

the crack occured at a point where the two ends of the 

root layer of the weld seam (TIG-welded) met each other, 
at the crack point there was no penetration of the root 

~he wall thickness of bottom and cylindrical stud was 
different which obviously has complicated the welding, 

small amounts of welding material have been found fixed 
to basis material and weld seam 

black coloured corrosion products could be detected at 
~~e crack surface of the outside part of the crack; 

this could be explained by the reaction of the leaking 

sodium with the air humidity and cleaning water from out
side; the colour of the corrosion products was lighter 

(brown) to the inner part of the crack which indicates 

less corrosion 
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the crack was a mixture of trans- and intercristalline 
fissures which have been detected formerly, too during 
analysis of drilling samples of the cold storage vessel 
and must not be the result of stress corrosion but of 
corrosion due to sodium/water reaction. 

1. 2 First Results of the Cold Storaqe Vessel Failures 

The first results with respect to the failures of the cold 
storage vessel are: 

one crack in the bottom part of vessel wall was detected 
to run directly from the slot around the web plate of the 
baffle plate to the connection weld seam between vessel 
wall and repair stud 

the web plates under the baffle olate have been detected 
to be non-parallel inclined in contradiction to the ori
ginal design 

durinq the division of the extracted ~aterial section a 
re~arkable distovtion of the edges due to stress relief 
was noticed 

·,-Ti th respect to first results after breaking the crack 
under the web plate this crack is also of trans- and 
intercristalline character which has been noticed 
forrrerly, too ( REr-"-method applied). 
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The inspection has just been started. 
Results will be issued as soon as possible. 
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Inspection Results of Regenerating Vessel 

The ultrasonic test inspection at the lower part of the regenerating 

vessel (both lower dished heads), which had been performed on 

Nov. 19th, 1982 came to the following result 

"not to be recorded indications" 

in line with AD-rules HP 5/3 (see attached annex). 

The used testing equipment and the testing procedure are also 
shown in this a. m. annex. 
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Conclusion 

The design of the cold storage is okay considering 

mechanical loads as dead weight and inner pressure. 

The construction of the baffle plate was very 

unadvantageous in view of the impressed thermal 

loadings. There is a high probability for an occuring 

fialure in the area of the attachment of the baffle 

plate to the vessel wall due to thermal loadings, 

also if additional uncertainties as temperature 

gradients across the vessel wall, multiaxiality, 

weldment effects etc. are not been considered. 

Apart from the disadvantageous design of the baffla 

plate, the vessel wall could not been failed due to 

the occured thermal transients. This result is in 

accordance with/ 1 /. 

Significant improvements could be achieved in the new 

design by 

temperature difference reduction by mixing tees 

damping of temperature level as hot sodium inlet 

is far from vessel wall 

avoiding any geometrical discontinuities in the 

vessel wall 
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2 Old design 

2. 1 Loading conditions 

inner pressure (design): 7,5 bar 
Dead weight: see chap. 2.3.2 
Thermal loading: see chap. 2.3.3 
• temperature level 
. transient conditions 

2.2 Material behavior 

material: 15 Mo 3 

V T 
K = () 0 , 

2 = 196 N/mm2 (related to T = 300 °C) 

Kl = C- V T • s allowable= ~ 0 , 2/1,5 (corresponding to AD procedure) 

2.3 Dimensioning 

2. 3. 1 Wall thickness due to inner pressure (AD) 

D . p a 
+ c1 + c2 ( 1 ) s = 

20 K + p . V s 

D = a 3.300 mm 

c, = wall thickness fabrication tolerance = 1 mm 

c2 = wall thickness factor due to wear = 1 mm 

V = welding factor (assumed to be 0,8) 

s = 13,8 mm s = 16 mm e 

0 

.?i .., 
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Use fraction due to inner pressure and dead weight 

a) conservative assumption (V = 0,8; c 1 = c2 = 1 mm) 

Evaluation of dead weight 

~w ~ 10 N/mm2 

The effective primary membrane stress c;:ff: 

('Vff = G"': + b. \Je OW inner pressure 

r.;-, = _1 __ _ 
v eff 20 • V • 

D • p 
( a - p) + 10 N/mm2 

se - c1 - c2 

G"'eff = 120 N/mm2 < ~ = 130, 7 N/mm2 

================================== 

b) less conservative assumption (v = 1; c 1 = c 2 = 0 mm) 

~ =87N/mm2 <!5=1307N/mm2 
eff s ' 

==================-============== 

Result 

The use fraction due to primary stresses is in between 
67 % and 92 %, which is okay. 
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Thermal loading 

Constructive detail 

1, = 300 mm 

12 = 50 mm 

~f ~ h = 17 mm 

---.. f = (~ chap. I ___ J 

f..-- .t,, ' I , 
f 

I I 

\ 
I 

/ Tz 
I I 

Fig. 2 Baffle plate construction 

Loading conditions 

Given 

T~be outer surface temperature T at sodium inlet 
0 

for 4 days 

Vessel wall outer temperature T
3 

for 4 days 

Assumotion 

T1 = Baffle plate temperature corresponding to 

2.4.3) 

~ + 20 °C (as effective sodium inlet temo_erature) ... 0 

(T1 and T3 are given in figure 1a to 1d) 

T4 = Vessel wall average temperature corresponding to 

T3 . This related average design temperature for 

the vessel wall is about 270 °c (see fig. 1a to 

1 d) • 
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AT= T1 - T4 = 170 K for two times per day 

(given from figure 1a to 1d) 

Failure mode: fatigue damage due to restraint thermal 

expansion (see dash-lined part in fig. 2) 

Fatigue evaluation 

a) Bending stress ranges in the vessel wall 

11 
f = c( • 2 . ~ T = 0, 344 mm 

6EI 
= ~. f 

2 

( 2) 

L\~ = 
M-' 6E . h f 1 . 3 2 0 / N/mm2 I = = 
w..& 12 . 2 2 

with E = 1 , 88 10 5 N/mm2 related to 270 oc 
= 1 , 35 10-5 N/mm2 related to 400 oc 

b) Fatigue damage 

Applying design rules of TRD 301: 

Stress range by e~ation (21) of TRD 301 for overelastic 

case ( A~ > 2 0 , 2T) 

2 

2G' = ~~ 
a . f3 ( 3) 

V 

2. (, T 
0,2 
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V 

(j"' T = 
0,2 214 N/mm2 (related to T = 270 °C) 

f~ = surface factor= 1 (perhaps higher due to bad 
.) 

welding condition) 

2 G""a = 4. 070 / N/mm2 
/ 

===-====-============= 

nallowable ~ 80 (see figure 3 corresponding to figure 8 

of TRD 301) 

with neffective ~ 2 times 60 days = 120 

120 fatigue damage u = 80 = 1,5 > 1 

================= 

Additional uncertainties 

not considered influence of relatively high mean 

stress (due to dead weight and inner pressure) 

multiaxial stress state 

welding influence 

neglected loading due to temperature gradient across 

vessel wall (T
2 

- T
3

) 

higher design temperature than 270 °Cat vessel inner 

surface (T 2 > T3 ) 
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3 ~ew design 

3.1 Mechanical loading and dimensioning 

3.2 

see chapter 1.1 to 1.3 

Thermal loading 

a) Conservative assumption 

No mixing effect is considered; no damping of the 
sodium temperature is considered:AT = 170 K 

Design temperature (due to equation (1) of TRD 301) 

* V .... q, V Ji = -iJ" + 0, 7 5 (V - ;)') 

V 

with ,f)" = 240 °C .... 

,(}'=410°C 

* V 17' = 370 °C--+ G"'0 , 2 /.;}* = 173 / N/mm:z / 

Ar:;"= E .ol 
1 -y 

2G"' = a 
555 . 555 
2 • 173 

n 1 ~ 3.200 zu 
------------------------

5 -5 = 1 ,72.10 .1,33.10 
0,7 .170=555 /N/mm:z/ 

= 890 N/mm:z 
========= 
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b) Considering of mixing effect 

Taking into account mixing effects leading to reduced 
temperature difference 4 T on the vessel wall, the 
corresponding results are given in table 1 and 
figure 4 showing very clearly the influence on 
allowable number of events. 

Results and conclusions 

Apart from the certain situation of the baffle plate 
construction which has been investigated in chapter 2, 
the cold storage vessel cannot be failed due to thermal 
transients. This result is in accordance with/ 1 /. 

Mixing effect has an important influence on increasing 
number of allowable transient events. 

The new construction exhibits a lot of advantageous 
aspects which have not been considered in the 
calculations, expecting evident improvements of 
thermal transient conditions. These aspects are: 

. Mixing tee construction 

. Hot sodium inlet far from vessel wall (damping 
effect) 

No geometrical discontinuities in the vessel wall 

J. G. Martin 
''Thermal Shock as a possible cause of sodium leaks" 
DFVLR-report Nr. R-84/82 JM3231 from 31.10.82 
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Mixin<J effect 

in % AT II AT / 0 c I ~ .. I 0 c I ACJ / N/mm2 
/ 2 G"': N/mm2 

nallowable a 
* 

0 170 370 555 890 3.200 
10 153 355 518 762 5.100 
30 119 330 405 446 50.000 
50 85 304 289 289 > 10 6 

-

Table 1: Influence of assumed temperature mixing on allowable number of cycles 
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1 Inspection Program for the Hot Storage Vessel 

LK02 BB01 

Due to the similar design of the hot storage vessel, there 

are also two baffle plates in the lower part of the vessel 

under the down-comer pipes. 

Even if the main design details like material (austenitic 
steel), wall thickness (20 mm) as well as the operational 

conditions (530 °c), not cyclic temperature change are quite 

different, a basic non-destructive inspection program is re
commended which would include the following steps: 

dismantling of the thermal insulation in the region of 

the two baffle plates (between vessel supports) 

visual inspection of the free surface 

ultrasonic inspection of the two baffle plate areas to 

record the basic conditions; this inspection is highly 

complicated but in general possible if special inspection 
techniques (SEL) are applied and perfonr.ed by experienced 

quality control specialists. 

Before this procedure can be initiated a common agreement with 
resoect to the UT-technique as well as the interpretation of 
results must be reached under the involved experts. 

The procedure will need approx. 2 weeks after emptyinq and 

cooling down of the hot storage vessel and can be started after 
finalization of the repair of the cold storage vessel. 
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Possible Modification of the Hot Storage Vessel 

In view of the experience gained during the failure in
vestigation of the cold storage vessel it turned out that 
a relatively simple modification of the down-comer pipes 
should be performed which would improve the operational 
conditions of the hot storage vessel remarkably. The 
attached figure shows the proposed modification of the 
lower part of the down-comer pipe of joint no. S4 (reflow 
from receiver outlet) which comprises a closing of the tube 
end and drilling of sufficient number of spray bores. The 
installation of this modification can be performed as follows: 

dismantling of the thermal insulation of the down-corner 
pipe outside the vessel at the connection weld seam 

cutting of the outer weld seam of the thermal sleeve 
nozzle 

pulling out vertically the down-comer pipe considering 
the necessary safety measures, provisionally closing of 
nozzle 

cleaning and modification of the lower part of the pipe 

inserting the modified pipe and welding of the nozzle 
seam according to specification 

reinstallation of thermal insulation. 

Before this procedure can start an agreement must be reached 
with respect to boundary conditions and single work steps. 
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Power Conversion System Evaluations 

After detailed evaluation with respect to the CRS 

Power conversion system. including several dis

cussions with Operating Agent and Spilling Comp. 

the following main results can be given concerning 

installation of new turbine systems 

preserving of Spilling steam motor system 

as well as the conclusions from the side of 

INTERATOM. 

New Turbine Solutions 

As a consequence of the decision of the EC-meeting 

held on June 29th, 1982 to modify the PCS INTERATOM 

started an inquiry procedure for a new PCS-system 

with a turbine-alternator set beginning August 1982 

in agreement and on behalf of the Operating Agent. 

This inquiry was extended to 15 different companies 

in 6 different countries (involved in the project). 

The evaluation of the proposals resulted in the 

following: 

one offer including the complete engineering, 

supply of auxiliary equipment and one turbine 

version, installation and commissioning 

one offer including the complete engineering, 

supply of auxiliary equipment and four dif-
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ferent turbine versions, installations and 
commissioning 

one offer for the supply of a turbine only 

The conclusion of these a. m. proposals was: 

- the cost figures of all offered turbine versions 
have overpassed the expected funding limits 

- all the different offered turbine versions would 
have a much lower gross electrical output than that 
of the existing steam motor (worse efficiency) 

- the evaluation of the different time schedules 
has shown a delivery time including installation 
of appr. 10 - 12 months 

On the basis of a prelimiary unwritten offer for a 
used turbine the installation of such a used turbine 
(there is one available in USA, approx. 30 years old) 
have also been considered. 

For the following reasons this solution is not 
recommendable: 

- &.e limited availability of spare parts in the 

future 

the impossibility of warranties 

the relative high costs for turbine and 
installation, which is in no reasonable re
lation to the eventual advantage of such 

a version. Besides this it is not to be expected 

that the required electrical gross output can 
be realized. 
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In addition the fact must be seen that the instal

lation of a partially modified system and the con

nection to the exisiting one will create certain 

risks during commissioning and start-up of the 

PCS which could influence the operational availa

bility. 

1.2 Preservation of Spilling Steam System 

Because of the realized functional tests of the PCS sys

tem up to the end of 1981 and - after some modification -

the additional operational time between July and Sept. 

82 the obtained data show, that remarkable improv-

ments of the steam motor have been reached with respect 

to efficiency and reliability of the system. The fact was, 
that during the first test period up to the end of 1981 

the full load conditions with the steam motor could not 

be realized (max. output appr~ 500 kW). After some 

specified modifications before and during the operational 

time between July and Sept. 82 all expectations regarding 

the electrical net output were nearly fulfilled (max. 

output appr. 585 kW). 

Even that there have been some damages at the steam 

ffiotor during the last a. m. operational period an 

impressive ability to repair these breakdowns in a very 
short time could be demonstrated thus reducing the 

plant's outages. 

Nevertheless since the last repair (Aug. 8 - 9, valve 

rod breakage No. 3 cylinder) the steam motor has been 

run under full automatic control whenever sufficient 
energy was available which has shown that the availa

bility of the steam motor was improved remarkably. 
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max. gross output 

kW e 

525 

520 

575 

575 

580 

600 

600 

600 

0 ~7[(§ lR2&TI'@~ 
',fEqNATIONA.LE ~~O\.OHA.1<:,:,,.~P.u _;1,iB'"I 

Gross energy 

kWh 

1. 290 

1.105 

1. 292 

1. 062 

1 . 3 91 

1.183 

898 

1. 37 5 

This a. m. column, in which only the main steps are 
shown is self explanatory. Up to Sept. 25th, a total 
of 22.640 kWh electrical energy was produced into the 
grid. 

Nevertheless it should be mentionioned again that the 
operation of the PCS is penalized by the normally 
unavoidable short daily operational times and in addition 
by many interruptions due to e.g. bad weather conditions 
and failures of other subsystems of the plant. 

A highly developed and complicated automatic system 
(high temperature and pressure conditions) such as the 
installed PCS has suffered much more from the a.m. 
~nterrupting effects than a more simple manually operated 
low pressure system especially during the first 
commissioning times and a lot of activities have been 
spent to overcome this specific former sensitivity. 
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1.3 Conclusions and Offered Solutions 

2 

Considering the results of the a.m. evaluations (see 

para. 1.1 and 1.2) the modifications of the existing 

PCS by installation of a new (or used) turbine seems 

not to be recommendable. 

On the other hand there are the improvements made with 

the existing PCS with repect to efficiency and reliability 

which indicate the possibility of sufficient operation 

in the following period of time. 

Nevertheless it is to be accepted that such a compli

cated system does need more efforts regarding maintenance 
than more simple circuits which is a clear result of 

past experience. 

To avoid any additional costs resulting from these 

extended maintenance necessities INTERATOM offers the 

maintenance and evtl. repair work of the complete 

PCS-system up to the end of 1983 free of charge (without 

wear materials and operating media) including all during 

this period evtl. neccessary steam motor spare parts. 

Additional System Modifications 

As an important part of the evaluation procedure several 

system improving possibilities have been considered. 

As the most interesting ones the following subjects have 

been investigated in detail to prove their feasibility: 

Installation of a fossil fired Na-heater and 

possible connection of CRS- and DCS-PCS. 
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The next paragraphs will show that only the first solution 
is of such a value that it should be realized. 

Installation of a Fossil Fired Na-Heater 

From the beginning of the SSPS project one of the basic 
requirements was the demonstration of a highly complexe 
and multi-purpose solar power plant like e.g. 

demonstration of complete energy conversion by 
installation of a PCS including generator 

demonstation of either grid connection or supply 
to an insulated consumer by installation of an 
electrical substitute load 

demonstration of hybrid (solar/fossil) operation 
by installation of a secondary (fossil fired) energy 
source. 

Due to financial reasons the third tasks never has been 
realized. 

The first operational year of the CRS plant has indicated 
that in special the unexpected but unavoidable bad weather 
has created many problems during commissioning and 
operation of the plant. As a most important fact the bad 
relation of the start-up time to the operational time 
of the plant's subsystems must be seen. 

There seems to be one possibility to overcome this handicap 
in connection with the solution to improve the power 
conversion part of the plant. 
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The fossil fired (oil or gas) sodium heater of one of 
INTERATOM's Na-test facilities with a capacity of appr. 
5 MWth could be available to be removed from the test
facility and transported to Almeria and installed as a 
part of the CRS plant. 

At present a detailed inspection of this heater is 
being performed to prove the actual condition which is a 
presupposition for any further application. 

The description of this component is shown in the 
chapter II.II.II of this document. 

First financial calculations have yielded the following 
costs: 

Na-heater completely inspected and renovated as 
necessary (e. g. new oil furnace), dismantled 
from test facility and transported to Almeria 

appr. 630 TDM (incl. 500 TDM for Na-heater) 

Installation of Na-heater and connection with the 
system 

appr. 350 TDM (incl. manpower and hardware} 

Considering the attractive improvement of the CRS plant 
like 

demonstration of a hybrid solar power plant system 
(most flexible demonstration plant world wide) 
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compensation of non-radiation operational periods 

of the plant being able to produce full electric 

output 

extension of the operatinal time of the PCS to 

improve relation between start-up and steady-state 

operation 

the costs for the installation of this Na-heater should 

be funded by the SSPS project while the renovated heater 

would be delivered free of charge by INTERATOM. Further 

detailed discussions should clarify these possibilities 

after the basic desicion has been made. 

The complete installation of the Na-heater is expected to 

need not more than 3 - 4 months. 

Possible Connection of CRS- and DCS-PCS 

The connection of the CRS with the DCS Power Conversion 

system in a one-way version has been investigated in 

detail. 

1he advantage to overcome non-operational periods of the 

existing steam motor due toe. g. inspection, maintenance, 

~epair by using the produced steam to drive the DCS 

turbine/generator set can only be realized by a non

completely sufficient technical solution. 

As indicated in detail in the following chapter II.II.I 

this connection is possible in principal but shows 

some remaining problems and disadvantages: 
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the realized gross electrical output is not more 

than appr. 350 kW 
e 

the different control systems of the existing PCS 

which have to be connected might create some further 
operational problems 

the unnormal long exhaust steam connection pipe 

needs extremely precise preheating and draining 

possibilities 

necessary installation time of appr. 4 - 6 months 

In comparison of the poor result of the energy conversions 
with the necessary efforts for realisation this 

modification of the system is not recommendable at all. 
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Description of Process 

In case of an unforeseen steam motor failure of the CRS

plant the live steam of this plant shall be led to the 

turbine of the DCS plant. The pressure and temperature 

of this steam have to be reduced because the inlet condi

tions of the turbine are much lower. At the first glance 

it seems to be obvious to use the existing steam cooler 

of the CRS plant but this solution is not possible with

out changing the whole control system. Therefore it is 

easier to choose a separate reduction valve and separate 

steam cooler for reducing the steam pressure from 100 bar 

to 25 bar and the temperature from 500 °c to 280 °C. 

Behind this cooler there are two reduction lines for 

feedwater preheating. This preheating with live steam 

is necessary because the pressure of the turbine extrac

tion steam is too low. The pressure of the extraction 

steam is 3.4 bar but for the 2. preheating stage we need 

15 bar. The extraction steam of the turbine will be used 

for preheating the condensate and the feedwater tank. 

Some problems are to be expected with the exhaust steam 

of the turbine. One possibility is to use the condenser 

system of the DCS plant and to pump the condensate to 

the feedwater tank of the CRS plant. In this case the con

denser system of the CRS plant (in special the evapo

rating system) is not prepared for a failure of the tur

bine. When turbine operation is stopped steam production 

can not be stopped without damage of the sodium-heated 

steam generator. Therefore the pressure relief pipe and 

-------------------------------------------
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the condenser system of the CRS plant have to come in 
operation. 

For this reason it is considered to lead the exhaust 
steam of the turbine to the condenser system of the 
CRS plant. The designed volume flow of the CRS system 
is four times smaller than that of the DCS plant. There
fore the exhaust pressure of the turbine has to be in
creased from 0.07 bar to about 0.3 bar. Stal-level - as 
the supplier of the turbine - has been asked for the 
consequences of this pressure increase and has confirmed 
the possibility. 

The changes of data and conditions of the described com
bination of the CRS and DCS plant are calculated in the 
next chapter. 

Process Calculation 

Main Design Data 

CRS Plant 

I:ilet steam: p = 100 bar 
.. = 500 oc '-. 
:n = 3. 1 05 kg/h 

h = 3.375 kJ/kg 

-----------------------------·----------
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Extraction steam 

Condensate preheating 

p = 1,4 bar 

t = 109 oc . 
rn = 279 kg/h 

1 . Feedwater preheating 

p = 5.5 bar 

t = 175 oc . 
m = 271 kg/h 

2. Feed water preheating 

p = 15 bar 

t = 260 oc . 
~ = 276 kg/h 

Exhaust steam 

i? = 0.3 

t = 69 . 
:n = 2.279 

h = 2.475 

DCS Plant 

Inlet steam: 

bar 
oc 
kg/h 

kJ/kg 

p = 25 

t = 283 

bar 
oc 

m = 3.767 kg/h 

h = 2.968 kJ/kg 

1Nr(RNATIONAlE MOM~!AKfOAIAU GMIH 

.__ ___________________________ . ________ __, 
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Extraction steam 

p = 3.4 bar 

m = 523 kg/h 

h = 2.705 kJ/kg 

Exhaust steam 

p = 0.07 bar 

m = 3.126 kg/h 

h = 2.277 kJ/kg 

Steam from CRS to DCS 

Steam Cooler 

~CRS = 3.105 kg/h 

h = 3.375 kJ/kg 

1 

• ~··:-? 
! hw = 340 
' 

' m2 = ? 

h2 = 2.968 

~2 = 
mCRS 

. 
~ = 

. 
~ = 

m2 = 

. . 
mCRS + IT\; 
. hCRS + ~ . ¾ = m2 . 

hCRS - h2 . 
mCRS 

h2 - hW 

380 kg/h 

3.585 kg/h 

For Feedwater preheating we take the old flow (s. Flow 

sheet CRS Plant) 

1. 

2. 

Feedwater Preheater ~ 1PH = 271 kg/h 

Feedwater Preheater m2PH = 2,76 kg/h 

h2 

,__ ___________________________________ ____. 
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The superheating energy of the new steam is higher than 

the old one, but there is only a small change in the 

total enthalpy difference 

Turbine Inlet Steam from CRS 

PT = 25 bar 

tT = 283 oc 

~ = m2 - m1PH - m2PH = 3.038 kg/h 

mT 3.038 0,81 = = 
~esign 3.767 

The steam flow from CRS will be only 81 % of the design 
flow. 

Extraction Steam from Turbine 

for preheating Condensate and Feedwater Tank 

Assumption: The Condensate conditions of the CRS Plant 

will be reached. 

Condensate 

t p = 1 ,4 bar 

h = 2.705 

Extraction steam 

m = 3.105 kc I 11 

p = 1 , 2 

t = 49 oc 
h = 205 kJ/kg 

.,__ ____________________________ , _________ _. 
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Il\:x ( 2. 7 o 5 - 4 5 7) = 3. 1 o 5 ( 4 4 o - 2 o 5) 

~X = 325 kg/h 

= 
Il\:xoes 

325 

523 
= 0.62 

,-.rERNATIQNALE ,._.(~"4RE"Kl0R84.U GMi:tt-< 

Only 62 % of the designed extraction steam will be needed 
for condensate preheating. The pressure of extraction 
steam must be decreased from 3.4 to 1.4 bar. 

Check of the Turbine Outlet Conditions, 

~hen the exhaust steam is led to the condenser system of 
the CRS Plant 

Comparison of the outlet area 

A = .:n V 
w 

Assumption WTex = WCRS 

A:'ex 
= 

rn'T' • ... ex VTex 

mCRS • VCRS 

~ew turbine exhaust flow 

V = VI + X (VI I - VI) 

(same velocity) 

Tex A Turbine exhaust 

CRS = designed CRS data 

m.,,., = _ex 3.038 - 325 = 2.713 kg/h 

'------------------------------·----------
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1. Assumption pT = 0.07 bar ex 

·1n:RN,&,TIONALE Aro~AEA•'OCIBAU GMBH 

V = 0. 001 + 0. 8 7 7 5 ( 2 0. 5 3 - 0. 001 ) = 1 8 • 01 5 m 
3 /kg Tex 

VCRS = 0.001 + 0.94 (5.229 - 0.001) = 4.914 m3/kg 

2.713 • 18.015 = = 2.279 • 4.914 4.36 

For the designed turbine exhaust pressure of p = 0.07 bar 
the cross section of the CRS-condenser system is too 
small. The turbine exhaust pressure has to be increased 
up to about 0.3 bar. 

The problems which can arise by the long exhaust pipe are 
not analysed in detail. The power losses which will be 
caused by exhaust pressure increase are calculated in the 
following section. 

----------------------------·-----------
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Power Losses of the Turbine 

when operating with CRS steam 

-.;TERNATIO"-!Alt: ATO...iREAKTOAB-'U GMBi-. 

When operating with CRS steam there will be 3 main 

factors of power decrease 

1. flowrate will be lower 

2. enthalpy-difference will decrease 

3. turbine efficiency will be smaller 

Neglecting the decrease of? we can calculate the new 

Ah when increasing the outlet pressure from 0.07 to 

0. 3 bar. 

. 
p m -- = --p 

Des ~es 

= 0.81 

Lh 
• ,1 h 

Des 

548 0.81 691 = . 

L'.1h 0 _07 = 2.968 - 2.277 

= 691 kJ/kg 

.6h0 • 3 = 2.968 - 2.420 = 548 

0.79 = 0.64 

Without regard of efficiency losses the power of the 

turbine will decrease to 64 % of the design value 

P = 0.64 • PDes = 0.64 . 577 = 370 kW 

'------------------------------··-----------

.. 
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Stal Laval has made calculations taking into consideration 

the efficiency losses of the turbine. They found out a 

generator output of P = 340 kW. This is only 59 % of the 
reference power. 

Additional to this large power loss, problems with the 

control systems cannot be excluded when combining both 

systems CRS and DCS and operating them with load vari

ations. 

Flow Diagram 

The attached flow diagram shows the possible new process 

as a functional connection of the power conversion sys

tems of the CRS- and the DCS-plant. The indicated pro

cess data refer to the before mentioned full load condi

tions. 
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Description of Process 

The task of the sodium heater is to produce independently 

from the solar insolation hot sodium of 530 °C into the 

hot storage vessel. The capacity is designed for 

2,3 MWth ~ 100 % expected solar power at equinox noon. 

As can be seen in the attached flow diagram, the sodium 
heater should be installed between the cold- and hot 

storage vessel (in parallel to the receiver). During 

operation the sodium is corning from the cold storage vessel 

via sodium pump No-1 with 275 °C, passes the sodium heater, 
is heated up to 530 °C and flows to the hot storage vessel. 

The degassing of the sodium heater is connected with the 

receiver overflow pipe. The sodium drainage of the heater 

can be realized (after the heating procedure) into the 

main receiver sodium pipe, so, that in each case the 

system dumping to the storage tanks is possible. 

The oil of the vessel burner could be taken from the 

existing oil storage tank of the auxiliary diesel gene

rators (has to be checked). 

The sodium heater with an altitude of appr. 17.0 rn 

should be installed outside the north-east corner of the 

sodium hall (beside the steam generator room). 
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Description of the Sodium Heater 

The sodium heater is installed at the INTERATOM test 
facilities and was many years in operation. The general 
construction is like a combined radiant and convection 
boiler. 

The sodium heater entails an oil-fired vessel where 
fluid sodium is heated up from 275 °C to 530 °C. 
The firing chamber (radiant heating portion), tube panels, 
air preheater and the stack are vertically arranged, one 
above the other. The burner is located in the midst of 
the floor support. The combustion air, preheated to 
290 °C is blasted from below into the firing chamber via 
air vanes (can also be delivered without air preheaters). 

The radiant heating portion of the firing chamber has an 
inner diameter of 2 m and a height of 6 m. The wall 
tubing of this boiler portion are spiral wounded. The 
combustion gas flowing to the end of the radiant heating 
?Ortion (inlet of the tube bundles) is cooled down to 
:010 °C. 

The sodium boiler at INTERATOM was installed during 
1965/66. Since its erection it has had over 30.000 
operating hours without any mentionable disturabances. 
The boiler is remaining available for varions test 
assignments for reactor component heat transfer. 
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Main Data of Sodium Heater 

(In the following are the data of the existing sodium 
heater listed, which could be lowered for the using 
in the CRS-power plant.) 

Boiler 

Maximum power 

Exhaust losses 

Radiation losses 

Efficiency 

Sodium 

Max. throughput 

Inlet temperature 

Outlet temperature 

(can be changed between 275/530 °c) 
Pressure losses 

Operating pressure 

Calculated maximum temperature 

.:;.ir and Exhaust 

Combustion air volume 

Combustion air volume 

Minimum stack gas volume 
Stack gas volume 

co2 max. 

02 
co2 usual 

4,3 x 10 6kcal/h 

17 % 

2,5 % 

80,5 % 

120 t/h 

300 oc 
560 oc 

1 , 1 bar 

6,0-12,0 bar 

600 oc 

13,35 Nm 3 /kg 

7350 Nm 3 /h 

11,42 Nm3 /kg 

7740 Nm 3 /h 

15,5 % 

4,5 % 

12,3 % 
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Fresh air temperature 
Hot air temperature 
Stack gas temperature 
(end of fire chamber) 
Stack gas temperature 
(before air preheater) 
Exhaust gas temperature 

Fuel Oil 

light fuel oil 

(has to be clarified at the site) 

Fresh Air Fan 

Air inlet temperature 
Air volume capacity 
Static air pressure 
Fan capacity 

Revolution 

Motor capacity 

Measurements, Heating Surfaces 

Radiation heating surface 
(wall tubes) 

Bundle heating surface 
Air preheater heating surface 
Wall tubes around the bundle 

"-ITERNATION.A.LE o\TOMREAKTORB.A.U GMBH 

20 °C 

290 °C 

1010 °C 

595 °C 

370 °C 

20 - 150 °C 

2 1 1 - 2 , 5 m3 
/ S 

418 - 274 rnrnWS 

8,7 - 10,7 kW 

1450 Rpm 

15 kW 

11 0 m2 

135 m2 

1 2 3 m2 

5 6 m:i 
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Tube measurements 

wall tubes 

bundle tubes 

down pipes 

header 

inlet and outlet 

air preheater 

Number of parallel - wall tubes 

- bundle tubes 

- down pipes 

Length of - wall tubes 

- bundle tubes 

- down pipes 

General Data 

Weight of the sodium heater 

'.without stack and thermal 

insulation) 

Sodium filling volume of the 

heater 

1NTEANA.TIONALE ATOMAEAKfQR8AU GMBH 

26,8 X 2,9 mm 
33,7 X 2,9 mm 
44,5 X 3,6 mm 

133 X 12 mm 

38,9 X 5,0 mm 

51 X 2,9 mm 

96 

32 

32 

20,4 m 

40,7 m 

i,06 m 

appr. 20 tons 

appr. 10 tons 
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LP.akages in the fom of cracks had occurred in the welding seam 

areas of the oold sodium storage ~ssel, predominantly at 

right angles to the welding seam. Only welding seams caning 

into contact with sodium wP...re affected. 

SN 4, 

SNR. 5, 

Welding sP..arrs joining the baffle plates with the 

vessel bottan, AnnP-X 2. 

Welding seams joining the repair studs with the 

vessel bottan, Annex 2. 

SN 41/1 Manhole welding seam, Annex 2. 

The othP...r parts of the vessel did not exhibit any damages. 

'l'he following points wP...re established: 

The base mat:P...rial and weld filler material clearly fulfil 

the raq-uiranents of the apprcpriate standards, the struct·ural 

condition is noonal. In the course of the examination, 

the question arose as to the tendency to tenp=-...r embrittl~ 

ment. Specific examinations in the Auger electron micro

scx::pe confinn that thP...re is no terrlP-ncy to tenp:>...r embrittle

ment. 

A sodium sanple taken at a representati~ point was of 

reactor qualicy. 

The fracture surfaces of the cracks exh.ibit features of 

damage due to stress oorros ion cracking. Materials, which 

could have caused such corrosion, wP...re not detected on the 

fracture s·urfaches. 

It was possible to produce the sane type of fracture on 

sanple material fran the vP-Ssel ·using hot caustic soda 

solution in the laborato:ry. 

Residual stresses exceeding the material yield point wP...re 

IMasured at the joining weld (SNR 5) , repair stud/vP-Ssel. 
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The laborato:ry examination, the test results and visual 

ins~ion of the vessel indicate that material strP.SSP..S can 

be made responsible for the fo.rmation of the cracks: 

a. Inadf:!(fuate constructive design at the joining ~lds of 

the baffle plates (SN 4) and of the r~air studs (SNR 5) 

with the tank bottan. 

b. Unsuitable surface qua.I ity of the joining ~lds baffle 

plates/ VA.Ssel wall (SN 4) and the weld root of the 

connecting W8ld disha:l h~/manhole stud (SN 41/1) on 

the nroiun side. 

As a result of the inherP.-nt stability of the canponent areas, 

the constructive dP..sign deficiency listoo under point a.causes 

high residual welding stresses, which ex~ the matP..rial yield 

point as provAd by ITIP.asur~nts. 

The rf:?S idual stressP..s incrPASed by the local fonn factor of 

surface notches, e.g. starting points, weld rippling of the 

baffle plate welding seatnS and, in the case of the manhole 

weld root, which is ~:ry irregularly welded on one side, at 

drq:>s, notches and root ripples. At the ends of the baffle 

plate W8lding seams, grinding produced co~rs, which also 

lead to high stresses due to the shape. 

Crack fo.rmation then occurs as the result of the inter

relations dP..scribed above. 

One of the main causes for the crack fo.rmation is eliminated 

if the residual stresses are substantially loweroo aoo notchP.S 

on the in11P..r surface are reduced. In the former case, this is 

effected cy ~ans of different introduction and distribution 

of the sodium in the VP..ssel which makes baffle platP..s un

neci=>..ssa:ry, and by subjecting the ~ssel to stress relief heat 

treatment after the r~air work. In the latter case, all 
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welding seams on the IMdilMl side are ground down to the plate 
surface with the exception of the weld inspection stud/ 
dish€d head (SNS 34) (AnnP.x 3). care was taken here to pro
d~ the srroothest possible itll'lP...r surfaces 1:¥ training the 

welders accordingly and 1:¥ assessing the root fonnation 
critically. 

In the course of the examination, it was not possible to find 

a conclusive explanation for the effect xrechanism of stress 
corrosion cracking during operation of the vessel. The 
ireasures perfonred during repair work did, however, thoroughly 
deal with all possible ways and JnP..ans of preventing the re
occurrence of such damages in the future. The vessel itself 
provides the .indication for the positive evaluation of the 
repair, as it does not exhibit any cracks in the other areas, 
e.g. butt and stud welding seams, despite existing residllal 
welding stresses if the surface is SJJDOth. 
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1.0.0 TE!IJ?Oral course of the damage and elimination IIP...asures 

The cold sodium storage vessel (basic diagram, Ann.e:xP..s 1 and 

2), which has beP_n in opP-ration since May 1981, exhibited the 
following damages: 

VB 1, July 28, 1981 

Sodiun leakage in weld area SN 4, crack at right angles to~ 
weld, see Fig. 7.1. 

This crack was bored out and CCNP.-red by the stud with di5l\€d 

head with 170 nm 0. 

M 1, SepternbP.-r 7, 1981, Na-leakage 2 o'clock position 

M 2, SepternbP.-r 14, 1981, Na-leakage 5 o'clock position 

M 3, Septanber 18, 1981, Na-leakage 12 o'clock postion 

in the manhole weld area SN 41/1. 

Pores and cracks repaired by grinding ollt: and welding. 

In Janua.z:y 1982, the manhole bottan was replaced by a new 

bottan. Prior to this, the weld areas SN 41/1 wP-re thoroughly 

examined. The new welding seam was also inspected. 

VB 2, January 9, 1982 

Ultrasonic inspection of the 3 baffle plate weld areas SN 4. 

The result indicated that all weld areas exhibited nore or 

less large transvP.xse cracks, which, however, did not penetrate 

the wall. 

The stud with dished head (0 170 nm) was rem::>ved and the weld 

areas SN 4 wP-re separated fran the vP...ssel bottan by IIP-ans of 

SP-VP-ran~ cuts. The baffle plate area was subsequently CCNP...red 

by 700 nm '9 studs with dished heads. 

VB = vessel bottan, M = manhole 

Blan_4_ 
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VB 3 , SP-ptembP...r 7, 1982 

SCX:lium leakage at studs 2 and 3, see Figs. 2 and 8. 

ThP..sf':! leakages rrotivatP.d the DFVLR to include the TOV Rheinland 

in the s~ch for the damage and .in oonentl tat ion for the 

elimination of the damage on the vP...ssel itself. 

The on-site examination cc:mrenoed on S€ptanb=>...r 10, 1982 

(TOV-Rheinland report on ascertainnent of the damage, dated 

27.09.1982). 

In order to pP..nni t the pP...rfonnance of a oontimxms test pro

gramne, the defects wP..re covP.-red J:¥ makeshift covP.I plates, 

see Figs. 3 and 9. 

VB 4 , Oct:.obP.-r 7, 1982 

SCX:limi leakage at both gussets of the cover plate-welding 

seam, see Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. 

Ultrasonic examination pP...rfonood on the spot indicated crack 

growth. ConsP.quently a renewed tenp:,ra:cy repair and res·urrption 

of work were rejected in the interests of safecy (TOV Rheinland 

report on aso=-...rtainnP-nt of the damage, dated 03.11.1982). 

No examinations of the cause of the damage, which could have 

been usP.d for planning and assessing a pranising repa. ir, wP..re 

available up to this date. SaM microsections and fracture 

pictures of small boring cores did point to the position and 

course of the crack, but did not indicate the crack situation 

of the vesSl';!l. SaM interccystalline crack fractions, hol,,,,ever, 

wP.-re partly established during these examinations. 

VB = vP-581';!1 bottan, M = manhole 

91att_S_ 
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During the J?P-I'iod Octob=>.-r to DecembP.-r 1982, stud 2 was r€11DVed 
for damage examinations after having drained off the sodium 
to approximately the upper edge of the stud. The cpening was 
covered by a welded-on plate and the vessel was cleaned using 
the darrp gas rrethod (steam-inert gas) (work description 
Int.P..ratan Note No. 51.02501.1, dated 08.10.1982). 

On canpletion of the cleaning, the vessel was subjected to an 
internal examination, the results of which are presented in 
Points 3.0.0 - 3.4.0. 

The inspect ion of the vP....ssel and the laboratoxy tests on the 
rerroved sanples were pP..rfonned parallel to each other. It 
appeared possible to agree to a repair of the sodium 
storage vessel if o=-..rtain nqu.ir~nts Wf>..re rret during the 
repair work. Theses r1:qu.ir~nts were stated in the repair 
prograrnre of the carpaf¥ VoP..st S02, S03 and in the welding 
plans S01, S02, S03, 6, 20, 30, 31 and 33 and wP..re positively 
evaluated by Interatan, DFVLR and TOV Rheinland. 

In the r~rt, the damages 

Ml - M3 and VBl - 2 are tenned primal.y damages 

and 

VB 3 - 4 are tenned secomai:y damages. 

Damages M 1 - M 3 at the manhole welding seam wP,Xe examined 
at Inb="..ratan. 

VB = vessel bottan, M = manhole 
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2.0.0 

2.1.0 

2.2.0 

Examination and activities in AlRP...ria 

Wal 1 t~rature ~asurerrents during 9Pe..Iation 

The approximatP-ly 3 weP..k cp=>...rating pP...riod after carpletion 

of the tP.npOrar:y repair (OO'ITP...r plates Figs. 3 and 9) was used 

to determine the level of the wal 1 t€11p>...rature in the damage 

area during operation and to establish its t€11p)ral change. 

The highest RP..asured terrpP...rature anounted to 297° C in the area 

shown in Fig. 5 bP...side the forked crack on the outside of the 

vessel. The maximum temperature change velocicy was 4.5 K/min. 

The results were usoo for calculation examination, s~ Part 1 

of the report. 

Sanple taking 

When taking the sanples, it had to be ensured that these ~_re 

extractoo fran the vP...ssel in such a Wa!;f no damaging in

fluenCP...s could affect the appPAI"anoo of the fracture due to 

the contact of sodium with the envirorment, as for exarrple, 

contact with the humidicy of the ambient air. The procedure 

was notoo in an Interatan doc1.111ent prior to sarnle taking. 

Stud No. 2 was selected for taking the sanples, as this 

contained a crack (Fig. 10, left side) which had no connection 

with the outside. 

Stud 2 was rerroved with part of the vP....ssel wall to ensure that 

the residual welding stresses could be ~as·ured in addition 

to the examination of crack fonnations. Fw:hb=>.J:rrDre, after 

cleaning, two s~nts wP...re raroved fran the manhole welding 

seam SN 41/1 and one a:ustenite and one ferrite section ~...re 

taken fran pipe S 5 • 

91an_7_ 
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2.3.0 

2.3.1 

2.3.2 

2.3.3 

2.3.4 

Internal examination 

The vessel was subjected to the following examinations after 
cleaning: 

Surface crack test 

The total innP..r surface, .including the inside of stud s-5 (Annex 

2) was testoo in two magnetization direction, in each case 
both longitudinally and transVP..rsely. Alternating current yoke 
magnets were usoo. The picture was produced using fluorescent 
magnetic particle suspension. The BP..rtold test speci.Jren was 
used to check the sensitivity. 

Ultrasonic test 

The ultrasonic test of the welding seams was pP...rfonred with 
a sensitivity setting as specified in .AD-MP..rkblatt HP 5/3. 
In accordance with the existing wall thickness, the substitute 
error value of 1.5 was taken as the basis for the registration limit. 
The test was effected with test angles 45° and 70° and with 
the nonnal search unit. 

The longitudinal welds SN 1/1 and 1/2 wP..re subjected to a 
100 % test, the circllllferential welds SN 1/3 to 1/5 in the T
joint arP...a to a 25 % test and the manhole welding seams SN 1/6 
and 3/15 to a 100 % test. 

IntlP..r and outer visual inspect ion 

The vis·ual inspection of the outside was limited to the exposed 
area around repair studs 1 to 3 arrl the manhole stud. The 
inl'lP..r surface was subjected to a 100 % visual inspection. 

Di.Jrens ional check 

The durensional check was pP..rfonned in accordance with AD

.MP..rkblatt HP 20 to deti:mnine the out-of-roundness and the 
s tra ightnP,ss. 
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3.0.0 Results of the internal examination 

The damages detected during the internal examination are 

presented in the pictures Fig. 2 to Fig. 12. The poor for

mation of the roout side of the manhole welding seam SN 41/1 

is shown in Fig. 13. 

The individual pictures are described and discussed in the 

following: 

AnllP..x 2 indicates the positions of the figures described below. 

Baffle plate and stud area 3 

Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 

Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 

Due to the fact that the stud was 

only welded fran the outside of the 
vessel, the vP..ssel wai:ped to the inside 

as a result of the welding shrinkage. 

The maximum wai:ping was moAS·ured as 

being 8 nm. 

During the magnetic particle inspection 

of the outside, a crack was detected 

at right angles to the weld running 

parallel to the circllnferent ial weld 

of the vP..ssel j·ust below the weld 

stud/vP..ssel. 

In order to pP-rfODD a tatµ>rai:y repair, 

the length of the crack was det:P-Dni.ned 

as accurately as possible fran the 

outside using the ultrasonic test and 

the ends wP-re bored out. The entire 

area was cOVP.-red with an overwelded plate. 

After approximately 3 wePJcs of q,p..ration, 
the welding seam of the cx,yp_r plate 

cracked on the left and on the right in 

the gusset. 



Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 

Figs. 7.1 - 7.5 
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The crack on the left side of the picture 

above the stud on the inside of the vP-Ssel 

is connected with the crack on the outside 

of the stud, as presented in Fig. 2. It 

runs at a slant through the base material 
of the vessel bottan and ends in the 

circllllfP..rential ~lding seam SN 1/3. 

On the right side of the picture there 

is a forked crack, which runs out &ta 

slant fran the base material into the 

circi.111ferential welding seam SN 1/3. One 

branch of the fork ends in the weldirlg seqm, 

the other runs through the circi.111ferential 

welding seam and ends in the base material. 

The crack is connected with the inside 

of the stud. The crack runs alongside of 

the welding seam SN RS on the inside of 
the stud. 

The sodium inlet pipe and the baffle plate 
can be clearly recognized. The photo 

was taken fran the inside of the vessel 

looking down towards the vP-Ssel bottan. 

The crack, which has already been pre

sented in Figs. 2 and 5 left side, runs 
on the inside of the stud to the bored 

out cornP...r of the baffle plate qr-ea which 

was separated during r~ir work. A 

mirror was positioned in the stud to 
ootain the photo. 

After renoving the baffle plate weldings fran 

the vP-Ssel wal 1, these were subjected to a 

magnetic particle inspection. The ptctures 

Wf='-I"e obtained using black magnetic particles 

on white contrast colour. The transverse 

cracks which Wf='-I"e detected and are identified 

in detail in the pictures are located at notches. 

The crack displayed in Fig. 7.1 caused the 
first vessel leakage (VB 1) • The visible 
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boreholes, sane of which are closed t¥ plugs, 

are points where attanpts wP...re made to bore 

out the end of cracks, or where boring 

cores were rem::>Ved for examination. 

Baffles plate and stud area 2 

Fig. 8 

Fig. 9 

Fig. 10 

Baffle plate stud area 1 

Fig. 11 

Fig. 12 

Manhole welding seam 

Fig. 13 

A cross-shaped branched crack, which cxmld be 

cx:JW>...red with a disc of 5 nm (a, was detected in 

the weld rretal of the stud welding seam SN R 5 

during the ma.gnetic particle inspection. 

Crack, Fig. 8 covered with plate during 

tatµ>raty r~ir. 

The crack in the CP.Jltre of the picture, which is 

connected with the co.rtlP...r of the cut-out, shJws 

the course of the crack fran Fig. 8 inside 

the stud. 

The crack presented on the left side had not 

penetrated through to the o·utside of the vessel. 

The later fractographic examinations were 

p=-...rfonred on this crack. 

Crack on the inside of the stud, which had not 

penetrated through to the outside of the vessel. 

Cracks at the ends of the inadequately ground 

weldings of the baffle plates. 

Rema indP_r of the root of the ma.nhole welding 

seam SN 41/1 after sevP-rance of the 

dished head. SevP...re drcps are evident. 
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3.1.0 

3.2.0 

3.3.0 

3.4.0 

Surfao=! crack test (Point 2.3.1) 

No crack indications wP...re detected outside the areas listed in 
the preo=!eding description of the pictures. It was not possible 
to accurately i~ct the root side of the manhole welding seam 
due to the notch--covPJfrl surf aces . It did, hOWP.VP...r, exhibit 
transw-...rse cracks, which did not penetrate the welding seam, at 
several points on the circlltl.ference. 

Ultrasonic test (Point 2.3.2) 

Indications s·ubject to registration were not detected in eitb=>...r 
the tested butt welds or in the welding-in seam of the manhole. 

InnP...r and outer visual inspection (Point 2.3.3) 

The itmP...r and outer surfao=-..s wP...re covered with a slight 
rust film, which, howevP...r, did not ~e the evaluation. 

All welding seams wP...re ground with the exception of the 
baffle plate welding seam SN 4 on the inside underneath the 
baffle plates and the root side of the manhole welding seam 
SN 41/1. 

Di.nP...ns ional check (Point 2 . 3 . 4) 

The requireITP...nts specified in AI>--MP...rkblatt HP 20 and the 
results of the IDP..asurerrtP...nts are 1 isted in Annex 3 . The 
results of the measurements are in the lOWF>....r tolerance range 
of the requirements. 

Blan ____g_ 
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4.0.0 

4.1.0 

4.1.1 

4.1.2 

S'llITl'TlaIY of the examination res·ul ts 

The results of the diverse examinations pP.zfonned are briefly 

surrmarized below: 

Damage situation of the vessel on site 

The welded joint baffle plate/vessel wall exhibits cracks 

at right angles to the welding seam at all 3 baffle plates. 

These originate fran surface notches, shaxp cornP..rs and edgp-S. 

The crack frP.quency on the outer ground side of the welding 

seams is l~r than on the unground inl'lP-r side, which was not 

adequately acCP..ssible for welding and, above all, grinding 

due to the spatial conditions. 

The transverse cracks detected at the welding seam manhole stud/ 

dished head are also related to surface notches on the medium 

side, which, in the foi:m of drq:>s, root notches, weld ripples 

and root concavity gel'lP-rally canmt be avoided in seams which 

are welded on one side. In the case in question, however, the 

root of the weld was welded in a particularly irregular 

manl'lP-r. 

The amages described i.n 4 .1.1 and 4 .1. 2 have beP_n tei::ned "primal:y damages" 

in the discussions held to date, as they obviously occured during vP..ssel 

operation prior to the repair JDF> .• .asures. 

4.1.3 The cause of the crack damages, which appeared in the welding 

seam area of the repair studs aft:P_r the repair, is obvio·usly 

1 inked with the cornP..rs of the cut-o·ut "9¥".h areas of the baffle 

platP.s, which are nf"..arest to the jointing weld repair stud/ 

vP..ssel. Points of high stress concentration occur here due 

to the addition of residual stressP..s fran welding in the studs, 

load stressP..s due to internal pressure and thenna.l stresses 

(Anl"lP...x 2). 



4.2.0 

4.3.0 

Report on the calculation examination of the damaged cold 
storage vessel dated 19.11.1982 

The stressP-S occurring in the cold storage vessel are to be 
determinAd according to the rules in the AD-Merkblatter and 
evaluated with reference to the existing damages. 

In addition to the stresses resulting fran internal pressure, 
the t~..rature stressP..s are determined for several stress 
conditions. 

The rnaxi.rru:rm reference stresses res·ulting fran static loacling 
are lower than the high tf:!lpP...rature yield point of the mate+icU 
both with and wit:h:)ut consideration of the repair studs. An 

estimate of the load cycles results in approximatelx 185 000 
load cycles up to cracking. The results of the examination 
show that thP..re is IX> static and dynamic overloading of the 
material for correct execution and carpatibility of the nroia. 

Examination report on residual stress J:1P-asurements pP..rfontro 
on the cut-out stud area by the Institute for Materials 
TP_sting dated 20.01.1983 

Using the part with welded-on stud which was renoved fran the 
vessel, the residual stresses wP...re determined at the longi
tudinal and transvP..rse sect ions of the intersect ion of the 

Blan ___!i_ 

vessel and the stud by J:1P-ans of the borehole process. (Figs.8-10) 

The highest residual stress was in longitudinal direction and 
am:mnted to($ .1 = 400 N/ntn2 on the inside of the vessel 

e1. 
OHX)Site the stud wall. Clear defonna.tion of the vessel wall 
co·uld be observed in this area (Fig. 1) • This can be traced 
back to warping resulting fran welding. 
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4.4.0 Report on the damage examination of the cold storage w-...ssel 
cy the Institute for Ma1:P...rials Testing dated 11.03.1983 

The examined cracks exhibit the features of damage due to 

strP...ss corrosion cracking in ooth the IMtal lographic and the 

fractographic findings. In each case the cracks originated 

fran notches and smaller welding flaws or the structure of 

the weld s·urface on the side in contact with sodium. 

In additions, the position and direction of the cracks point 

to a connection with residual welding stresses, which, as 

is well known, can P.Xceed the matP..rial yield point in dinP-n

sionally stable areas. The vessel had not been subjected 

to stress relief heat treatm=mt. 
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5.0.0 

5.0.1 

Surrmary and evaluation of the examination results with 
referen~ to the cause of the damage 

Both the crack fonnations which occurred prior to rEpair 
in the baffle plate arP.a and at the manhole welding seam, 
and those which occurred after the rEpair in the area of the 
joining welds rEpair stud/vesSP.l all exhibit clear features 
of intercrystall ine stress corrosion cracking. The cracks 
were only located on the inside of the vessel caning into 
contact with the rrrobn near faults resulting fran the design 
and the manufacture. 

The material 15 Mo 3 is present and must be accepted in its 
quality as steel which is not COipletely resistant to cracking 
in caustic solutions. It is up to researdi. to offer an ex
planation for the IredilMl side. Indications for this are given 
in the report includP.d under 4. 4. 0. Subsequently, in order to 
evaluate the ca·use of the damage, it only remains to discuss 
the stress neo=-_ssary for crack fonnation, which canprises 
residual stresses due to welding, load stresses due to internal 
pressure and temperature differences as well as pP..ak stresses 
fran notches caused by the design and the manufacture. 
The various areas of damage are discussed in the following 
fran these points of view: 

Joining welds baffle plae ribs/vessel wall (SN 4)_ 

The pP_rmanent connection of the baffle plates via ribs with 
the vessel wal 1 in the base of the casing creates a d imen-
s ionally stable carp>11P-11t area, in which high residual welding 
stressP-S and peak stresses fonn due to the cperating stresses 
(pressure and tenperature) (AnllP...x 2). 
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This is SlJPez:posed by an ·unfavourably selectoo manufacturing 

progra.nTrP-, which prevents both orderly welding and a ccq,lete 

non-destructive test. 

It was possible to reconstruct the manufacturing Sa::Juenoe as 

follows: 

First of all, the !<-welds baffle plate and the two ribs 

wP..re rnam.1ally welded. This C<Ilp)nent was then placed on the 

bottan of the vessel casing and was initially welded fran the 

inside and then, after grooving out, fran the outside. It 

was possible to grind and inspect the outer side of these welds, 

but not the inOP..r side. In view of the fact that the box, which 

is open at the short errls is only 50 nm high and 300 nm long, 

the welding of the inOP..r side was executoo under such limitoo 

spatial conditions that the weld surfacP..s coveroo with spatter 

and notches, as shJwn in the relevant pictures, just could 

not turn out otllP..zwi.se. 

Furtb=-...rnore, this surface condition does not carply with the 

requirements of the GenP..ral Specifiaction RVS CRS-02 datoo 

15.03.1978, which contains the following ra::Juiranent on page 5 

under Point 4 "Surface Conditions of the Welds11
: 

"At the pressure-loaded catp)nents, all longitudinal, 

circunferential and weld-in seams shall be grinded

if possible - fran inside to be free of notches•. 

TherP.by the 1 imitation 11 if possible• is understood as awlying 

to welds, which are not ac~sible fonn the inside due to the 

di.nP-nsions of the CCllp)nPJlt (e.g. a pipe of 500 inner ") 

and which can therP..fore only be welded fran the outside. On 

the basis of the knowledge which can be drawn fran the damage 
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in quP..stion and which confinns this r€(Julation, all possiblilties 

should have been exhaustoo during design an construction to 

guarantee notch-free s·urfaces on the inside of the catp:>nents. 
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5.0.2 

5.0.3 

Even if one had not wanted to dispense with baffle plates 
which were pennanently welded to the VP..ssel wal 1, despite 
other and simpler dP~ign possibilities, then an altered 
welding SP.quence would have easily made it possible and feasible 
to carpletely grind over the welded joint at the pressure-
loaded wall, thus making it fr~ of notches, and to inspect it. 
Moreover, it would have been quite adequate to fix the 
baffle plates with mudl shorter welds in order to noderate 
the inherent stability of these carp:>nent areas, which are 
loaded with thermal stresses due to the t~rature differences. 

Manhole welding SP.am (SN 41/1) 

As far as the surface quality is conCP~, the sane is valid 
h~..re as in the case of the baffle plates. In the GenP..ral 
Specification mentioned above, the application of TIG-welding 
is stipulated for the roots, apparently to ensure that weld 
roots caning into contact with the nroillRI as are snooth as 
possible. The weld fonnation discovered on the inside neit:hP.x 
canplies with this regulation nor with the re::ruir~nts of 
the AD-Merkblatt HP 5/1 nor with the requir~nts of the 
quality class B acoording to DIN 8563, Part 3, where only 
flat local root concavities and notches are admissible over 
seams welded on one side, bute where incx:11plete penetration 
of the root is inadmissible. 

~':Pair studs 

The fonn of repair which was selected and the thickness 
of the stud wall which, with 27 mn is mudi thicker than the 
16 mn vessel wall cause additional residual welding stresses 
in the VP..ssel bottan area. These are supezposed cy- considerably 
inpaired thennal expansions in the stud area. Additional 
points of high stress concentration were produced in the corners 
due to the design of the severance cuts (Annex 2) • 

Blan~ 
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5.1.0 canprehensive evaluation 

The rP.sul ts of the examinations can be ca11:>rehens.ively 

evaluated as follows: 

Both the material of the VP..ssel and the selected weld 

filler materials clearly fulfil the raqui.raoonts of the 

apprcpriate standards. In the course of the examination, 

quP.stions arose as to the tendency to tf:!ll_E)er embrittlenent. 
Altlxmgh this was hardly prooable due to the low phosphorus 
content, specific examinations in the Auger electron micro-
sa:pe confirmed that there is no tendency to tanpP-r embrittlenent. 

Outside the damage areas, the vessel is in perfect corrlitions 

as regards the welding seams and the total i.nnP_r surface. A 
canplete magnetic particle inspection pP...rfo.nned with the 

highP.St possible sensitivity did not exhibit any furthP..r 
crack indications. The ultrasonic test of the butt welds 
did not result .in any indications s·ubject to registration. 

A sodillltl sample taken at a representative point was of 

reactor quality. 

The fracture surfaces of the cracks and the oourse of the 
cracks in the material structure exhibit the features of 

damage due to stress corrosion cracking. Materials, which 
could have caused such corrosion cracking, were not de

tected on the fracture surfaces. 

It was possible to produce the sartE type of fracture on 

sarnple material taken fran the VP..ssel using hot caustic 
soda solution. 

The constructive design of the joint baffle plate/casing 

base is. not consistent with perfect execution of the welding 
work and with the reasonable demand for a notch-free, ground 
in11P..r surface. Furthenrore, it causes the build-up of a 
high residual stress level due to its inherent stability. 
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With reference to the root fonnation, the welding seam 
manhole stud/dished he.ad does not carply with the speci
fications. Sharp notches, inccrrplete penetration and SVP...re 
drcps produced an illl1P..r surf ace covered with notches. 

The fonnation of the r~ir studs and the design of the 
severance cuts for separating the cracked areas created 
additional high residual stresses and high stress concen
trations. RP..sidual welding stressP__s, which with a maximum 
of 400 N/rrm2 P,xceeded the material yield point, wP.re 
mP.asured in the stud rf':!IOvP.d for the P,xamination (yield 
point at design t~rature 285° C: K = 205 N/rrm2 ). 

The laooratoi:y examinations, the test results and the visual 
inspection of the ves~l indicate that material stresses can 
be made responsible for the fonnation of the cracks described 
above: 

a. Inadequate constructive design at the joining welds of 
the baffle plates (SN 4) and the r~ir studs (SN RS) 
with the tank bottan, and 

Blatt~ 

b. Unsuitable s·urface gual ity of the joining welds baffle 
plates/VP..ssel wall (SN 4) and the weld root of the connecting 
weld dished head/manhole stud (SN 41/1). 

Due to the inherent stability of the canponent areas, the 
constructive design deficrency listed under point a. causes 
high residual welding stresses, which exceed the material 
yield point, as proved cy mP.asurf3118nts. 

The residual stresses increased by the local fonn factor of 
surface notches, e.e. starting points, weld rippling of the 
baffle plate welding seams and in the case of the manhole weld 
root, which is VP..ry irregularly welded on one side, at drcps, 
notches and root ripples. At the end of the baffle plate/rip 
welding sP_ams, grinding prcrluced cornP..rs, which also lead to 
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high stresses due to the shape. 

Crack fonnation then occurs as the result of the inter

relations described above. 

Blan~ 
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6.0.0 

6.1.0 

Reapir of the vessel 

Prerf!l:uisites for repair 

On the basis of the results of the examination described 

above, the fol lowing principles wP..re establ ishoo for the 

repair: 

Avoidance of weldoo-on parts on the inside of the vessel. 

Avoidance of tenp:>..rature loading in the bottCJTI area due 

to a design change in the sodium inlet. 

Maximum accuracy in the pr€pa.ration of the welding edges 

to minimize warping due to welding and the residual 
. ..::. 

weld1.ng stresses, root gap= 2 nm. 

Stress relief heat trP..atnent of the vessel, if feasible 

welds on the inside ground down to the plate surface, 

but at least snoothed ~ grinding on the inside. 

ObsP-I:Vation of the welding shrinkage during welding. 

Requirements on 

Out-of roundness..c:1 % without heat trea~nt 

..c.2 % with heat treatnent (HP 20) 

Straightness --< 0. 5 % independent of with or without heat treatnent 

Hardness valuP-S in the heat affected zone~ 250 HV 10, 

if not subjected to heat treatnent. 

The above requirements wP..re entered in the repair programre 

of the cctrpany Voest S02, S03 and in the welding plans S01, 

S02, S03, 6, 20, 30, 31 and 33. 
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6.2.0 

6.3.0 

ExP.cution of the repair 

The repair work was executed in the pP...riod 10.01.1983 to 
23.02.1983. The damage areas were raooved with a large safety 

margin. The new part of the casing base to be welded in 

measured 4500 mn x tv 1500 mn. Measu.rarents perfor.m:rl on a work 

s~i.nP.n supplied higher hardness values than specifioo. Due 

to handling errors when welding the electrodes, larger areas 

had to be r~aired because of too high pore frequency. On 

the basis of thP..se abse:rvations made during the repair work 

on 20.01.1983, it was detennined that the vessel as a whole 

should be subjectoo to heat treatment. The high residual 

stressP...s m:-..asured at the vessel part also played a role in 

this decision (see 4.3.0). 

Evaluation of the r?Peir (Annex 3} 

Ent>loyees of the TOV Rheinland pP...rfor.m:rl the following activities 

during sup=-..rvision of the repair work: 

catplete s-up=-..rvision of the fitting and welding work. 

Assessment of the X-ray fil~, pP...rfonnanoe of surface 

crack tests and ·ultrasonic tests. 

Control of the hf'>.at treatment. 

Construction test and pressure test. 

It is confirmed that the repair work pP...rfor.m:rl fulfils all 

the prP..requisites for equating the vessel with a new vessel. 

Technischer Obcrwt!-:-h•mn"v?rcin Rl1·~in:2nd e. V. 
Zr,nt at:-.,:' ~;1.~•.:ig 

Bauuberwacllur.g voi1 GroSanlagen 
Der Sach·✓ erstandige 

µv4--
(Dipl.-Ing. Wilters) 
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0. Summary 

Leakages had occurred several times in the weld area of the 
cold sodium storage vessel of a solar power plant. The cause 
of the damage was to be determined by means of a detailed 
examination of two crack areas at the manhole stud and at a 
baffle plate at the bottom of the container. 

The following points were established: 

The applied material including the filler material ful-
fils the requirements in all inspected mechanical, 
technological and chemical values. 

The structural condition of the base material and the 
welded joint is normal. 

The material is susceptible to temper embrittlement. 

A sodium sample taken from the vessel was of reactor 
quality and did not exhibit any detrimental impurities at all. 

The investigated cracks exhibited the features of damage 
due to stress corrosion cracking both in the metallographic 
and fractographic findings. In all cases, the cracks 
originated from notches such as smaller welding flaws 
or the structure of the weld surface on the side in con
tact with sodium. 

No foreign materials, which could have caused stress 
corrosion cracking, were found on the parts supplied for 
the examination. 

Simulation tests in hot caustic soda produced the same 
type of fracture as that in the damage areas. 

Crack formations were only observed in that area of welding 
seams coming into contact with sodium. In addition, the 
position and direction of the cracks point to a connection 
with residual welding stresses, which, as is well known, 
can exceed the material yield point in dimensionally 
stable areas. The vessel had not be subjected to a st~ess 
relief heat treatment. 
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In order to cause stress corrosion cracking, one requires an 
appropriate initiating medium with a sufficiently high con
centration, a sensitive material and, in addition, correspondingly 
high stresses. The following recommendations for the further 

procedure for the explanation of the damage repaire, and ope
ration can be derived from the results of the examination: 

As the examination did not indicate any components which 
can cause stress corrosion cracking in the operating medium, 
the operating records should be checked as regards this 
point, and during subsequent operation care should be 
taken that no media which can cause the observed type of 
crack can enter the loop. According to present knowledge, 
these are alkaline and weak-acid oxidizing solutions, 
vapours and saline solutions. 

The applied material 15 Mo 3 has been successfully used as 
structural steel for pressure vessels and boilers for 
many years. On the basis of its composition, however, it 
cannot be termed as being resistant to cracking in caustic 
solutions. The operating loads including the residual 
stresses should therefore be kept as low as possible. 

The design of the baffle plate, which is permanently 
welded to the vessel on the base of the casing, implies 
high residual stresses after welding due to its inherent 
stability. In addition, these residual stresses are in
creased by the locally applicable stress concentration 
factor at notches - in particular at inaccessible points, 
which cannot be adequately levelled by grinding. It is 
therefore necessary to ensure smooth, notch-free material 
surfaces, particularly on the base of the casing. 
After the repair work,the residual weld stresses should 

be eliminated by means of stress relief heat treatment. 
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After a short operating period, the cold sodium storage vessel 
described above exhibited a leakage point in the area of the 
web welding points of baffle plates, positioned underneath the 
sodium inlet pipes (Annex 0, Page 1). The DFVLR report 
(Dr. Bucher) and Annex 0, Page 3 give further details on this 
and further defects, and on the repair measures performed 
for their elimination. After the occurrence of the latest 
defect, the TUV Rheinland, Cologne was commissioned with the 
assessment of the final repair of the vessel and with the 
examinations for the clarification of the cause of the damage. 

The following parts were supplied to the Institute for Materials 
Testing and Chemistry for the execution of the damage 
examinations: 

2 web welding seams (SN 4) with the vessel casing sections 
which were still attached to them after the above repair 
work (Samples 1 and 2, Annex 0, Page 2). Please refer 
to Figs. 1 and 3 for a survey of the delivery condition. 

The entire welding area of stud No. 2 (see Annex 0, Page 1; 
please refer to Fig. 9 for an overview of the delivery 
condition and the condition after the magnetic particle 
test). A wedge-shaped section with two cracks had been 
cut out of the stud weld (Sample 3, Annex 0, 
Page 2) . 

Furthermore, the following parts were delivered for examination 
from other sections of the vessel due to detected or suspected 
damages, or for inspection of the material condition. 
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2 . 

2 . 1 

2 • 1 • 1 

2 segments of the manhole stud welding seam (SN 41/1), on 
the inside of which magnetic particle indications had been 
detected at right angles to the welding seam (Figs. 7 and 8) 

(Samples 4 and 5). 

2 pipe sections from the sodium inlet line, materials 
15 Mo 3 and X 10 CrNiTi 189, which were to be subjected 
to examinations for thermo-shock cracks (Samples 6 and 7). 
These samples did not exhibit any indications during the 
surface crack test and are therefore not referred to again. 

1 section from the vessel circumferential weld (SN 1/3) 

(Sample 8). 

Tests performed and results 

Determination_of _the_damage_~!~~~!~~~ 

Surface crack test 

The results of the surface crack tests performed on all 
delivered parts are listed in Annex 1. 

The following summary was obtained: 

The stud weld exhibits 6 transverse cracks in the weld 
metal, some of which continue into the base material of 
the vessel (Figs. 9 and 11). 

The web welding seams exhibit undercuts and end crater 
cracks (Figs. 2 and 4). In one case, there is a transverse 
crack reaching into the base material of the web plate 

(arrow in Fig. 4). 

The segments of the manhole welding seam exhibit transverse 
cracks in the root area and longitudinal indications in 
the weld interface (Figs. 7 and 8). 
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2 • 1 • 2 

2 • 1 • 3 

2 • 1 • 4 

Ultrasonic test 

Samples 1 ,2 and 3 were subjected to a complete ultrasonic test 
to obtain information on the location and extent of the damage 
for the subsequent tests. The largest indications of samples 
1 and 2 are drawn into Figs. 2 and 4. The detected defects are 
always in the weld area. The findings for Sample 3 are pre
sented in Figs. 11 and 12 with the magnetic particle indications. 

Radiographic_inspection 

The radiographic inspection of Samples 1 ,2 and 3 shows that 
the crack indications are finely branched in the base material 
and that some of them run on several planes in the material 
(Figs. 12a and 12b). 

Metallographic_inspection_~~2-~~~~~~~~-!~~! 

The results of the nine investigated microsections are listed 
in detail in Annex 2, Pages 1 - 8. 

The following summary results: 

In all cases, the microstructural arrangement was normal 
for the specified materials. 

There were smaller welding defects (pores and fine slag) 
in three microsections. These would have been termed 
negligible in the evaluation of non-destructive test 
results. 

In the microsections, the cracks are mainly at right 
angles to the welding seam. The course of the crack is 
essentially transcrystalline in the weld metal and inter
crystalline in the base material (Figs. 15a and 15b). 
The transcrystalline fractions in the base material are 
generally near perlite grains. The form of the cracks 
points to stress corrosion cracking and is similar to 
that detected by Interatom during the examination of a 
web crack. 
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2 • 1 • 5 Examination of fracture surfaces 

In Samples 1 (web weld), 2 (stud weld) and 3 (manhole weld). 
the cracks at right angles to the welding seams were broken 
open. The examination shows that the cracks are always 
connected with the radius of influence of welding seams. 

The course of the crack is primarily intercrystalline in the 
base material (Figs. 18 and 19) while the weld metal mainly 
exhibits transcrystalline fracture with clear intercrystalline 
fractions (Figs. 20 and 21). 

The arrangement of the fractured surfaces therefore confirms 
the result of the metallographic examination (stress corrosion 
cracking). A qualitative radiographic analysis of the 
fractured surfaces, which was consequently performed using 
the energy dispersive analysis of X-rays, did not indicate 
any media causing stress corrosion cracking. Only sodium 
was detected in each case. 

The residual forced fracture, which was effected at low 
temperatures in the laboratory (cooling in liquid nitrogen) 
consisted of a pure cleavage fracture in each case (Figs. 22 
and 23) , which clearly differs from the operational fracture 
presented in Figs. 20 and 21. 

The results of the fractured surface examinations are listed 
in detail in Annex 3. 
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2.2 

2 • 2 • 1 

Inspection_of _the_applied_materials 

Mechanical tests 

One tensile strength sample from the vessel circumferential 
weld (sample 8) taken across the welding seam was tested at 
room temperature, and a further sample from the base material 
at operating temperature (285°c). In addition, an aK-T-curve 
was recorded in each case for the base material and the 
weld interface (coarse grained zone). The toughness of the 

base material in the damage zone was determined parallel to 
the welding seam of web 1 by means of two LI-notch impact 
samples. 

The results (see Annex 4 ) exhibited mechanical quality values, 
which in any case fulfilled the requirements imposed on the 
applied material 15 Mo 3 and, in some cases, were considerably 
better than the values specified in DIN 17155: 

The notch impact strength determined for the LI-notch sample 
at room temperature is approximately 50 % better than the 
requirement imposed on the base material. 

The transition temperature for the base material, deter
mined as the mean value of the low and high passes, is 
around+ 24°c for V-notch-samples (Annex 4, Page 2). 

The transition temperature for the heat affected zone is 
around + 5°c for V-notch-samples (only 4 samples were 
tested because of the limited material supply). 

The high temperature yield point of the base material 
is 20 % better than the requirements at operating 
temperature. 

The welded joint inspected using a sample from the 
circumferential weld also fulfils the requirements. 
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2.2.2 Chemical_analyses 

The analyses of 2 base material and 5 weld metal samples 

indicate a material composition corresponding to that of the 

planned 15 Mo 3 including the relevant weld metal (Annex 5). 

There is therefore no mistaking of materials. The analysis 

of the sodium (Annex 5, Page 2) showed that its quality 

meets the requirements for (doubly purified) reactor sodium 1). 

Indications for detrimental impurities were not detected. 

2.3 Supplementary_examinations_to_determine_the_cause_of _the_dama~e 

In principle, the mechanisms "liquid metal embrittlement" and 

"stress corrosion cracking" (caustic embrittlement) come 

into question as the cause of the observed intercrystalline 

crack formation, and, for the transcrystalline possibly also 

hydrogen-induced cathodic stress corrosion cracking. 

Of the causes mentioned above, liquid metal embrittlement was 

excluded from the very beginning, as, according to all 

previous experience, it does not occur in the system iron/ 

sodium 2 ) and could not be explained from the metal physics 

aspect. 

With reference to the remaining possibilities, the following 

supplementary examinations were performed as agreed on by the 

expert group in December 1982: 

1 ) 

2 ) 

Atomics International : Division of North American 

Aviation Inc.: NAA-SR-11805, February 1966 

Gmelin "Iron and Sodium" Page 1809 
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2. 3. 1 

2. 3. 2 

Auger_analysis 

The purpose of this analysis was to examine whether 
clustering of certain elements, in particular phospho
rus, which can cause intercrystalline fracture because 
of temper embrittlement is present at the grain bounda
ries. Two rods (~ 3.0 x 30 mm'length) were manufactured 
from the vessel circumferential weld (Sample 8) parallel 
to the welding seam in such a way that the fusion line 
was exactly along the centre of these rods and that, as 
a result, the weld metal and heat affected zone and, 
if necessary, slight fractions of the unaffected base 
material could be simultaneously inspected. On breaking 
the samples in the vacuum of the Auger apparatus, it 
was clear that no intercrystalline fracture had occured, 
i.e. no temper embrittlement was present, and hence it 
was not possible to verify any grain boundary deposits. 

A random examination of the fracture surface produced 
in this way did not indicate any ohosohorus deposits at 
all. Such deposits were not to be expected, due to the Low 
P-contents of the applied materials (see chemical ana
lysis Annex 5, Page 1). 

Stress_analysis 

Using residual stress measurements in the casing zone 
of the stud welding seam, peak values of up to 400 N/mm 2 

were measured on the inside of the vessel opposite to 
the buffer welding seam. This results in stresses which 
exceed the determined yield point (see Point 2.2.1). 
A special report (No. SB 249/82) was compiled on this 
topic. 
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2. 3. 3 Tensile tests in caustic soda 

Several tensile strength samples were manufactured from the 

stud welding seam in accordance with the diagram in Annex 6 

(top). Some of these had to be excluded because of pre

liminary damage, which was not detected during the non-

destructive test. Of the remaining 7, 4 were tested in 50%-

caustic soda solution at 8o 0 c and at diverse stresses 

exceeding the yield point which was determined using a 

further sample. 

One sample was provided with an 0.5 mm deep V-notch. 

For comparative purposes, one sample was placed in calcium 

nitrate, which is specified as test solution for the test 

for intercrystalline stress corrosion cracking in SEP 1861-82. 

None of the samples tested in caustic soda exhibited an 

attack as a result of stress corrosion cracking within 100 h. 

The tests were therefore terminated. 

The comparative sample in calcium nitrate fractured after 

approximately 50 hand exhibited intergranular fracture in 

the edge zone and ductile fracture in the sample core. 
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2. 3. 4 

2.3.5 

Bending_tests_under_caustic_soda 

As the tests described in 2.3.3 were not successful as 
regards the production of fracture surfaces, the testing 
method for intercrystalline crack formation according to 
SEP 1861-82 was modified with reference to the medium and 
the sample-taking. Caustic soda was used as medium and the 
sample was taken in the longitudinal weld direction, in order 
to force crack formation in cross direction (see Annex 6). 
The samples were taken from the material of the non-annealed 
work sample for repair weldings. 

For the test, the samples were prestressed to 4 different 
"a-distances" (cf. Annex 6 ). The samples were simultaneously 
introduced into the 50 % caustic soda, which had a temperature 
of 80°c. After 120 h test duration, all samples exhibited 
commencing crack formation. On the exposed fracture surfaces, 
one could see that the crack depth decreased with decreasing 
prestressing and that the base material was more susceptible 
than the weld metal. The cracks are metallographically and 
fractographically documented in Figs. 27-30. It is evident 
that the course of the cracks in the base material is mainly 
intercrystalline and that the course of those in the weld 
metal is mainly transcrystalline. The transcrystalline 
fractions in the base material are frequently found near 
perlite grains. Both this observation and the micro
structure of the fracture surface present a picture, which 
is, for the most part, similar to the damage case. 

Bending_tests_under_hydrogen_loading 

Due to the observed transcrystalline fracture fractions, 
the purpose of the tests described in the following was to 
produce fracture surfaces, which are caused by the affect 
of atomic hydrogen. The test assembly was the same as that in 
2.3.4, but the samples were prepared with an 0.5 mm 
deep V-notch at the point of greatest bending in order to 
shorten the test duration. 
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One sample was withdrawn after 3 hours and the other after 
a 20h-test duration. Cracks of varying depths were obvious: 

3 h- sample 

20 h- sample 

1 • 0 mm 

2.3 mm 

The crack depth in the weld metal was considerably larger 
than in the base material. 

Figs. 31 and 32 present the transcrystalline fracture sur
faces which were obtained in the base material and the weld 
metal. One can see, that these clearly differ from those 
produced in caustic soda solution and also from those which 
were present in the damage case. 
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Conclusions and evaluation 

The examination supplied the following results: 

The examined cracks preferably run at right angles to 
the welding seam and stretch into the unaffected base 
material. The point of origin in each case is either a 
small, generally unimportant welding flaw or a notch on 
the weld surface of the side in contact with sodium. 

Some of the cracks are branched. Their course is primarily 
intercrystalline in the base material and almost always 
transcrystalline in the weld metal. 

With the exception of sodium, absolutely no foreign 
materials, which could have caused stress corrosion 
cracking, were detected on the fracture surfaces. 

The applied material including the weld metal meets the 
requirements of DIN 17155 as regards all tested mechanical, 
technological and chemical values. 

The structural condition of the base material and the 
weld joint is normal. 

The material was tested for, temper embrittlement. 
Susceptibility was not established. 

The analysis of the sodium indicated that we were dealing 
with very pure reactor sodium. No detrimental impurities 
were detected which could have been connected with the 
crack formations in the material. 

As, according to current knowledge, it is possible to exclude 
any tendency of the material to liquid metal embrittlement in 
the presence of liquid sodium under the specified operating 
conditions, the observed damage can only be explained as 
damage due to stress corrosion cracking. Furthermore, as 
the examination did not ·indicate the presence of a medium 
initiating stress corrosion cracking, it is reasonable to 
assume that the damage was caused by caustic soda. It was, 
however, impossible to prove this under the given conditions 
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and with the acknowledged analytical methods. This, however, 
is not surprising, as, in the case of stress corrosion 
cracking, it is often impossible to verify the medium 
causing the damage and one must indirectly deduce this 
medium from the operating conditions or disturbances of 
the same. 

The simulation tests performed in caustic soda presented 
the same fracture structure as that on the damage fracture 
surfaces. 

Even if it is impossible to positively identify which medium 
was involved in the determined type of damage, the residual 
stresses due to design and manufacture which were present in 
the damage area and the effects of which were increased by 
welding flaws and notches on the weld surface were,in any 
case,responsible for the damage. 

The Inspectors 

( Dr. Kaufmann) 
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Behaltermantel 

Vessel casing 

Stutzen-Nr. 2 

Stud No. 2 

Probe 3 

Sample 3 

Supplied vessel section with separated stud 
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Results of the surface crack test 

Identification 

Web weld 
Web 1 
( Sample 1) 

Web weld 
Web 2 
( Sample 2) 

Stud section 
(Sample 3) 

2 Manhole 
weld segments 

2 sodium 
inlet lines 

Stud weld 
( see Fig. in 
Annex 0) 

Test method 

Magnetic particle 

Magnetic particle 

Magnetic particle 

Magnetic particle 

Magnetic particle 
and dye pene
tration test 

Magnetic particle 

Results 

In the delivery condition, weld spatters on and 
beside the welding seam (Fig. 1). Undercuts 
and a crack indication at the ground end 
crater can be seen in the test condition(Fig.2). 

The illustration presents the condition of Sample 2 
after a crack between the boreholes had been ex
posed at a depth of 27 cm for a fast surface 
fracture inspection. The scale on the unground 
weld indicates that the crack obviously originated 
from a contact point for the welding process. In 
the test condition, there are numerous weld spatters 
on and beside the weld. Undercuts are also evident. 

2 crack indications on the inside of the stud, 
one of which is the continuation of a crack 
boring (Fig.5) , although it does not originate 
from thi~flaw indication on the outside of 
the stud (Fig. 6). Crack, Fig. 5 right, is the 
rear side of crack, Fig. 6. 

Several crack indications both longitudinal 
and at right angles to the welding seam 
(Figs. 7 and 8) . 

The pipes were cut through longitudinally 
and tested inside and outside. No indications 
were found (no illustration). 

4 crack indications in the weld metal on the 
inside of the stud (Fig. 9) and one along 
the weld in the base material on the casing 
side (Fig. 10). 

Crack locations : + 75, + 460, + 735, - 125 
measured from the zero point. 
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Rasl.llts of the metallographic examinations and hardness tests 

Sample 
No. 

1. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

3. 
/ 

Microsection 
No. 

1.1 

1.2 

2. 1 

3. 1 

3.2 

Point of 
removal 

Web 1, 
transverse 
microsection 
(location see 
Fig. 2) 

Web 1, 
Longitudinal 
microsection 
(location see 
Fig. 2) 

Web 2, 
transverse 
microsection 
(location see 
Fig. 4) 

Stud 
long'itudinal 
microsection 
(location see 
Fig. 13) 

Stud 
transverse 
microsection 
(location see 
Fig. 13) 

- -----

Results 

The web plate is thoroughly fused, but 
exhibits an approximately 0.8 mm long slag 
inclusion on the unground side (no 
illustration). The maximum measured hardness 
is around 232 HV 10 in the heat affected 
zone. 
See Annex 2, Page 3 for the hardness profile 
and macro-photo. 

The microsection is located in a part of 
the sample with 2 ultrasonic indications. 
However, no defect could be detected in 
the microsection itself (no illustration). 

The microsection was taken across an ultra
sonic indication. There were 2 cases of 
lack of side wall fusion (max. 2.5 mm long), 
one slag inclusion and an 0.3 mm long crack 
in the weld interface. The max. hardness was 
around 243 HV 10 in the heat affected zone 
(Annex 2, Page 4) · _,, 

The microsection was taken through the 
crack in the weld metal presented in Pig . . 5, 
left. The 2 cracks shown in Fig{4 appeared in 
the weld •meta1, one of these con 1riued into 
the base material. In Figs. 15a and b 
one can see that the faults in the weld 
metal and in the base material are both inter
and transcrystalline. 

The weld buildup of the stud weld is 
shown in Annex 2, Page 5. It is obvious 
that, apart from some small pores and an 
approx. 1. mm long interrun fusion defect 
between buffer and stud weld, no cracks 
are present. The determined hardness 
values are listed in Annex 2, Page 5. 
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Continuation 

Sample 
No. 

4. 

4. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Microsection 
No. 

4. 1 

4.2 

6. 1 

7. 1 

8. 1 

Point of 
remova 1 

Manhole 
transverse 
microsection, 
location 
Figs.7+8 

Manhole 
longitudinal 
microsection, 
location 
Figs.7 + 8 

Inlet pipe 
ring micro
section 
ferritic 

Inlet pipe 
ring micro
section 
austenitic 

Circumfer
ential weld 
transverse 
microsection 

Daium 

8.3.1983 
Priif-Nr. 

W 323/82 
923-dl-schn 

Annex 2, Page 2 

Results 

Blan 

There was a crack with a mainly inter
crystalline course in a decarburized zone 
beside the root pass. The crack 
appearance was similar to that in Fig. 15. 
A survey photo and the determined hardness 
values are listed in Annex 2, Page 6. 

A crack with a mainly transcrystalline 
course starts from a surface notch of the 
root welding. After approx. one third of the 
crack length,it passes through a pore in 
the weld metal. The crack is partially 
branched and approx. 6 mm long. Survey and 
detailed photos are presented in Figs. 15 c 
to 15 f. 

The examination did not indicate any 
crack formation (no illustration). 

The examination did not indicate any 
crack formation (no illustration). 

No flaws were detected. The structura 1 
arrangements are listed in Annex 2, Page 7. 
The results of the hardness test on the 
transverse microsection and on the sur
face are listed in Annex 2, Page 8. 
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Sanple No. : 1.1 

Microsection 1.1 Scale 2,4:1 

•.restpoint 
Loading: ..98 N 

Hardness 

1 164 ..,. ___ - 1--------- -------- -------- ---------
2 175 

3 162 ~----- --------- -------- - -------- ---------
4 150 

5 219 ------- --------- ---------· --------- --------
6 199 
7 206 ------ --------- --------- --------- --------
8 196 

9 224 ------ - -- ---- -· --------- -------- -- - - --- -
10 218 

11 194 ------ --------- --------- -------- --------
12 197 

13 209 ,.,.. ____ --------- --------- --------- --- -- --- -
14 192 

15 213 ---- -- --------- ------- - -------- --------
16 213 

I Schliff-Nr. I I I I 
REFERAT SCHWEISSTECHNIK 1111~2 lf 



HARTEPROFUNG NACH VICKERS 
an SchweiBverbindungen 

Sample No.: 2.1 

( 
Microsection 2.1 

Loading: 28 
Testpoint 

Hardness 

1 165 ,_ ____ -------- --------
2 172 

3 163 ..,._ -- -- --------- ---------
4 148 

5 243 ~- ---- --------- ---------· 
6 228 

7 183 ------ --------- ---------
8 187 

9 219 .,_. _____ ------- -- ---------10 193 

11 230 ----- ------ - - - ---------
12 218 

13 183 ----- --------- ---------
14 172 

15 191 ---- -- --------- ------- -
16 206 

I Schliff-Nr. I 
REFERAT SCHWEISSTECHNIK 

Pruf-Nr. W 323/82 ~ 
Annes 2, Page 4 . . 

' 

N 

-------- --------· 

-------- ---------

--------- --------

--------- --------
' · 

-------- -- - - --- -

-------- ---------

--------- ---------

-------- --------

I I 
2/0S2 
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HARTEPROFUNG NACH VICKERS 
an SchweiBverbindungen 

Sanple No.: 3.2 

Pruf-Nr. W 323/82 

'-Annex 2, Page 5 

Loading: 98 N 
Testpoint 

Hardness 

1 181 A 262 ---- - -------- -------- -------- ----- ---· 
2 170 B 243 

3 146 C 222 ... _____ --------- ---- ----- ---- --- - ---------
4 153 

5 351 ------,_ ______ __ 
--- - - - - - -· --------- --- ---- -

6 274 

7 232 ------ --------- -- ------- --------- - ------ -
8 285 

9 251 - ----- - -- ---- -- --------- -------- --- - - -- -
10 264 

11 216 - ----- --------- --------- -- ------ ----- ----
12 235 

13 233 ~--- - ~ --------- ---- --- -- - - --- - --- ---------
14 227 

15 253 - --- -- -- ------- ------- - ------- - -- -- ----
16 264 

I Schliff-Nr. I I 
REFERAT SCHWEISSTECHNIK 

I 
1/052 ISO 
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Sample No.: 4.1 

•1 ,3• 
\ 

I 

I 
•2. 1'-· 

Fig. 

Microsection 4.1 

. ' . ,. 
. , . ' 

Testpoint 
Loading: 98 N 

Hardness 

I Schliff-Nr. 

1 

2 
__ 186 __ _____ ____ --- --------------

169 

3 218 ..., _____ --------- ---- ----- --------
4 185 

5 165 ------ ·-------- - ----- ----- --------- --------
6 192 

7 198 -- ---- --------- --------- --------- --------
8 193 

9 206 
,,_ _____ --------·--------- -------- --------

10 201 

11 183 

12 

13 
~---- ------------------------------------14 

15 

16 

I I --------------------------------------". 
RERRAT SCHWEISSTECHNIK . : ta,: 
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2/0/7 J B1. 

~"'ig. : I Macro structure 

Etching: HN03 

Fig. : II Base mta.1 

• 

Annex 2, Page 7-

Cross section, circumferential welding, Sanple 8.1 

Fig. : III Heat-affectedzone 
a)= in the middle 
b) = near surface 

Pruf-Nr. w 323/82 

Fig.: IV Weld netal a)= in the middle 
b)= near sur:liace 
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Base metal 2 

13 
• • 

' 
~ 

,£ 
I 

/ ij 
• 

Testpoint 

1 
... - -·- -

2 

3 ... ___ __ 
4 

5 
------ .. 

6 

7 
------

8 
9 

-- --- ~ 

10 

11 --- - --
12 

13 - ---
14 

15 
----···---

16 

Sample No.: 8.1 

Base metal 1 

• 
2 

• 
3 

cross-section 

surface-section 

Loading: 98 ·- - N 

Hardness 

168 17 227 - - ---- -- -- - - - - - ----- ---- ---------
171 18 227 

149 19 227 -- - -- - -.. - - - --------- -------- ---------
153 20 206 

242 21 167 --------- ---- --- --- · -- -· ------ --------
230 22 219 

210 23 219 ------- - - --------- --------- --------
193 24 224 

230 25 218 - -- - ----· -- - - - 4· -- - -- -·----- --------
227 26 221 

207 27 178 - - --- - - - -
______ ., - - -------- ----------

207 28 177 

203 29 216 -- --- - - . --- ----- -- ------ --- ---------
198 30 218 

207 -4 ---- - . - -- -- - - - - - - -- - - - --------
209 

L Schlitf f\J1 I I I 
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Results of the fracture surface examinations 

Sample 
No. 

2. 

3 

4 

Fracture sur- Point of 
face No. removal 

B 1.1 

B 2 .1 

B 3. 1 

B 4.1 

Web 1 
US-indication 
(Fig. 2) 

Web 2 
bored crack in 
web plate 

Stud 
crack from 
microsection 
3.1 (Fig.13) 

Manhole 
transverse 
microsection 
(Fig.7) 

Results 

The ultrasonic indication identified as 
11 B 1.1 11 was exposed. This was a 2.5 mm 
long lack of fusion defect without access 
to the outside surface (no illustration). 

After separation of the material to the 
left and to the right of the boreholes, 
the sample was cooled in liquid nitrogen 
and the fracture surface was exposed. 
Figs. 16 and 17 present the fracture 
surface, and, as a comparison, a trans
verse microsection from the same sample. 
Figs. 18 - 23 show details from the base 
material, weld metal and laboratory 
fracture One can see that the fracture 
in the base material is essentially inter
crystalline (Fig.19), while that in the 
weld metal is basically transcrystalline 
(Figs. 20 and 21). The laboratory frac
ture was a pure cleavage fracture. 

After removal of the microsection 3.1, the 
remaining part of the crack was exposed. 
Fig. 24 presents the fracture surface. 
In order to facilitate orientation, the 
fusion lines were drawn in using the 
microsection picture and the fracture 
structure. The outlines of the damaged 
areas are marked with dotted lines. It is 
evident that the crack started from a pore 
(Fig. 24a) on the inside of the stud, 
which reaches to the surface of the weld, 
and that it has passed through approx. 
75 % of the wall thickness in this case. 
As in sample 11 B 2.1", the weld metal and 
the adjacent base material zones were 
damaged. Figs. 25 and 26 were taken in 
the damaged part of the sample and show 
the interface between weld metal and base 
material. The fracture appearance there
fore ressembles that of sample B 2.1. 

After cooling in nitrogen, the root defect 
was broken open. A fracture surface 
similar to that in Sample B 3.1 was 
obtained (no illustration). 

With the exception of sodium, absolutely no foreign materials were detected on 
any of the fracture surfaces. 
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Impact Test Notch: ISO-V and DVM 

Sample Dim. of spec. Cross 
No. Width Thickn. section 

111111 I 111111 cni2 

Test Impact Crystal. 
temp. Energy Strength ,ositio~ proportion Expansion 
•c J 'J/cm2 % 111111 

1 10,0 8,0 0,8 : 0 

Remarks 

(ISO-V) 
1----+-----'---1---'---- ·------- ·--· -·- -

24 

28 

30 

35 

95 

95 

0,50 

0,55 

Gv l 

GJ l 
-- •'"·--·-- .. 

2 10,0 0,0 _____ o_,a--; Q_ _ (I~V) 

3 10,0 8,0 0,8 - 20 12 15 q 100 0,20 Gv 1 (ISO-V) -------•-w-•••• •- • 
4 10,0 8,0 0,8 -JQO 12 15 q 100 0,25 Gv 1 (ISO-V) 

-·--- - -----·- - -·····- -- -

,__5 __ 1_0,_o-+---0,0 o,8 _ ~-~~ -~~--- __ Z~- q so _ ~,20 _____ Clv 1 ___ J!§~Y.) 
6 10,0 8,0 0,8 + 49_ §~ -~5- q _ }9 1,~9 _____ --~ 1 _______ _JISQ-V) 

7 10,0 8,0 0,8 !_80 -- 8~_ !9~ _ 9 _ 0 _ 1,60 .... -~ L_ _ ___ JISO-V) 

8 10,0 8,0 0,8 
1
+ 8Q_ -~~ ___ !_!0 9__ __ 0 1,60 .... __ G[_~ _ ____ {I_~V) 

9 10,0 8,0 0,8 +12Q __ 80 ___ l0pg _______ O___ ~~69 _______ GJ_l ________ _(I~V) 

10 10,0 8,0 0,8 +~2Q --~~-- _l_Q~ q_ 0 1,60 .. _ __ CM 1 ______ (ISO-V) 

11 10,0 8,0 0,8 1+ 60 _}§ _9-5 g_ 0 l:,~5 GtJ 1 _ (ISQ-V) 

12 10,0 8,-0 0,8 _ + 60 82 103 9 0 1,55 GJ 1 (ISO-'J) 

13 10,0 8,0 0,8 - 50 .... -~ 8 q 100 0,10 Gv 1 __ (ISO-V) 

14 10,0 8,0 0,8 + 20 38 48 q 80 0,80 Gv 1 (ISO-V) 
-· -- --·------·------- -··--·---- ,. ------·- ---- ·-·--···-·-··"' 

15 10,0 8,0 0,8 +255 72 90 ~ ____ Q ______ 1,60. Gv 1 (ISO-V) 

16 10,0 8,0 0,8 +255 76 95 q __ _Q ___ 1,60 _____ Gv __ !_____ (ISO-V) 

Ul 10,0 8,0 0,8 RI' 60 75 P0-0 __ 60 -- _ l,15 _ --- WEZ ------ _ _(ISO-') 

02 10, 0 8, 0 0, 8 - 20 14 18 P0-0 __ 9_~--- _O, 25 ---·· -~Z _________ (ISO-'') 

03 10.0 8.0 0,8 + 60 ___ 88 110 P0-0 __ _Q __ + ~t§5 __ -~~ __________ (ISO-V) 

U4 10.0 8,0 0,8 + 90 ·---~~ ___ _!!? _lc9::~_ 2 .... _ 1!7 .. --~~ .. _ (IS0-71 

1.1 10,0 7,0 o, 7 RI' _ ~~-- 90 9. -

1. 2 10, 0 7, 0 0, 7 _ -~ 62 _ -~~ _g_ .. _ -

2 .1 10, 0 8, 0 0, 8 _ _ -~ -- §'!__ 80 9... ?9. 
2.2 10,0 8,0 0,8 I RI' 64 ______ 80 __ g_ _____ ·-· 50 __ _ 

2_1 10.0 8.0 0.8 RT _ 62 __ 78 ____ g _____ 50 ___ _ 

Requirements (DIN 17155 (1.59)) ~i;q DVM 

Tensile Test 

Probe 1 

Probe 1 

1,30 GtJ 2 

!-, f~ _ .... --~ _2 

1, 25______ _ Gt1 2 ..... . 

(DVM) 

(DVM) 

(~~9-'Vl 

U§Q-V) 

_(I~_V) 

Sample 
No, 

Dim. of spec 
Width Thickn 

Cross 
section 

mm2 

Meas. 
Length 

111111 

Yield 
point 
N/mm2 

Tensile strength Elong. Red. Fract, 
1.oc. 

Test 
temp. 
•c 

nm 111111 

0,2 % 
N N 

1,0 % 
N/1111112 N N/mm2 % % 

G2 0 10,0 78,54 50 20600 262 - - _4?~90 602 19,0{ 1~. -~ 2~5 

SG 25, 0 15, 7 392, 5 
2~~ 147580 376 -_ :~ .... ---~ ~_13900 545 :: + _ i -~~ _
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·-------

Element Requiremen Base metal 1 Base metal 2 weld metal 

GW 

C 0 I 12-0 I 2 0 0,180 0,185 0,080 

c· 
... 1 .1. 0 I 15-0 I 3 5 0,23 0,24 0,50 

Mn 0,50-0,70 0,57 0,57 1,05 

p < 0,040 0,007 0,007 0,015 

s < 0,040 0, 014 0,014 0,016 

Cr 0,16 0,16 0,06 

Mo 0 I 2 5-0 I) 5 0,30 0,30 0,50 

Ni 0,04 0,04 0,02 

As 0,005 0,005 0,005 

Sn 0,005 0,005 0,004 

Cu 0,04 0,04 0,06 

Co < 0,01 < 0,01 < 0,01 

The values were determined by means of X-ray analysis. 

The analysis was repeated after 2 and 4 mm had been ground off. 

The determined values were confirmed. 

Analysis of Base metal and 

welding of sample 8 

W 323/82 

Annex 5 

Page 1 



Sample % Cr % Mo 

------•• -••----,---~-.- ••-----,•---••••--•-•-•------•-•- -•-••~---- --~-M~M-••-•••-•----•••--•-•-•-

1 Web weld metal 

3 a) Buffer 

b) Stud weld metal 

4 a) Root weld metal 

b) Cover pass 

0,04 

0,05 

0,05 

0,03 

0,03 

0,19 

0,45 

0,45 

0,45 

0,43 

The values were chemically determined. 

Sodium analysis 

K 49 mg/kg 

Mg 4 mg/kg 

Ca 21 mg/kg 

Abt.: 923 
gez.: Loog Weld metal checking analysis 

0at.:4.3.83 and sodium analysis 

Au 1,. w 
Annex 
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TUV RHEINLAND Datum 

INSTITUT FUR MATERIALPRUFUNG UNO CHEMIE 11.3.1983 
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Sample.preparations for corrosion testing 

Tensile strength samples 

. Stud 

Casing 

~ Elongation via welding 

Jones-samples 

work sample 
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INSTITUT FOR MATERIALPRUFUNG UNO CHEMIE 

Pruf-Nr. : W 323/82 

Fig. 5 Crack indications on the inside of the stud 

. ( 
.. 

Fig. 6 Crack indications on the outside of the stud 
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Pruf-Nr.: W 323/82 
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INSTITUT FUR MATER1ALPRUFUNG UNO CHEMIE 

Pruf-Nr.: w 323/82 

Fig. 9 Magnetic particle indications on the inside 

of the stud 

Fig. 10 Indications in the base material opposite 

the stud weld 
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INSTITUT FUR MATERIALPRUFUNG UNO CHEMIE 

Pruf-Nr.: W 323/82 

( 
Fig. 11 US-indications in the prolongation of the 

surface cracks 

Fig. 12 Rear view of the sample from fig. 11 
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Pruf-Nr.: w 323/82 

Fig. 12a X-ray indications in the vessel base 1:1 

Fig. 12b X-ray indications in the stud 1:1 

2/07 lc 9,78 
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INSTITUT FOR MATERIALPRUFUNG UNO CHEMIE 

Pruf-Nr.: W 323/82 

Fig. 13 Division of sample, sample 3 

Fig. 14 Survey microsection 3.1 3:1 
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INSTITUT FOR MATERIALPRUFUNG UNO CHEMIE 

Pruf-Nr.: W 323/82 

Detail from Fig. 14 

crack in weld metal 

Fig. 15a 

500:1 

Detail from Fig. 14 

crack in base material 

Fig. 15b 

500:1 
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Pruf-Nr.: w 323/82 

Fig. 15c Sample 4.2 10:1 

longitudinal section through the manhole weld 

Fig. 15d 200:1 

Detail from Fig. 15c, start of crack 

2/071c 9.78 
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PrUf-Nr. : W 323/82 

( 
Fig. lSe 200:1 

Detail from Fig. 15c, centre of crack 

Fig. 15f 200:1 

Detail from Fig. 15c, termination of crack 
2/071c 9 78 
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INSTITUT FUR MATERIALPRUFUNG UNO CHEMIE 

Fig. 16 Fracture surface "B 2.1" 

Fig. 17 Weld buildup 

Pruf-Nr.: W 323/82 

2,3:1 

2,3:1 
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INSTITUT FUR MATERIALPRUFUNG UNO CHEMIE 

Pruf-Nr.: W 323/82 

C 

Fig. 18 300:1 

Fracture surface in the damaged base material 

Fig. 19 Detail from Fig. 18 1000:1 

Inter- and transcrystalline fracture with numerous 
intergranular cracks 
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Pruf-Nr.: W 323/82 

Fig. 20 1000:1 

Fracture surface in damaged weld metal 

( 

Fig. 21 Detail from Fig. 20 3000:1 

Brittle fracture with intergranular cracks 

2/071c 9 78 
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Fig. 22 Laboratory fracture surface 

Cleavage fracture in base material 

Fig. 23 Laboratory fracture surface 
Cleavage fracture in weld metal 

Pruf-Nr.: w 323/82 

300:1 

300:1 



\Fig. 24 Fracture surface stud weld 2,3:1 

Fig. 24a Detail from Fig. 24 16:1 
2/071c 9.78 

Welding flaw 
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INSTITUT FUR MATERIALPRUFUNG UNO CHEMIE 

Fig. 25 Detail from Fig. 24 

Pruf-Nr.: w 323/ 82 

300:1 

Interface between weld metal and base material 

( 

Fig. 26 Detail from Fig. 25 1000:1 
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Pruf-Nr.: w 323/82 

Fig. 2 7 Fracture surface base material 1000:1 

Jones simulation sample in NaOH 

Fig. 28 Fracture surface weld metal 1000:1 
Jones simulation sample in NaOH 

2/071c 9.78 
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INSTITUT FUR MATERIALPRUFUNG UNO CHEMIE 

Pruf-Nr.: w 323/82 

Crack in base material 

Jones simulation sample 

in NaOH 

Fig. 29 

500:1 

Crack in weld metal 

Jones simulation sample 

in NaOH 

Fig. 30 

500:1 
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INSTITUT FUR MATERIALPRUFUNG UNO CHEMIE 

Fig. 31 Fracture surface base material 

Jones simulation sample in H
2
s 

c· 
Fig. 3 2 Fracture surface weld metal 

Jones simulation sample in H
2
s 

Pruf-Nr.: w 323/82 

1000:1 

1000:1 
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0.0.0 Summary 

A leakage in the form of a transverse crack extending into the 
adjacent base material has occurred at a welding seam of the 
Regenerating Vessel. Cracks were detected at pipe bracket seams. 
Only welding seams coming into contact with sodium were affected. 

SN 9/2 Manhole welding seam, Annex 1 
SN X *, Pipe bracket seam, Annex 1 

The other parts of the vessel did not exhibit any damages. 

The following points were established: 

The hardness values and structural condition of base material 
and weld metal are normal. 

A sodium sample was of reactor quality. 

The fracture surface of the crack causing the leakage and a 
longitudinal crack in the root area exhibit features of damage 
due to stress corrosion cracking. 

The cracks at the pipe bracket seams were eliminated without 
a preceeding fractographic examination. 

The laboratory examination, the test results and visual in
spection of the vessel indicate that material stresses can be 
made responsible for the formation of the cracks listed above: 

a) Unsuitable surface quality of the root of the connecting 
weld dished head to manhole stud (SN 9/2) on the medium side. 

b) Inadequate constructive design at the joining welds of the 
pipe brackets thus hindering expansion. 

Crack formation then occurs as the result of the interrelations 
described above. 

* The welding seam is not included in the drawing of the vessel. 
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1.0.0 Temporal course of the damages 

2.0.0 

2.1.0 

In the 37th. calendar week 1982, it became clear that oxides were 
forming on the insulation at the bottom of the Regenerating Vessel. 
Further examinations such as temperature measurement, inspection 
of the heating conductors strengthened the suspicion that sodium 
was leaking from the Regenerating Vessel. 

During the subsequent operating period, the vessel was operated 
with solid sodium in the lower part. 

Examinations and activities in Almeria 

In the course of the 41st. week 1982, a start was made in the 
search for the damages at the stud Pos. 4 and bottom Pos.5 
(Annex 1) on the outside of the vessel. The search was continued 
on the inside during the 3rd. calendar week 1983. 

Outside inspection 

The insulation of stud Pos. 4 and the bottom Pos. 5 was filled 
up with sodium and caked to the glass wool. 
This caked mass was partly removed with hammer,chisel and compressed 
air tools. Small fires broke out repeatedly during these activities. 

Fig. 1 presents the condition of the vessel after removal of the 
caked mass'. 

2.1.1 Surface crack test outside 

The welding seam area SN 3/26 , the stud Pos. 4, the welding 
seams SN 9/2 and 1/8, the bottom Pos. 5 and the welding seam 
SN 3/25 (Annex 1) were each tested in two magnetization directions, 
both longitudinally and transversely. Alternating current yoke 
magnets were used. The pictures were produced using black magnetic 
particles. 
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2.2.0 Inside insRection 

After the inside of the vessel had been cleaned using the vacuum 
distillation method and opened by means of a severance cut~100mm 
above welding seam SN 9/2, the vessel was subjected to the 
following inspections: 

2.2.1 Surface crack test inside 

2.2.2 

2.3.0 

2.4.0 

The total inner surface was tested in two magnetization directions, 
in each case both longitudinally and transversely. Alternating 
current yoke magnets were used. The picture was produced using 
fluorescent magnetic particle suspension. The Bertold test specimen 
was used to check the sensitivity. 

Ultrasonic test inside 

The ultrasonic test of the welding seams was perfonned with a 
sensitivity setting as specified in AD-Merkblatt HP 5/3. In 
accordance with the existing wall thickness, the substitute 
error value of 1.0 was taken as the basis for the registration 
limit. The test was effected with test angles 45° and 70° and 
with the normal search unit. 

The longitudinal welds SN 1/7 and 1/8 were subjected to a 
100% test, the circumferential welds SN 1/9 and 1/10 in the 
T-joint area to a 25 % test and the manhole welding seam SN 3/26 
to a 100 % test . 

I 

Inner and outer visual inspection 

The visual inspection of the outside was limited to the exposed 
area, the exposed manhole stud Pas. 4 and the lower dished head 
Pos.3. The inner surface was subjected to a 100 % visual 
inspection. 

Sample taking 

As shown in Fig. 3.1, a sample was taken from the welding seam area 
around the crack Fig. 2 and was immediately painted with paraffin on 
all sides to prevent contact with air, Fig. 3.2. 
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3.0.0 

3.1.0 

3.2.0 

3.3.0 

Results of the examinations 

A crack, which is illustrated in Fig. 2, was found to be the 
cause of the leakage. The length of the crack is approximately 
35 mm on the outer and inner sides. It begins approximately 
4 mm above the lower cover pass side of welding seam SN 9/2 , 
passes upwards through the seam and ends in the base material 
of the stud, Pos. 4, Annex 1. 

The total root pass SN 9/2 is illustrated in Fig. 4.1 
(without the sample Fig. 3.2). It exhibits poor formation over 
large sections, e.g. drops, severe root ripples and notches in 
longitudinal and transverse direction, Fig. 4.2. Three adjacent 
root beads indicate a multiple repair in the root area in Fig. 4.2. 

Cracks were evident at the ends of the fillet welding seams SN X 
(Annex 1). The pipe brackets were severed from the vessel wall 
(Fig. 5) , the remaining pieces were ground down to the wall 
surface until no further crack indications were detected (specified 
wall 12 mm, after grinding 10.8 mm). 

Surface crack test (Points 2.1.1 and 2.2.1) 

No crack indications were detected outside the areas listed above. 

Ultrasonic test (Point 2.2.2) 

The test of the butt welds and the welding-in seam of the manhole 
stud did not result in any indications subject to registration. 

Inner and outer visual inspection (Point 2.3.0) 

The inner and outer surfaces were covered with a slight rust 
film, which, however, did not impair the assessment. Please 
refer to Fig_. 5 in this respect. 

With the exception of the root pass SN 9/2 and the fillet 
welding seam SN X, all welding seams were ground. The inner 
and outer visual inspection did not give rise to any objections. 
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4.0.0 

4.1.0 

4. 1. 1 

4.1.2 

4.2.0 

Summary of the examination results 

The results of the diverse examinations perfonned are briefly 
summarized below : 

Damage situation of the vessel on site 

The weld joint (SN 9/2) of the manhole stud Pas. 4 to the 
dished head Pos. 5 exhibits a crack, as shown in Fig. 2. 

The welding seams SN X (not identified in the drawing) exhibit 
fine cracks at the ends. 

Report on the damage examination of the Regenerating Vessel 
dated 25.05.1983 

The sample illustrated in Fig. 3.2 was examined in the Institute 
for Materials Testing with the following results : 

2 types of cracks were detected : A main crack at right angles 
to the welding seam, originating from a starting point with 
root sagging, and a longitudinal crack, originating from a 
root notch with subsequent lack of fusion. 

The main crack covers the total welding seam and reaches into 
the base material on both sides of the seam. 

On the root side, more than half the wall thickness of its 
fracture surface was covered with sodium. 

The crack length on the inner and outer surfaces is identical. 

The course of the crack in the base material is inter- and 
transcrystalline, and primarily transcrystalline in the weld 
metal. 
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5.0.0 

The longitudinal crack exhibits the same inter- and trans
crystalline course as the transverse crack, whereby the 
transcrystalline fraction similarly predominates in the weld 
metal. 

The structural condition of base material and weld metal 
is normal. 

The partial weld metal control analysis does not indicate 
any material confusion. 

The metallographic and fractographic picture of the cracks there
fore exhibits the same features as that of the Cold Storage Vessel, 
and therefore similarly points to stress corrosion cracking as 
the cause of the damage. The detrimental influence of welding 
flaws in the root area is, however, much more obvious in the 
case under consideration than in that of the Cold Storage Vessel. 

It was not possible to detect the composition of the medium 
causing the detected stress corrosion cracking during this 
examination either. 

Summary and evaluation of the examination results with 
reference to the cause of the damage 

The transverse and longitudinal cracks which have appeared at 
the weld joint (SN 9/2) exhibit clear features of intercrystalline 
stress corrosion cracking. 

The fine cracks of welding seams SN X could not be examined in 
the laboratory as samples could not be taken. 

The cracks originate exclusively on the inside of the vessel 
coming into contact with sodium near faults resulting from 
the design and the manufacture. 

The material 15 Mo 3 is present and must be accepted in its quality 
as steel which is not completely resistant to cracking in caustic 
solutions. It is up to research to offer an explanation for 
the medium side. Subsequently, in order to evaluate the cause 
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of the damage, it only remains to discuss the stress necessary 

for crack formation. This comprises residual stresses due to 

welding, load stresses due to internal pressure and temperature 

differences as well as peak stresses from notches caused by the 

design and the manufacture. The various areas of damage are 

discussed in the following from these points of view. 

5.0.1 Manhole welding seam (SN 9/2) 

The surface condition does not comply with the requirements of 

the General Specification RVS CRS-02 dated 15.03.1978, which con

tains the following requirement on page 5 under point 4 "Surface 

conditions of the welds" : 

Blan..9__ 

"At the pressure-loaded components, all longitudinal, cir

cumferential and weld-in seams shall be grinded - if possible -

from inside to be free of notches." 

Thereby the limitation "if possible" is understood as applying 

to welds which are not accessible from the inside due to the 

dimensions of the component (e.g. a pipe of< 500 inner 0) and 

which can therefore only be welded from the outside. On the basis 

of the knowledge which can be drawn from the damage in question 

and which confirms this regulation, all possibilities should have 

been exhausted during design and construction to guarantee 

notch-free surfaces on the inside of the components. 

The General Specification stipulates TIG welding for the root, 

obviously to ensure that the roots coming into contact with 

the medium are as smooth as possible. The weld fonnation dis

covered on the inside neither complies with this regulation nor 

with the requirements of the AD-Merkblatt HP 5/1 nor with the 

requirements of quality class BS according to DIN 8563, Part 3, 

where only flat local root concavities and notches are admissible 

over seams welded on one side, but where lack of fusion and poor 

alignment of plate edges amounting to 4 mm are inadmissible. 
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5.0.2 

5.1.0 

Fig. 4.2 gives an impression of the manufacturing quality. A 
horizontal multiple repair has been performed in the area X. 
The dripping liquid metal drops (see Point 4.2,Report prepared 
by Institute for Materials Testing, page 4, second dash) adhered 
to the surface in the damage area (sample). 

Pipe bracket seams SN X (Annex 1) 

The pipe below~ is firmly welded to the wall of the vessel via 
the pipe bracket by welding seams SNY and SNX. 

As a consequence of the rigid connection, the welding seams SNX 
must withstand all operational loads, namely different thermal 
expansions (vessel/pipe) and pressure fluctuations leading to 
alternating bending load. The surface quality of these welding 
seams does not comply with the General Specification named in 
Point 5. O. 1. 

Comprehensive evaluation 

The results of the examinations can be comprehensively evaluated 
as follows 

On the basis of the determined hardness values, the 
structural inspections and a weld metal analysis, it can be 
stated that the damages are not due to the base material and 
the weld metal deviating from the specified requirements. 

Outside the damage areas, the vessel is in perfect condition 
as regards the welding seams and the total inner surface. 
A complete magnetic particle inspection performed with the 
highest possible sensitivity did not exhibit any further 
crack indications. The ultrasonic test of the butt welds did 
not result in any indications subject to registration. 

A sodium sample taken from the specimen was of reactor quality. 

Blan~ 
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The fracture surfaces of the cracks and the course of the 
cracks in the material structure exhibit the features of damage 
due to stress corrosion cracking. Materials, which could have 
caused such corrosion cracking, were not detected on the 
fracture surfaces. 

Blan_1_1_ 

The root formation of the welding seam manhole stud / dished 
head does not even approximately comply with the specifications. 
Sharp notches, lack of fusion and severe drops produced an 
inner surface covered with notches. 

The constructive design of the joining welds of the pipe bracket 

(pipe S1 with welding seams SNY and SNX) and the vessel wall 
hinders expansion and hence causes the build-up of higher 
alternating bending stresses. In the area around the ends 
of the seams SNX, these stresses are further increased by the 
stress concentration factor due to the notch-covered surface. 

The laboratory examinations, the test results and the visual 
inspection indicate that material stresses can be made re
sponsible for the formation of the cracks described above 

a) Unsuitable medium-side surface quality of the root 
of the connecting weld dished head / manhole stud (SN 9/2). 

b) Inadequate constructive design at the joining welds of 
the pipe brackets thus hindering expansion. 

Crack formation then occurs as the result of the inter
relations described above. 
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6.0.0 

6.1.0 

6.2.0 

6.3.0 

Repair of the vessel 

Prerequisites for repair 

On the basis of the results of the examinations described above, 
the following principles were established for the repair : 

Avoidance of welded-on parts on the inside of the vessel. 

Maximum accuracy in the preparation of the welding edges to 
minimize warping due to welding and the residual welding stresses. 

Stress relief heat treatment of the welding seam SN 9/2. 

The above requirements were entered in the repair programme of 
the company Voest Nos. SO4 and SOS. 

Execution of the repair 

The repair work was executed in the period 10.01.1983 to 23.02.1983. 
The bottom, Pas. 5, was renewed and most accurately fitted. 

Evaluation of the repair 

Employees of the T0V Rheinland performed the following activities 
during supervision of the repair work : 

Complete supervision of the fitting and welding work. 

Visual inspection of the root pass. 

Evaluation of the X-ray films, performance of the surface 
crack test and ultrasonic tests. 

Control of the heat treatment. 
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TO'V RHEINLAND 

It is confirmed that the repair work performed fulfils all the 
prerequisites for equating the vessel with a new vessel. 

Technl:::ci:cr Oter•.rc:~'.'::n1:-vcrcin Rh~in and e. V. 
z,: nt- alc1tt::iiu::g 

BauOberwachun~ von Grofianlagen 
Der Sachverstandige 

Dipl.-Ing. Wilters 

Blatt ___j]_ 
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The welding seam SNX and SNY is not included in the drawing of the vessel. 

Die SchweiBnahte SNX und SNY sind in der Zeichnung des Behalters nicht 
aufgefillrrt. 
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Herr Grasse, 
Operating Agent for IEA.SSPS. 

Apto 549 
Almeria. 

Dear Herr Grasse, 

Schartenstr 45 
5430 Wettingen 
Schweiz 
27 March 1983 

I enclose the script that you requested for your report to 

the Executive Committee. I found that I had to write rather 

more than I expected because of the need to ensure that my 

comments were readily understandable. I trust that they 

meet your requirements. 

I have enjoyed working with you and other members of the 

project and hope that I can find some way of keeping in 

touch with your future activities. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 



Almeria CRS Plant 

Status March, 1383 

The report of the Expert Group, December 1982, identified potential 
reasons for sodium leaks and for problems with the Spilling 
engine. Also, it recommended actions to be taken. 

* to clarify understanding of the reasons for 
these plant failures 

* to bring the plant to an operating condition 

* to improve plant operating procedures. 

Now that the plant has been repaired and put into operation the 
following comments are relevant to the more important features of 
the work done and they record the opinion of the Chairman of the 
Expert Group on the effectiveness of the repairs and confidence in 
potential for future operation. 

1. CAUSES OF SODIUM LEAKS 

Of the potential causes for failure identified by the Expert Group 
the following have been eliminated following completion of tests 
recommended by the Group. Details of the tests are recorded in 
documents written by the TueV Cologne. 

* temper embrittlement 
:::: hydrogen 

The state of understanding of the reasons for the cracks and their 
leading to sodium leaks is as follows: 

1 . 1) Cold Tank Bottom 

* Initial cracking caused by bad design and originating 
in welds on the inside of the rails of the 'shock plate' 
that were difficult to make and inspect and could not be 
ground. 

* Crack propagation due to these welds being hard and 
stressing the material to near the yield stress followed 
by stress cycling during operation. 

* Failure of the 'dome' repair features due to continued 
growth of earlier cracks that had not been adequately 
stopped by drilling holes at their ends. 

* Failure of patches on these leaks due to more growth of 
these cracks with some assistance from stress corrosion 
cracking caused by NaOH formed where sodium had contacted 
moist air before welding the patch. 

A point of remaining uncertainty is evidence of some stress 
corrosion cracking that probably occurred before leakage throug 
the vessel and, therefore, before NaOH could be formed by 
sodium contacting moist air. Specific information from the 
history of manufacture, storage, installation and putting into 
operation of the vessel has not been found to explain this 
phenomena. 



l • 2) Manhole Welds, Cold Tank and Regenerator Vessel 
Cracking would ~e initiated from stress raisers such as crevice and discontinuities in the 'ragged' finish on the weld surface that was inside the vessels. This was due to 
* inadequate welding with poor weld flow through to the inside surfaces of the materials being joined. 
The degree to which the extent of cracking may have been affected by 

* inadequate heat treatment 

* any presence of moisture during the welding operation 
has not been ascertained. 

2. PRESENT STATUS 

All zones associated with cracking and sodium leakage have been cut out of the plant and the two vessels, the cold tank and the regenerator vessel, have been inspected in detail to ensure that there are no further cracks. 

During the various stages of the repair work TueV Cologne have very competently provided close surveyance and made control and acceptance checks in much greater detail than would be usual for industrial manufacturing operations. 

2. l] Cold Tank Bottom 

The affected zone has been cut out and. a patch welded into place as proposed by Interatom. Measurements have also been made of hardness and stress levels in metal with welds cut from the tank and in new weld test specimens that included welds joining old and new plates. These measurements were made in places of interest in the specimens relevant to assessing the state of the patch with its weld without having to drill or cut specimens from the repaired tank. The measurements indicated that in the finished patch with its weld there could be positions of 

* metal hardness, and of 

* stress levels 

that could be near the recommended limits of acceptance without stress relieving. Relevant data is presented in Interatorn and TueV records and reports. 

Also, radiographs taken after making the root weld runs showed some places with porosity caused by inadequate manual weld control. These were cut out and repaired and the weld control deficiency corrected leading to no further problems with the following 'filler' weld runs. 

All these operations were made within accepted engineering practices. Although design codes did not require this particular weld design to be stress relieved, the whole vessel was l1eat treated to stress relieve and so provide safety marqins for 
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2. 

2. 

* hardness 

* stress level 

* compensation for the weld repairs. 

Throughout these operations dimensional stability of the vessel 
was checked and at no time did it move outside the allowable 
limits. The small changes measured in straightness and round
ness before and after welding and after heat treatment support 
the opinion that welding the patch in the vessel did not result 
in build-up of high stress levels. 

From the detailed control data taken throughout these operations 
it is reasonable to conclude that the repair has been completely 
successful and it should not cause any problems during future 
plant operation. 

2) Manhole Weld, Cold Tank 

The root weld runs showed defects similar to those For the tank 
bottom weld and so necessitated some cutting out and repair work. 
The weld was then completed with no Further problem£. 

A modification to Interatom's original proposal was to leave a 
small diameter access port to enable inspection of the inside of 
the weld. This port also proved to be adequate to enable the 
inside of the weld to be ground before inspection. 

The completed weld shows no Flaws, it has been made within 
accepted engineering practices and it has been stress relieved. 
There is no reason to expect it to be a potential source of 
difficulties during Future plant operation. 

3) Regenerator Vessel 

The vessel was cleaned by vacuum distillation so enabling removal 
of all sodium without the use of water. 

Inspection showed some cracks and a potential source of Future 
cracking associated with an internal structural Feature that had 
been welded to the inside of the vessel to restrain vibration of 
internal pipes during transport. These Features were cut out 
and the surfaces inside the vessel ground. Inspection of the 
vessel and of these zones after grinding showed no cracks and no 
Features presenting potential For Future cracking. 

The manhole weld was made in the same way as that for the cold 
tank manhole but with no difficulties and no need for any weld 
repair work. Inspection by access through the pipe at the 
bottom of the vessel showed the inside surface of the weld to be 
completely acceptable. In this case it was not possible to grind 
the inside surface. Finally the weld, but not the whole vessel, 
was stress relieved. 

All operations were made within accepted engineering practices. 
No difficulties were met during the welding operations and there 
is no reason to expect any future operational problems with this 
vessel. 
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2. 

2. 

4) Hot Sodium Tank 

The hot sodium tank bottom with the 'shock plate' features 
was inspected using the most advanced ultrasonic methods for 
austenitic steel plates and welds. There was no evidence of 
cracking in the bottom of the vessel and the method proved to 
be sufficiently sensitive to identify irregularities on the 
surfaces of the welds that connect the shock plate rails to thE bottom oF the tank. It is known that irregularities must exist from the original welding process that could not be followed 
by grinding because of insufficient access to do so. The in
spection method is not able to identify whether there are 
cracks associated with these irregularities. 

The method oF inspection proved to be more sensitive and to provide more information than was expected at the time the 
Experts Report was written last December. The information 
obtained was all in the direction of being reassured rather 
than less certain as to whether or not there was potential For 
failure by cracks and crack propagation. Accordingly there is 
no reason to change the judgement made in December that the tank should not be cut or opened and that it is reasonable to 
continue to operate. 

5) Thermal Shocks 

Potential for thermal shocks in both the hot and cold sodium storage tanks has been reduced by fitting Flow distributors in 
the sodium inlet pipes as proposed by Interatom. Also, the 
specification for plant operation has been modified to increase the minimum level of sodium so increasing the volume of sodium 
available to reduce the magnitude of thermal cycles caused by 
Flow of sodium into the tanks. 

The Expert Group report in December included comment that the 
overall plant and plant components were designed to be able to accept the thermal cycling that had been measured and calculate 
except For the shock plate Features in the cold and hot sodium storage tanks. It recommended that it would be prudent to reduce thermal shocks where practicable. 

Steps have been taken ~o reduce thermal shocks and the planned method of operation should maintain plant conditions within 
acceptable design limits. However, it would be sensible to con 
tinue to be aware that it is desirable to avoid unnecessary thermal cycling during Future plant operation. 

3. SPILLING ENGINE 

The recommendations of the Expert Group have been implemented. In particular arrangements for drainage and avoidance of water entering the engine cyclinders have been examined in detail. 

Orifices have been Fitted to condensate return pipes that run from the condenser to the evaporator section in each evaporator. This 
has improved control of liquid levels in the evaporator and the plan1 now regenerates water effectively when on load and no longer continuously loses water. 
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The engine has since operated satisfactorily et.·80~ load factor 
and there are no known reasons for expecting continued difficulties. 
The recommendation to limit load factor to 80% has no specific 
technical basis: it was judged reasonable to apply such a limit 
until operator confidence warranted an increase. There is no reason 
to change that judgement - the plant operators should increase load 
Factor when they judge it reasonable to db so. 

A satisfactory arrangement has been made For the Spilling representa 
tive to stay on site until the end of the year. Recommendations 
relevant to maintenance and training are being implemented. 

4. FUTU8E INSPECTION 

Confidence in the repairs to the sodium vessels is such that it is 
not considered necessary to plan For an early inspection to check 
that no Further weaknesses are developing. 

In planning when next to inspect it is necessary to take ihto accoun 
that 

,:, Fundiog may limit plant l i Fe to the end of 1983 

* Interatom have guaranteed the repaired vessels For 
two years 

* ~he~e ~ill be statutory requirements For inspection. 

Clearly any statutory inspection requirements will have to be met 
and if the plant is to continue operation after this year it would 
be wise to inspect the repairs to the vessel before the Interatom 
guarantees run out. Otherwise it is more important during the rest 
of this year to ensure maximum use of the plant than to interfere 
with operation by making Further inspection of the repairs. 
However, if there are any significant breaks in operation then the 
plant operators may wish to take the opportunity to check, as con
venient, some of the repairs. 

J. Moore 
Chairman, Expert Group 
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